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More Digital Delays
The Safest Prediction
Politics, Technology,
Money Shortage Stall
Digital Broadcasting
by Randy Sukow
WASHINGTON The digital audio
radio ( DAR) standards process in the
U.S. is abit muddled just now.
On the surface, DAR progress appears
to be steady. Five DAR systems have
agreed to testing by the Electronics
Industries Association ( EIA) and the
National Radio Systems Committee
(NRSC).
A suitable testing laboratory, NASA's
Lewis Research Center in Cleveland, has
been reserved.
Detailed test procedures are almost
completely formulated.
A date to begin lab tests, Dec. 31, 1993,
is set (albeit nine months after the original
EIA target date). EIA and NRSC have
obtained promises in writing that the startup date will not slip beyond that date.
Perhaps most importantly, the terrestrial
radio industry has coalesced around inband, on-channel (IBOC). It is intended
to be the DAR technology that insures
competitiveness with other digital audio
media and alink to the switched digital
universe of the future, that at the same
time does nothing to disrupt radio's current business environment.

that Idon't see much happening with
DAB for the next year," said John Abel,
executive vice president, operations,
National Association of Broadcasters.
The test procedures may be near completion, but they are still a source of
potentially divisive disagreements
among the developers.
The FCC's enthusiasm for DAR (not to
mention who will even sit on the FCC a
year from now) is unknown.
Or, the FCC could take asudden, active
interest in DAR and rapidly approve
transmission of the many available satellite radio systems before terrestrial radio
agrees on asystem.
IBOC progress has been encouraging,
but it is taking longer than expected. On
the eve of lab testing, the basic question—Will it work?—remains unanswered.
If lab tests ultimately prove IBOC is
substantially inferior to the proven, but
unpopular Eureka new-band terrestrial
system, will broadcasters reconsider the
new-band approach? Many undoubtedly
will not, opting instead for no digital system of any kind.
Even if broadcasters were to have a
continued on page 10
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The Miami Beach Convention Center will be
the site of the Society of Broadcast Engineers
National Convention. See story page 37

Country Format Rules
by Mark Strausberg
WASHINGTON The Country radio
format is much like the Energizer
Bunny—"It keeps going and going." It
seems nothing can top the Country format, as it remains the No. 1format in
the U.S., according to figures compiled
by The M Street Radio Directory. There
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Girded by uncertainty
At the same time, the entire process is
girded by uncertainties that place the
very existence of a U.S. digital radio
business in doubt.
"The standard-setting is just so loose
right now that I've been telling people
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No matter what kind of operation you rur, Arrakis Digilink will make your
station more efficient. Simply put—it's one economical, easy to use
digital audio work station that does the job live on air,
in production or as an automation system.
Manufactured and backed by Arrakis. Sold exclusively by Harris Allied.
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are more stations now carrying country
than there were two years ago, and
industry insiders expect it to only grow.
The No. 2 format, Adult Contemporary, is dwindling, but still has a
strong hold on the 2nd largest format in
the country. However, the No. 3format,
News/Talk/Sports, has made a comeback and many industry insiders expect
it to continue to increase.
Why is country so popular? There are a
few explanations. One explanation,
according to Ed Shane, principal and
programming consultant at Shane Media
Services, is the style of country itself.
"It's good clean music sung by nice people. You can go up to them and they'll
be happy to give you an autograph." He
also credited weaknesses of the other
formats for Country's popularity.
John Parikhal, a consultant at Joint
Communications, said -People want songs
they can sing along to that tell a story."
Another reason industry experts agree
upon is that production values are high.
Kent Burkhardt of Burkhardt/ Douglas
& Associates said another reason was
"The repetitive refrains are appealing
not only to women, but also to men."
Add to that the continuous evolution of
the music and its atulence. In the country format, like AC and rock before it,
there is the hint of fragmentation.
Insiders do not expect asharp split, but
they do see Country being fragmented
into different types. with a younger,
newer country and an older, more traditional country.
Shane believes the fragmentation is not so
much music driven but target audience driven. According to Shane, the old country
appeals to those over the age of 32, but it is
continued on page 17 0>
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NEWSWATCH
RF Docket Comment
Deadline Extended
WASHINGTON Based on a
request by the National Association of Broadcasters (NAB),
the FCC extended the comment
deadline for Docket 93-62,
"Guidelines for Evaluating the
Environmental Effects of Radiofrequency (RF) Radiation."
The comment period was
extended from Aug. 13, 1993 to
Nov. 12 1993. The customary
reply period that follows the
comment deadline is now Dec.

13, 1993 for the docket.
The NAB argued that the
comment extension was necessary to complete a study it
undertook to come up with
measurement techniques for the
impending new RF exposure
standard that is part of Docket
93-62.
KKIS License Renewed,
Station Fined $ 25,000
PITTSBURG, Calif. The
FCC renewed the licenses of
KKIS-AM-FM last month, but

imposed special reporting conditions and a $ 25,000 fine for
Equal Employment Opportunity
(EEO) violations.
Several civil rights had argued
that the station's license should
been subject to hearing, but the
Commission said the renewal
was justified. Conditions include
ashort-term license period.
Stations Required To
Pay Annual FCC Fees
WASHINGTON Because of
a last minute legislative deal,
radio stations will be assessed
an annual fee of $ 250-$900,
depending on technical classification as part of the federal

budget legislation passed by
Congress and signed by
President Clinton last month.
The fees will be: Class D AM
Daytime, $ 250; Class A AM
Fulltime, $ 900; Class B AM
Fulltime, $ 500; Class C AM
Fulltime, $200; and Construction
Permits, $ 100. For FM stations
the annual fees are: Class C, Cl,
C2 and B FMs, $900; Class A,
Bl, and C3, $600; and Construction Fees, $500.
According to the National
Association of Broadcasters
(NAB) Spokeswoman Lynn
McReynolds, the group is "very
unhappy" about the user fees
being added to the budget bill
late in the process.

SMPTE to Join
Fall Super Show
WASHINGTON The Society
of Motion Picture and Television
Engineers is joining the pack of
broadcastindustry trade associations forming an annual fall
"super show," starting in 1994.
In early August, the National
Association of Broadcasters
agreed to merge its fall radio
show with the annual RadioTelevision News Directors
Association ( RTNDA) and
Society of Broadcast Engineers
(SBE) annual conventions in an
effort to reduce costs for registrants and exhibitors, many of
whom appear at all of the shows.
SMPTE represents a major
addition to the collaboration. Its
annual attendance (over 11,000
last year) is far greater than the
other three shows, which tend to
draw between 1,000 (SBE) and
6,000 (NAB).

Index
W HEATSTONE'S STRENGTH!
With Wheatstone's professional experience,
engineering know-how, support capability and
corporate stability behind it, this AU DIOARTS
console design is the right choice.
The A-50 is cost effective through clever
engineering and the latest advances in CAD
design and electronic assembly procedures. It
was developed by the same design team that
creates Wheatstone's high end equipment. This
console's performance is light years beyond
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Naturally, it has all of the most impo
features: machine control functions, programmable channel logic, and three busses ( Program, Audition, and Telephone). It also hasthe
monitors you need: control room, studio and
headphone— each with its own level controlit's
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You can benefit from our major market
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immediate action.
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Radio Handles Floods
by Bob Kirby
KANSAS CITY As the errant water of
the Mississippi flowed to the Gulf of
Mexico, the Great Flood of 1993 challenged the technical abilities and ingenuity of engineers and programming
staffs in markets across the watershed.
None of the stations contacted suffered
physical losses to flood waters. But
numerous stations and vendors reported
lightning damage from a very stormy
spring.
"We've seen lots of lightningrelated
rush shipments go out," said Linda
Baker with Harris Allied Broadcast
Equipment, Quincy, Ill., "but none due
to flooding."
"Our FM was down two days due to
lightning," said Jon Book, chief engineer of WOC(AM) and KUUL(FM),
Davenport, Iowa. Book patched the
transmission line breach with insulation
putty under electrical tape and was operating at 40 percent normal power until
permanent repairs could be made.
In the area known as Quad Cities
(Davenport, Iowa; Moline, Ill.,
Bettendorf, Iowa; and Rock Island, Ill.),
WOC is the news/talk station. Phone-ins
and live remotes were important elements in WOC's coverage. "We don't
need more RPU gear, but Ido intend to
budget for more two- ways, 800 MHz
SMR trunked units, in the future," Book
said.
Continual information
WKBF(AM) and WPXR(FM), Rock
Island, Ill., operations manager Terry
Simmons said his stations produced
hourly updates and broke format for
urgent information. News Director Nick
Linberg, with WLLR-AM-FM Moline,
Ill., said he produced numerous public
affairs programs.
KJOC(AM), Davenport, Iowa, and
WXLP(FM) Moline, Ill., covered flood

efforts extensively, airing updates during each stopset and relying on aMartiequipped reporter, according to General
Manager David Bevins.
Des Moines chief engineers were challenged by the loss of most public utilities. Telephones were disrupted when
the US West central office and adowntown cell site were flooded. Power was
off in much of the city. Some stations.
those with large generators cooled by
city water, were briefly dark after the
city lost its water supply.
It was frustrating for Raleigh
Rubenking,
chief engineer for
WHO(AM) and KLYF(FM). "Ours is a
100 kW generator, enough to keep the
consoles up and allow minimal TV
lighting and studio operations. When we
lost the generator, Iused a3.5 kW generator powering a Shure mixer, headset
and the STLs. We split the signal out of
the mixer and fed AM and FM," he said.
WHO broadcasts a mix of local and
network talk shows, "but we were nonstop local for four or five days, 24 hours
aday," Reporter Gary Barrett said.
Make contingency plans
What lessons were learned? "We're
going to make sure everybody knows
how to get us back on the air," Barrett
said. "We thought we had every contingency covered. Nobody could have
guessed we'd lose our generator due to
loss of water. Our engineers did agood
job with bailing wire getting us back onair in short order, considering."
The staff of Des Moines' classic rock
station, ICFMG(FM), developed a sense
of humor about their situation. Located
in arenovated warehouse area known as
the Court Avenue District, staffers commuted to work by canoe. The studios are
on the first floor at loading-dock height.
"By July 12th, water was six inches
from our door. We remained dry, but the

3

by Bob Kirby
DES MOJNES Local radio station
WHOtAM) Des Moines, Iowa, has an
affinity for U.S. presidents.
Being in the heartland of the
:ountry, presidents have always
tOund their way here for one reason
or another. Long before he became
politician, Ronald Reagan used to
call ball games over the air from
WHO.
So it was only natural that President
3ill
Clinton
xould stop by
and take a few
calls while touring flood- ravaged Iowa during
the apex of the
disastei.
WHO news- man
Gary
Barrett
recounted
President Clin ton's station stop.
aHis visit to Des
Moines and to the
studios helped morale alot," he said.
'At the time. the community needed a
pick-up. It seemed like nothing was
gonna end—the rains, the lack of (city)
water."

Midwest; WHO
Des Moines

Covers Stop

The president is coming
After receiving confirmation the
president would visit, an ad hoc network quickly was established. "We
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Solution:

Satellite automation,
cartridge replacement
non destructive audio editing
Inexpensive unlimited storage
using standard PC networks
True multitasking under

Switched 56... "It was much less expensive than satellite and
it worked so well it was scary. In Paris, the Hotel General
Manager opened abottle of champagne. Listeners heard the
cork popping... the bubbles in the glass. The Morning Show
team said it was the best broadcast we've ever done."
How are they doing it?
With digital phone service and
audio codecs. The "intelligent"
solution opens up aworld of
exciting opportunities and
income. At home and around
the world.
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Real time recording of mixes
makes music automation sound
better than lise
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around the world have chosen Data.
Call our US distributor:

We've got the solution.
It's easier than you think, and
affordable. We'll give you all
the details. Simply.
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Audio by phone
Rubenking said program audio also
was fed to abank of dial-in auto-coupled phone lines.
The program aired live on WCCO
(AM), Minneapolis, KMOX (AM), St.
Louis and KCMO (AM), Kansas City,
among others, and
CNN
cameras
gave cable viewers scenes of the
president answering
questions
about
federal
flood relief and
taking calls from
WHO listeners.
Barrett said
presidential security was relaxed, and the
president was
very friendly with the staff. "The
staff here had been working 24
hours a day. And he made a point
of shaking everyone's hand. He
went out of his way to let everyone
know he was concerned. We've
had Bush and Reagan here, and
security was so tight they wouldn't
let Average Joe staff member get
even close."

President Visits

continued on page 8

"We planned
aweek of broadcasts
from Paris and wanted
satellite quality but
not the cost."
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have aSCPC uplink on Galaxy 6 for
our Palmer Radio Network:* Chief
Engineer Raleigh Rubenking said.
"That event was picked up by most
anyone who wanted it. -
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New Wrinkle in Eureka-147 Plan
by Alan Carter
Germany The fate of
Digital Audio Broadcasting ( DAB) in
Europe—and the potential of its prospects
worldwide—took another turn when the
consortium developing the Eureka- 147
broadcasting system delayed standardization and opened membership to those outside Europe.
Rather than being an European system
developed by and for Europe, it now
seems those behind the Eureka- 147 DAB
system want to adapt the proposal for
international use.
The decision, however, does not appear
to be unanimous. European broadcasters
that are members of the consortium wanted to go forward with standardization by
the European Technical Standards
Institute ( ETSI) and the International
Radio Consultative Committee (CCIR).
But manufacturers carried the vote to
withhold the documentation.
COLOGNE,

Aftermath of ARD
The two-fold action approved in midAugust by the consortium, composed of
European broadcasters and manufacturers,
came three months after the ARD, the federation of German public broadcasters,
unexpectedly delayed consideration of
implementing Eureka- 147 from 1995 to
1997 citing financial restrictions and questions surrounding frequency allocation.
Egon Meier-Engelen, who directs the
Eureka- 147 project at the German
Aerospace Research Establishment here
in Cologne, said the vote by the consortium was areaction to the "unfortunate
decision" by the ARD.
Manufacturers that want to join the consortium will have to pay 150,000 DM, or
approximately US$88,000. The money
will be allocated to marketing and promotion, Meier-Engelen said.
"We would like for the system to
become aworldwide standard and find
strong allies," Meier-Engelen said.
He confirmed that the broadcasters pre-

ferred to go forward with the standardization process. But there was a "high majority" of manufacturers who wanted to
delay the process. The consortium said it
would make adecision on releasing the
documentation no later than December
1994. Some sources suggested European
manufacturers want to maintain control of
building the equipment, and the decision
to open membership to the international
community was acompromise to allow
the delay of standardization.
Meier-Engelen said the consortium would
be open to any new members, but there
will not be "substantial" changes made to
the Eureka- 147 proposal. "We don't want
to disregard what we have been doing and
develop anew specification," he said.
Waiting for receivers

While there is transmission equipment
available, according to Meier-Engelen,
from Thomson-LGT in France and
Telefunken Sendertechnik in Germany,
there are only a few experimental
receivers.
Meier-Engelen said one of the first companies expressing interest in joining the
consortium is Pioneer. He also estimated
that receiver manufacturers could have
product available within 18 months notice
once stations are ready to go on the air.
On the air
Test broadcasts are on the air in
Germany in Munich, here in Cologne and
planned for Berlin this autumn.
In the U.K., the BBC will begin tests this
year within the M25 motorway that circles London. Henry Price of the BBC said
from his London office that the BBC "is
very keen" on the technology, the governing board of the BBC has not made afinal
decision on DAB implementation.
Meier-Engelen noted that the French
plan to put two transmitters on the air for
test transmissions this autumn to cover
Paris and the suburbs and other test transmissions are on the air in Sweden. He also
said there is strong interest from Norway,

Denmark and Italy.
From Toronto, Canada, where extensive
Eureka- 147 developments for L- band
broadcasting are underway, Steve
Edwards, who is corporate engineering
vice president for Rogers Broadcasting,
said important to Canadians is the action
can speed the process of receiver develop-

Mergers & Basketball
WASHINGTON It is convention
time again and many of you will be
reading this column in Dallas, site of
this year's NAB Fall Radio Show.
The buzz around here is that business
will be good, and if you checked out
our preview issue, you know that it
was our biggest fall show preview
ever. Lots of companies will be displaying lots of goods and services for
your broadcasting pleasure.
This issue is packed full of good stuff
for you as well, including Randy
Sukow's analysis on digital radio. As we
were doing the fmal proof on the issue,

there was alatebrealcing story on the
Eureka- 147 DAB Consortium which
could have positive repercussions for the
U.S. digital proponents. The story is
important enough that Igave up part of
this page to bring it to you. (There really
was nowhere else to put it—we had so
much other good stuff.)
Speaking of NAB, RW's Dream

Get on the right track.
U

nattended operation helps you operate your station
profitably. All it takes is asatellite or automation
program source, agood transmitter control system, and a
way to handle EBS.
You take care of the program source... We'll help with
the rest.
A transmitter control system from Burk Technology
relieves you of the need to keep someone at the station just
to take transmitter readings. Add our exclusive Studio I/O
and we'll run EBS for you, too.
COI

ment and manufacturing.
In the U.S. where commercial broadcasters are more interested in a system that
does not require new frequency, one
developer was optimistic about the opportunity still available for a different
approach.
"Our focus is to submit an AM DAB and
aFM DAB system simultaneously to the
NRSC testing," said Paul Donahue who
is engineering vice president for Gannett
Radio based in Los Angeles and adeveloper of the USA Digital Radio in-band
on-channel (IBOC) system.

Team will be playing in Dallas.
Regulars will be receiving apersonal
invitation to play again from
Computer Concepts' Sean Bowers.
All the logistical details were not
available as we went to press, but:
There will be a game on Saturday,
Sept. 11, sometime around 5:30 a.m.,
somewhere in Dallas. Swing by the
Computer Concepts booth (No. 345)
for details, or, if you read this before
the show, call Sean Bowers at 800255-6350.
* * *
Convention time always seems to
mean a flurry of business activity
behind the scenes. Two important
deals have just been announced.
Transmitter manufacturer LARCAN
Inc. will acquire controlling interest in
Television Technology Corp. (ITC).
The companies have signed a
Memorandum of Understanding
which calls for LARCAN to acquire a
controlling interest in TTC and is subject to fulfillment of anumber of conditions.
Harman International Industries Inc.
confirmed that it has an agreement in
principle to acquire amajority interest
in Austria-based microphone maker
AKG Acoustics. The agreement
includes an option to acquire the
remaining minority interest. The
acquisition is subject to approval by
the respective boards of directors.

• •

Burk gives you the flexibility to run your
station the way you want, and in full
compliance with FCC rules.
Call as now. We'll show you anew way to
run arailroad.
TOLL FREE

1-800 255-8090
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EBS: Who needs it?
Dear RW,
An RW editorial ( Aug. 11) notes that
EBS is not needed to warn of "obvious"
floods, but that such asystem would come
into play when waters overrun the treatment plan, contaminating household
water.
Funny, but that's just what's been happening here along the flooded Missouri,
and EBS played no part in heroic efforts
by dozens of local broadcasters to get
word to those affected—just as it played
no part in Hurricanes Hugo or Andrew,
the San Francisco earthquake, California
fires or even the Gulf War.
What about this new EBS? Ifear it only
replaces aradio station daisy chain with a
government daisy chain.
Instead of the sheriff calling us directly
about atornado, the sheriff calls some district office, which calls some regional
office, which calls some central office,
which calls asleeping bureaucrat, and so
on.
Elsewhere in your publication you point
out that the only possible valid national
EBS message involves thermonuclear
attack, an event Ipersonally do not wish to
be aware of. Only local emergencies
remain, and we local broadcasters have
proven for decades that we do apretty
darn good job of handling them without
EBS.
Ihave two proposals: 1. Make EBS voluntary. If it really works, we'll gladly
embrace it. 2. Eliminate it.
Shellby L. Hendee, president
KMRN-Cameron, Mo; KAYX,
Richmond, Mo.; and
KLEX, Lexington, Mo.
Dear RW,
After more than 40 years of failure, one
might concede it's time to admit the idea
is flawed. But the Emergency Broadcast
System hoopla continues with no one asking, "Why?"
Can anyone honestly say that if we never
had EBS, the public would be uninformed
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in case of an emergency? The broadcasters
I know are ahead of EBS. The
NOAA/NWS alarm box beats EBS. EBS
is nothing more than abureaucratic perpetuation of an idea that was obsolete long
ago.
Like many governmental programs gone
sour, the original idea, ConElRad, probably had merit. This was before TV had
blanketed the nation and we had avery
nervous nuclear threat. But President
Kennedy didn't even use ConEIRad during the Cuban Missile crisis. The only
time there was any real national stir about
EBS was when some AP operator mistakenly sent areal alert down the wire instead
of the usual test.
As the federal government searches for
ways to cut spending, now would be an
excellent time to eliminate the FCC's EBS
office. Iam sure the people in that office
would be assimilated elsewhere, so the
spending cuts would be minimal, but think
of the savings to the broadcaster. Not just
the initial outlay of $750 to $3000 that we
hear mentioned as "ballpark" costs of the
new gear, but maintenance savings and
freedom from heavy fines for equipment
that's not working properly.
In my real world, which Iacknowledge is
well outside the Beltway and away from
major population centers, we have radio
and TV stations that still sign off at various hours of the night. In many small markets, the 2a.m. "surprise" emergency message is aphone call from the overnight cop
or civil defense person who has fired off
the big siren already and needs you to sign
on the station and tell the folks why they
are being awakened.
Where does EBS fit into this picture?
Does the station operator need the twotone warble to precede the announcement
of an imminent tornado?
Isn't it time we end this antiquated program? If for one second Ithought that just
one listener or viewer would be put in
jeopardy by not continuing EBS in any
form, I'd be on the bandwagon. But the
"broadcasters in your area" are doing just
fine without any two-tone warble, or
whatever might be dreamt up as its successor.
William L. Spitzer
WLS Communications
Rapid City, S.D.
Dear RW,
Thank you for your recent coverage of
the EBS field test in Denver. Those of us
who are involved with EBS on the local
level are all watching with great interest as
we move into the next era of emergency
communications.
In my opinion, the most vocal critics of
the current system come from the areas
where the local broadcasters and local
governments fail to understand or participate in the planning and implementation
of the system. In North Carolina, we have
an effective system that can and does
inform the public in the event of an emergency. It is far from perfect, but works
because of the active participation of the
N.C. Department of Crime Control and
Public Safety, local governments, and
local broadcasters.
Any new system will only work as well
as the people who use it. Conversion to a

Time
Well
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A few months ago—as digital audio radio tests
originally scheduled for late 1993 completion were
sliding toward amid- 1994 timetable—this page
asserted: "There should be no cause for alarm if
tests are delayed even more."
Now that tests have, in fact, been delayed again
(Start: Dec. 31, 1993; end: nobody can say). that

statement stands.
If the process seems out of joint at the moment, radio broadcasters can
be comforted by the ample time they have to set it right. There is every
reason to be patient.
A number of complicated issues have come up in the development of
Electronic Industries Association/National Radio Systems Committee
test procedures. Valid parallel trials of very different DAR approaches
are proving difficult to write.
Poorly constructed side-by-side tests of in-band, new-band and S-band
satellite DAR, especially subjective tests, could certainly descend into
comparisons of the proverbial dissimilar fruit. It is just as well that these
issues are resolved at adeliberate pace.
More delays, even if all systems arrive at NASA's testing facility on
time this winter, will not be surprising. They should be greeted with
similar patience.
Rival digital media, such as cable radio services and the various digital
playback and recording technologies, will eventually press broadcasters
to agree on adigital technology. But terrestrial broadcasters' one potential mobile radio rival, satellite DAR, is not likely to strike out alone.
As the NAB's John Abel says in this issue, satellite developers would
be "dumb" to spend billions on birds before standard digital satellite/terrestrial radios are available (an eventuality RW encourages).
In-band supporters. worried that new-band DAR's relative advantage
in system maturity gives it an edge in testing, should note the Eureka
item on the facing page. New-band development could well be slipping
to match in-band's time frame ( if not out of existence entirely).
No one knows what to expect at the end of the coming EIA/NRSC
tests. Perhaps none of the systems will be deemed worthy of recommendation to the FCC and developers or some new consortium of developers will be forced back to the drawing board.
DAR's launch is still many years away. even under the rosiest of scenarios. But it must be done, and there is plenty of time to do it well.
—RW
new EBS system will require amassive
education program of government, broadcasters, and the public.
It is my hope that the FCC will choose a
system that makes it easy for everyone to
become an active participant.
Carl W. Davis
VP, Engineering
Voyager Communications
Raleigh, N.C.
More C-GUAM debate
Dear RW,
I've been bemused by the recent flurry of
letters growlingly questioning why CQUAM became the AM stereo standard.
Quite simply, it was because Motorola
was the only system proponent with the
ability to get an AM stereo system into
consumer radios.
Ipreferred the Harris system and abrilliant engineer of my acquaintance maintains that the Magnavox system was best,
but all of that is beside the point.
Without Motorola's clout in the car radio
arena, today we would have no AM
stereo system, because under the FCC's
"marketplace" decision, there was no
incentive for any manufacturer to make
receivers.
Today there are over 20 million AM
stereo radios in the U.S., almost all in cars
and trucks, and Motorola put them there.
Arguments over which system is best are
pointless. C-QUAM is the standard. It
sounds good, platform motion is nonexistent and there is no coverage differential if
it is processed properly.
If Kelly D. Alford of Seattle can't believe
AM stereo can actually sound better than
FM stereo ("Readers Forum," Aug. 11), I
suggest using a Denon TU 680- NAB

tuner and A/B comparing KINK(AM) and
simulcast FM in Portland, Ore.
Eric Norberg, publisher
The Adult Contemporary
Music Research Letter
Portland, Ore.
Dear RW,
After years now AM stereo is still one
of the most talked- about issues. I
couldn't resist sending acouple of comments of my own.
First, despite the acceptance of CQUAM, Ikeep reading that people still
think the Kahn system would have been
better. This intrigues me: Iknow nothing
about such asystem. We all know about
C-QUAM. How about RW publishing a
little historical article on the theory of
the Kahn? Would it truly have been
superior had it been the winning system?
Second, Iam convinced that it is the hifi ( 15 kHz) audio that would make the
successful difference, not so much
stereo. Instead of using C-QUAM's
quadrature modulation to transmit stereo
information, why not use it to transmit
the crucial missing audio portion ( from
10 to 15 kHz) for non-stereo C-QUAM
receivers?
Dennis Pieri
Bext, Inc.
San Diego
Editor's note: The battle between
Motorola's C-QUAM, the Kahn system
and a handful of other rival developers
was extensively reported by RW and
several other publications during the
1970s and '80s. RW is preparing an indepth report on AM stereo, including
some historical background. Look for it
in future issues.
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Stations
Help Out
In Relief
by Bob Kirby
ST. LOUIS Radio stations and
their listeners, far from the swirling,
nasty Midwestern flood waters,
expressed concern and compassion
for flood victims.
As July ended, KMOX(AM) St.
Louis, was organizing aflood relief
network. Stations were raising funds
and supplies, sending them to the St.
Louis regional Red Cross and doing
guest-shots on KMOX to let victims
know help was on the way.
Tam Langmyer, KMOX program
director, was coordinating the effort
by telephone and airing round-robin
phone reports with WWWEtAM)
Cleveland, WHAS(AM) Louisville
and others.
Listeners in Burlington, Vt., took
special interest in the residents of
Burlington, Iowa, providing afivetruck convoy of relief items_
The event grew from acomment
Rod Hill made during his morning
show on WOKO(FM), Burlington,
Vt., July 16. Hill co-hosts the show
with program director Jim
Whitehead. Hill told listeners he
might fill his minivan with supplies
and drive to Iowa. He'd learned
Burlington, Iowa, was founded by
settlers from Burlington, Vt.
Events snowballed. The Vermont
station organized a formal relief
drive the following week, according
to WOKO personality Thom
Richards.
"Ben and Jerry's Ice Cream donated two semi- trucks, drivers and
fuel," Richards said. " Another
owner-operator came through with
a flatbed truck for donated construction materials. One of our
advertisers donated a skid- steer
loader. It's got arevolving brush on
the front to help clean the streets,"
he said.
As the convoy drove to Iowa,
mobile cellphones permitted live
progress reports on WOKO and
KBUR(A1V1), Burlington, Iowa.
The convoy arrived July 28th,
according to KBUR and KGRS
(FM) chief engineer Bernie Garcia.
'We simulcast the ceremony from a
big tent in front of the station," he
said, to both Amem combos in
Iowa and Vermont. Even the municipal band played.
How was the broadcast received by
listeners in Vermont?
With lots of emotion, Thom
Richards said. " Lots of people
called saying it was the perfect cap
to their volunteer efforts. It made
them feel so good to hear how the
folks in Iowa responded to it and felt
about it. People were choked up. It
was good radio, and that's aphrase
heard less and less these days,"
Richards said.
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Coping Without aBridge
by Bob Kirby

relatives here, or have brought campers
over," she said. Otherwise, it's a 2.5
hour, 250-mile commute. One-way.
Ken Okamoto, Harris Allied's director
of human resources, reported at the
height of the flooding, more than 13 percent of the staff was disrupted by the
outage, "including three Illinois residents
who work at our antenna test site at
Palmyra, Mo."
Okamoto
said
workers
were
given the option
of working four
10- hour days so
they could commute home for
long weekends.
It was the same
at
Broadcast
Electronics. "Of
135 employees,
we have about a dozen who live in
Missouri," Bealor said "They're staying
here with friends or renting. One guy had
amotorhome out in our parking lot."
It used to be a 20- minute commute
from Jeanne Robinson's home in Quincy
to KGRC's newsroom in Hannibal.
Robinson is news director. "I'm lodging
here in Hannibal during the week," she
said, "then driving north 125 miles to

HANNIBAL, Mo. Although separated
Man River and residing in different states, folks in Hannibal, Mo., and
Quincy, Ill., have always thought of themselves as residents of one community.
"The radio stations may localize slightly, but our TV stations are common to
both communities,"
said Tim Bealor,
director of RF and
studio products at
Broadcast
Electronics,
in
Quincy. "Hannibal
and Quincy are pretty much one trade
area, one market."
Since the onslaught
of flood waters put
the Illinois approach
to the bridge under water and forced the
July 16th closing of the Bayview Bridge
connecting those communities, formerly
convenient neighbors—and jobs—now
literally became hours apart. It's likely to
remain that way well into autumn.
Harris Allied Broadcast Equipment representative Linda Baker said several
Missourians work at the Quincy plant.
"Most of them are living with friends or
by Old

Formerly
convenient
neighbors—and
jobs— now
literally became
hours apart.

Keokuk, over the bridge, then south 125
miles to Quincy for the weekend."
Some Quincy organizations were
arranging shuffles to pick up and deliver
Missouri people over the Keokuk bridge,
according to KOKX-AM-FM Keokuk,
Iowa, News Director Andy Jeffries. He
said that when the Bayview bridge went
out, heroic efforts got the Keokuk bridge
back in operation.
"Our bridge was out when Bayview
Bridge closed," he said. "The Illinois
approach was under five feet of water.
The
Illinois
Department
of
Transportation said ' Let's get to work
raising this roadway and get this bridge
open.' Basically, they put some concrete
barricades up and laid-in tons of gravel
to raise the level of the roadway," he
said.
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FCC Evaluates Modulation
In New Notice of Inquiry
by John Gatski

In the NOI, "The commission is seeking
information that will enable it to accurately
WASHINGTON After nearly two years,
set meaningful modulation limits on peak
the FCC has initiated an inquiry into modamplitude, peak duration, peak recurrence
ulation measurement for broadcasters.
rates and the time interval over which the
The Notice of Inquiry (NOI) 93-225 will
peaks are to be counted."
explore "rules and policies relating to the
The FCC also will "examine an alternadefinition and measurement of aural modutive concept that emission limitations can
lation limits."
replace modulation limitations."
In 1991, the Commission was pressured to
William Hassinger, FCC Mass Media
take alook at the modulation measurement
assistant chief for engineering, said the
issue. The pressure was based on uncertainprocess has taken so long because the number of alternatives had to
be considered, including,
All monitors on the
at one point, aNotice of
Proposed Rulemaking.
market were considered
Hassinger said the NOI
is the best way to proaccurate gauges of
ceed in order to get
modulation.
industry input. "A lot is
going to depend on what
ty about whether current modulation monicomes back," he said.
tor techniques adequately gauged over-modHassinger also said the FCC will take a
ulation. The FCC stopped type-approving
long look at the possibility of an emissions
modulation monitors in 1983, but said in
limit replacing the modulation limit. He
1991 that all monitors on the market were
said that instead of setting amodulation
considered accurate gauges of modulation.
limit to control emissions, adirect emission
The controversy stemmed from monitors
limit could be spelled out.
that ignore very fast modulation peaks, that
Currently, the FCC has to study whether
could allow stations to increase modulation
the technology to monitor emissions is
without "over modulating" and interfering
readily available and if stations could
with adjacent channels.
afford it, according to Hassinger.

PROOFS
IMPROVED
FM and TV-BTSC AUDIO PROOF TESTING is reduced from hours to minutes with System One from Audio Precision... Automatic proofs run properly
at constant deviation, plotting the required generator amplitude.., and
when flished, the results are stored in graphic form for your records.
SPLIT SITE proofs are simple with System One available separate generator and analyzer configuration. With immediate capability to view and
control both instruments, it like being in two places at once.
THE REST OF 'THE TIME System One is the universal audio test set for
maintaining any audio device or channel... STLs, consoles, carts, cassettes
and RDATs, digital recorders and workstations...System One is the only
product that can completely test both your analog and digital audio.
Call

800/231 7350 for our 36

page

color catalog.., and when
you're ready our representative

for an on-site
demonstration.

will arrange

Stations Challenged
(AM) news director. "We do local
news heavily in the morning, even
basement flooded," News Director
though it's aclassic rock station," she
Doug Cooper said.
said.
KFMG lost electricity but never
KUSA aired two- minute hourly
went dark. "One of the best moves I
flood updates in its CNN Headline
ever made was installing 1kW uninNews format.
teruptable power at the microwave
rack and the control room," Chief
Format to fit
Engineer Jeff Hansen said. "They
News- talker KMOX(AM) altered its
kicked- in instantly, and Ipowered
format, adding a five-minute update
them from several small generators,
at : 55 past, 24 hours aday, pre-emptwhich were loaded so heavily they
ing even ball games. "That informahad to be refueled every couple
tion pertains not so much to the news
hours."
of the flood, but more to the commuIn the aftermath, one of Hansen's
nity service aspect for the people
biggest head-ache was repairing cart
most affected by it," Program
decks and reloading carts containing
Director Tom Langmyer said. Owned
the station's commercial library. "We
by CBS, the
went nine days
station was bolwithout air constered by on ditioning," he
loan network
said. " We had
and other 0 &
three feet of
0 staffers, and
water surroundthe station was
ing the building.
using the netNinety- degree
work's audio
temperatures
satellite live
with all that
truck to file
humidity. Every
some reports
one of our cart
on-scene.
machines and
"We've taken
analog
tape
it down along
players
went
the levees and
down, and I've
other
areas
got ITC 99B and
where a Marti
Delta machines
The "KFMG" News Cruiser outfitted
or two-way hit
with ITC Scotchwith generator and Marti for floating
is really difficart II carts.
remote in downtown Des Moines.
cult," Langmyer
"I've always
said.
been amazed at
As July gave way to August, the
those carts. They've never shedded
nearest bridge still conducting traffic
(oxide) much. Now I'm seeing seriacross the Mississippi was at St.
ous shedding from all that humidiLouis, 150 miles distant. Keokuk,
ty," he said. Hansen said his jocks
Iowa's KOKX-AM-FM stations were
were cleaning heads after each
producing half-hourly flood reports
stopset.
and did aremote from adisaster center opening, according to News
Phone company kudos
Director Andy Jeffries.
Hansen praised US West for quickly
Forty miles north at Burlington,
restoring phones. At one point, he
KBUR(AM) and KGRS(FM) Chief
said, "there were five guys in the
Engineer Bernie Garcia said his stabasement cutting pairs over to the
tions did extensive on-scene reports
new demarc." His wish list now
using an additional three remote
includes alarge generator and transfer
packs he assembled to augment twopanel.
way and RPU installations in the staLightning hits and closed roads
tion van and staffers' cars.
were the only impediments reported
D OD
by St. Louis- area broadcasters at
Bob Kirby, aformer radio station
press time.
general manager and news director,
"We're offering flood information
is afree-lance technical writer in
on both stations, but the effort has
Kansas City. He can be reached at
been most visible on KSD," said
816-941-4356.
Karen Vail, KSD ( FM) and KUSA
continued from page 3
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Digital Broadcast Future Uncertain
continued from page I
change of heart over Eureka, it may be
impossible to convince the FCC and
other powerful government agencies to
provide the needed spectrum.
One of the greatest uncertainties is the
extent that technology and business relationships could change during the coming months of testing.
The DAR standardization process has
often been compared to the FCC's effort
to write aterrestrial high definition television standard. Five proposed HDTV
systems stood ready to go into laboratory tests in the summer of 1991, just as
five DAR systems stand ready today.

At the end of the HDTV tests (originally planned to last about ayear, but ultimately extending into early 1993), most
expected one of the proposed systems to
be recommended to the FCC for standardization.
Instead, the testing ruled out standardization of only one (analog) system. The
quality level of the four remaining digital HDTV systems was found to be
indistinguishable and none of them were
considered worthy of FCC approval
without more development. In the end,
the digital HDTV developers formed a
"grand alliance," which now hopes to
complete a new system by early next

year.
Is digital audio about to face similar
turbulent evolution?
"I think there is a likelihood of that
kind of thing happening here," Abel
said. "Probably the safest thing to predict is that there will be delays. I
frankly think the DAB issue is a lot
more unsettled than HDTV, by comparison, the same number of months out of
testing. There was a more refined system of disclosure in the HDTV testing
process."
If there is any technical change and
movement toward alliances among the
developers, look for it to happen among
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Scott Studios brings your commercials and music together on a
clean, clutter—free control room computer screen.

Play Anything At the Touch of aFinger
You get great-sounding digital spots and jingles from hard disk, and
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update live copy from your office, without an expensive file server
computer. You also get printouts showing exact times everything
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Multi-Studio Digital Audio
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the in-band developers: USA Digital (a
co-venture of Gannett Radio, CBS and
Group W), which is developing IBOC
systems for AM and FM; AT&T Bell
Laboratories, Murray Hill, NJ., which is
developing an FM in-band, adjacentchannel ( IBAC) DAR system; and
Amati Communications Corp., Palo
Alto, Calif., which is already in apartnership with AT&T to build an FM
IBOC system.
From what he infers through contacts
with the FCC and radio broadcasters so
far, John Cioffi, Amati vice president,
engineering, believes "if one works, it
will be in-band, on-channel. The other
alternatives will go away."
Nikil Jayant, head of the signal processing branch of AT&T Bell Labs,
agreed that if Eureka and the in- band
systems are found to produce about the
same quality, the odds will favor inband.
"The new-band system has the obvious
advantage of a wide frequency range to
play with," Jayant said. "On the other
hand, some of the in-band systems we
are proposing are very powerful and are
based on very good engineering."
Nevertheless, Paul Donahue, vice president, engineering, Gannett Radio,
speaking for USA Digital, said there
should be strict limits on comparisons of
in-band and new-band. The EIA/NRSC
objective and subjective test procedures,
as they are now written, may invite
some inappropriate comparisons, he
said. (See story, page 13).
"I know that people in the new band
would much prefer us to compare anewband system that has no constraints on
it—power, allocation or anything else—
with something that has to exist in the
broadcasting infrastructure," Donahue
said. " It is a comparison you cannot
make."
On the highway
"For terrestrial broadcasting, most of
the options that are possible with the inband, on-channel solution are not, in
fact, very interesting. It looks as if the
future will be digital simulcasting—period," Edward Coltman, director, policy
development and planning, Corporation
for Public Broadcasting (CPB), said during aJuly National Public Radio (NPR)
board meeting.
"So much attention is geing gven to
protecting the status quo in radio braodcasting, why don't wereally protect the
status quo and not do digital broadcasting?" The `aristos' (of comrrutial broadcasting) would be very happy with that
solution if it were possible," Coltman
said.
Indeed, Eureka would have a distinct
advantage if increasing the number of
radio voices to the public and development of ancillary, non- audio services
such as two-way voice and data communications.
"Eureka has the capability to be avery
high-data-rate transmission scheme for
any kind of data. The possibilities of
broadcast in place of fiber are
enhanced," said Clint Pinkham of
Thomson Consumer Electronics,
Syracuse, N.Y., U.S. spokesman for the
consortium. (Thomson CSF of France is
one of the major sponsors of the DAR
system.)
"Eureka is a 1.5 MHz- wide digital
stream that can be used in a number of
ways including up to six CD-quality
stereo channels, or it can be less audio
continued on next page
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and areally significant amount of digital
data," Pinlcham said.
The EIA/NRSC tests will examine how
the various systems work with the
NRSC-standard Radio Broadcast Data
Service (RBDS) technology. Otherwise,
in band is not likely to offer more than
the current FM subcarrier capacity,
Jayant and Cioffi said.
(Donahue said USA Digital's FM system would exceed subcarrier data rates.)
Eventually, IBOC could be a more

same data capacity as current FM subcarriers, satellite people, as Abel said,
"see data as being quite central to their
proposal. Some of them, like AMSC, are
already in the data business."
This factor alone could be enough to
convince the FCC that S-band satellite
DAR approval would be a positive
move, if not before the terrestrial standard, at least simultaneously. Many
radio broadcasters fear either option.
Simultaneous approval of satellite/terrestrial DAR "is a good option," said

"I know that people
in the new band would
much prefer us to compare
a new- band system that has
no constraints on — power,
allocation or anything
else—with something
that has to enlist in the
broadcasting infrastructure.
It is a comparison you
cannot make."

active player in the digital communications marketplace. All parties agree that
broadcasters will be able to do much
more once the analog signal is removed.
¡BAC will also be aided when adjacentchannel analog signals are deleted from
the FM band, Jayant said.
The date when the FCC and broadcasters can safely remove all analog signals
is in the very distant future. But at some
interim point, the penetration of digital
receivers may be high enough for some
occasional digital- only broadcasting.
Cioffi said: "Iwould advocate letting
each broadcaster make the decision on
his own."
With the exception of the NASA/VOA
system, which is designed to about the

NASA's James Hollansworth, program
manager of its DAR project. "Ithink it
will complement (terrestrial broadcasting). Iunderstand completely (broadcasters' opposition), but if you look at
the bigger picture, there is atremendous
international market that satellite could
really do the job for."
That "complementary" aspect of satellite/terrestrial broadcasting makes Abel
confident that there will be no satellite
service before terrestrial is ready.
"Are they going to drive a de facto
standard with their receivers in the marketplace? Why am Igoing to buy a
receiver that only works on one or two
satellites?" he asked. "Ithink it would
be adumb thing to do."

Th erent Goals Evident
In DAR System Proposals
The five digital audio radio system
developers participating in the Cleveland
tests approach the process from different
backgrounds and with very different
goals.
For some developers, FCC standardization will lead to profits through royalties,
equipment manufacturing and sales.
Others connect DAR to radio-industry
political and economic strategies, aimed
at protecting current station licensees
while at the same time preparing for
competition with other digital media.
Standardization is also apoint of national pride for some proponents. Both
European and North American governments have subsidized DAR development.
New-band DAR
Interest in DAR began in the U.S. in the
late 1980s with the news of a system
developed by the Eureka consortium—a
confederation of European governments,
high-tech equipment manufacturers and
academic institutions.
Eureka- 147 system was developed with
an eye toward forming a new European
radio digital infrastructure within either
the UHF-TV band or L band (frequencies
near 1500 MHz) combining local, terrestrial signals side-by-side on the dial with
continent- wide satellite service, all
receivable on the same digital audio
radios.
The Canadian and Mexican governments have endorsed Eureka and plan to
begin satellite and terrestrial DAR service
in the L band, which was allocated for
digital transmission over most of the
globe at the 1992 World Administrative
Radio Conference (WARC) in Spain.
For the purpose of the U.S. tests, Eureka
is proposed as aterrestrial, L-band system, in spite of the fact that the U.S. radio
industry has rejected the new- band
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1MUSICAM Digital Audio
Codec was developed
to enhance MUSICAM
technology, providing up to 20 kHz of
audio bandwidth.
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•
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approach in favor of in- band, on-channel
(IBOC) DAR.
Momentum to establish Eureka DAR in
the rest of the world is also showing
signs of stalling. Recent funding and
intellectual- property complications
could delay near-term Eureka start-up
plans in Britain and Canada ( see page
4).
Nevertheless, Eureka continues to push
for U.S. acceptance of its system because
"it works," said Thomson Consumer
continued on page 12
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Goals Vary Among DAR Proponents
continued from page 11

Electronics' Clint Pinkham, Eureka's
spokesman in the U.S.
"We're the only people out there that
have demonstrated anything. IBOC is a
fantastic idea. If it does everything it
says, Thomson will be right there in line
to for alicense. But if it doesn't do everything it claims to do, there should be an
alternative."
The IBOCs
The USA Digital Consortium formed in
fall 1990 to challenge Eureka.
FM broadcasters opposed the migration
of analog AM and FM stations to the L

the system's immunity to multipath.
(Eureka had already conducted the same
demonstration many times before in
Europe and Canada).
U.S. broadcasters were unimpressed.
Within months, broadcaster pressure
forced NAB to withdraw its early
endorsement of Eureka and led the FCC,
which was preparing to secure U.S. allocations within the L band at WARC over
the objections of the Defense
Department, to instead take a neutral
DAR position to the conference.
Broadcasters were heartened by the
progress of Project Acorn, which was
attempting to prepare amobile demonstration of its FM
system for the 1991
Radio Show in San
Francisco.
Two years later,
that mobile demonstration has yet to
be held.
Both the AM and
FM systems have
been demonstrated
using prototype
hardware, but no
one will be able to
say IBOC works until it has been shown
to be solid technology for car radios.
Development has been slowed, in part,
by budgetary problems. " Our whole
effort is geared to presenting systems to
the NRSC right now, not to doing
shows," said USA Digital's Joe Donahue.
Amati and AT&T, developers of the
only other proposed FM-IBOC system,
are not yet ready to say conclusively that
IBOC will work.
"Conceptually, it's close. We think you
can just barely do it and there are certain
situations where it will not work in avery
difficult fading environment," said Amati
Communications' John Cioffi. But recent
laboratory computer simulations of difficult transmission conditions have boosted
Amati's confidence in eventual success.

For some developers,

FCC standardization will
lead to profits. For

others it is a point of
national pride.
band because all stations in the digital
domain would have the same audio quality and coverage areas. FM stations risked
losing their dominance after waiting
decades to finally overtake AM.
The Acorn developers proposed two
systems: FM-IBOC, delivering compactdisc-quality sound to match Eureka's,
and AM-IBOC, which would approximate current FM quality.
Within six months of its formation,
USA Digital was already demonstrating a
breadboard version of its FM system at
the 1991 NAB spring shoiiv.
At that same show, Eureka offered a
mobile demonstration of its system, inviting broadcasters onto specially equipped
buses to compare Eureka quality to AM
and FM transmissions and to experience

Like USA Digital, Amati/AT&T is now
perfecting hardware for the Cleveland
tests.
Early in the development of the Acorn
systems, USA Digital approached Amati
about aplan to build one of the Acorn subsystems. The deal was never sealed, but
USA Digital "piqued my interest. Ijust
continued to follow the area," Cioffi said.
During apanel discussion at last year's
NAB Radio Show in New Orleans, Cioffi
said he would be interested in entering a
partnership with anyone interested in
Amati's ideas. A number of companies
responded, " and AT&T was one of
them," he said.
Ultimately, the IBOC partners hope
DAR will be a lucrative business.
"Royalties could be pretty good. Here at
Amati we do have manufacturing. We
would be interested in being asupplier of
digital receivers for any large car companies," Cioffi said. "We haven't had any
discussions with them, but obviously
those companies are coming to the meetings."
IBAC
Before its partnership with Amati,
AT&T had already begun work on an inband system of its own. The major difference was that its system was to be
transmitted over current FM stations'
adjacent channels rather than on their
channels.
"The reason we have two systems is
because we don't pretend to understand
the complex tradeoffs that are involved
technically and from nontechnical
aspects, such as transmitter cost, licensing and regulatory issues," said AT&T's
Nikil Jayant.
Beside the fact that one system is onchannel and the other is not, "these two
systems are not as different as you may
think," Jayant says. "The IBOC system
has aspecial ' single side-load' mode, and
if you think about it, the single side-load
and the IBAC (adjacent channel) are not

ARE YOU READYFOR COMPRESSION?
New DIGI-READYrm Phase- Locked Commercial LNBs from Cal-Amp
These new Digí-ReadyTM LNBs fulfilled the need for phase-locked downconverters necessary to
receive digitally compressed satellite programming signals. Although some digital compression
formats are undefined, phase-locked commercial LNBs, which maintain low Bit Error Rates, are
recommended to ensure proper reception of
digitally compressed signals. Please call your
commercial distributor for additional details.
DIGI-READYTAI LNB Specifications:

very different."
AT&T hopes to be awinner at the end
of the testing process, regardless of
whether its IBAC system ultimately
becomes the FCC standard. A larger goal
is the promotion of its Perceptual Audio
Coding ( PAC) compression algorithm,
designed to maintain CD-quality audio at
a data rate of 128 kilobits per second
(RW, July 14).
The odds may be in its favor. There is
only one other competing algorithm,
MUSICAM, which is incorporated into
Eureka and Acorn. Both AT&T in-band
systems use PAC, as well as the only
satellite system participating in the
EIA/NRSC tests.
Satellite
NASA and the Voice of America were
tracking the progress of the Eureka system in the late 1980s with an eye toward
apossible satellite radio service to complement VOA's international shortwave
services.
Once the U.S. radio industry's position
toward Eureka turned sour and the 1992
WARC placed U.S. allocation for satellite digital audio in the S band (frequencies near 2300 MHz), the government
decided to begin developing an S-band
satellite system of its own.
The general supposition before WARC
was that S band would be inadequate for
satellite or terrestrial DAB. The power
needed to transmit digital audio at such
high frequencies, it was thought, would
drive the prices of satellites and land
transmitters too high to make digital
audio aprofitable business.
"I think that was aperceived problem,"
said NASA's James Hollansworth. A
prototype of the NASA/VOA system was
successfully demonstrated in Pasadena,
Calif., last June, he said. " It worked
fine."
Hollansworth was also confident that S
band would be useful for international
satellite broadcasting, in spite of the fact
that most world DAR will be on L band.
The list of countries where Sband will be
receivable includes: China, Russia, India,
Pakistan, Japan, Korea and much of
Southeast Asia, he said.
Another NASA/VOA goal is technical
advancement to benefit U.S. high-tech
industry. "Transferring technology to
U.S. industry creates jobs and could
increase shipping of receivers overseas.
What we have developed in the government belongs to the American people,"
Hollansworth said.
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Groups Sort Out DAR Test Parameters
The most difficult task for those conducting the Cleveland tests will be
avoiding controversy.
The five systems (six if you count USA
Digital's AM IBOC as a separate system) employ widely varying technologies to reach significantly different
goals.
Many parameters do not appear to have
been defined yet.
A satellite system, for example, may or
may not penetrate abuilding more successfully than an ¡ BAC or IBOC system,
depending on the power at which the
satellite system transmitted.
A new-band signal may be measured
as more robust and with wider coverage and better audio quality than an
IBOC, because the new-band system is
subjected to different forms of interference and may operate in awider channel.
EIA/NRSC's latest-version test procedures plan for the laboratory tests in
Cleveland ( see chart, page 14), attempts
to get around these comparison problems. But some are not satisfied that the
subjective tests, to be conducted at the
Canadian Research Center (CRC) in
Ottawa, have been adequately constructed to avoid comparing the wrong
things.
The laboratory testing will begin on
Dec. 31, when all five of the system
developers are to have their prototype
equipment delivered and ready for testing

at the NASA lab. The tests are expected
to last for several months.
The start-up date is not expected to
stray beyond Dec. 31. NRSC approved a
motion by Charlie Morgan, vice president and director of engineering,
Susquehanna Broadcasting, York, Pa., to
get promises in from the proponents to
be ready by that date.
At some point, probably after Dec. 31,

couple of reasons that they'll get into this
testing, and one is to publish all the
results and maybe make filings at the
FCC, Ibegin to wonder what the outcome is going to be," said USA Digital's
Paul Donahue.
EIA and NRSC members picked CRC
to conduct the subjective tests because of
its high reputation for scientific research
and because its facilities for such tests

A great deal of discussion had focused
on the question of how to choose the
subjective test materials and which
organization should do the choosing.
subjective test materials—digital tapes of
music and other audio samples—will be
chosen for the CRC tests, which will be
conducted independently of the
Cleveland process.
A great deal of discussion has focused
on the questions of how to choose the
subjective test materials and which organization should do the choosing.
Some eyebrows were raised when it
was announced that CRC itself would
be choosing the materials and would be
more deeply involved in other parts of
the process than was originally
planned.
"When the CRC says there are only a

are deemed superior to anything in the
U.S.
At the same time, some questioned the
wisdom of allowing an organization
funded by the Canadian government—
which has already endorsed the Eureka
system—to choose test materials that
will be fair to all systems.
"I believe the CRC people doing the
testing will not be biased...There is aperception in the United States that because
CRC is owned by the Canadian government, there will be bias," Morgan said.
"I don't think we need to have that perception."
Several labs in the U.S. are adequately

equipped to analyze and choose appropriate test materials and later send them
on to CRC, Morgan said.
Meanwhile, details of the every-day
procedures during the lab testing phase
in Cleveland are still sketchy. NASA
will be providing equipment and personnel; EIA personnel will oversee and conduct the tests. (Consultant Tom Keller,
former head of NAB's science and technology department, has been hired by
EIA to head the project.)
But it is not yet clear how many EIA
and NASA people will participate. " I
don't think that's been settled yet," said
EIA spokesman Alan Haber.
The system developers are also not sure
what presence, if any, they will maintain
in Cleveland during the months of testing.
"They'll probably be coming in for the
initial calibration and some training of
the EIA test personnel. That'll probably
take a few weeks," said Eureka
spokesman Clint Pinkham. The Eureka
representatives will all be coming from
Europe. "We don't want them to have to
take out permanent citizenship here," he
said.
Field tests of the systems to determine
field strength in various, real- life situations will be held after the lab tests,
probably in late 1994.
By earlier agreement, NRSC will write
a report and recommendations on the
IBOC systems only following the lab
and subjective testing. EIA's report will
deal with AT&T's in- band, adjacentchannel system and the two new- band
systems.

It's Here . . .
THE NEW GENERATION OF FM TRANSMITTERS.
Throughout the years Continental has built the world's most reliable
transmitters and other RF products. The new generation of three bay
transmitters is no exception. This family of transmitters offers the
broadcaster efficiency and excellent audio performance.
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•A Solid-State IPA

•Front Panel Indicators and Breakers

•Internal Harmonic Filter

•Automatic Power Level Control

• "Exclusive Soft Start"

•Totally Self Contained (except 35kW)

The 3bay family of transmitters is available in power levels from
21.5kW to 70kW and comes with the 50 watt 802B exciter, tuned and
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outfit your facility with the best products in the industry.
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Tentative DAR Itinerary
The chart on this page outlines the latest version of the EIA/NRSC digital
audio radio test procedures, discussed
during the test planning meeting in
Washington, July 27. Further additions
and modifications are expected.
As the chart indicates, special circumstances ( co- channel and adjacent-channel interference. IBOC-to-analog interference) require an especially long list
of tests for in- band systems. At least
one in- band system will be involved in
the 48 tests planned so far. USA
Digital's AM-IBOC system, for example, will undergo all but three of the

CAT- LINK

It's no wonder 50
stations in the Top 25
markets are sold on

tests. Two tests ( C4 and C5) are
designed for the AM-IBOC system
alone.
Most of the objective results will be
measured in the form of channel characteristics at the point of failure ( POF)
and changes in bit-error rate ( BER).
EIA and NASA personnel will conduct the objective tests under the leadership of conultsnt Tim Kelley, former
haed of NAB Sience and Technology,
Objective tests are scheduled to start
on Dec. 31 in Cleveland. A date for
subjective tests in Ottawa is yet to be
announced.
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OEI's CAT-LINK, the DIGITAL STL problem solver:

System to be tested

Test Description
A 1. Daily system power check
2. Daily system spectrum
check
3. Daily POF
4. Daily audio recording at
moderate signal strength
5. Weekly analog chanel fast
proof

All systems
" "
"
.

In- band systems only

All systems

Noise level at POF
Noise and multipath at POF

C. DAR performance with impairment
1. Impulse noise
2. Continuous wave

lAll systems
., .
Eureka, AT&T, FM-IBOCs only
USA Digital AM-IBOC only

Pulse amplitude ( volts) at POF
POF sensitive levels across DAR
channels
Multipath parameters at POF
Interference amplitude at POF

All systems

POF & data channel BER

3. Airplace flutter
4. Environmental noise
5. DA simulation
D. DAR-to- DAR interference
1. Co-channel
2. 1st- adjacent
3. 2nd-adjacent
E. DAR- to- DAR interface
with multipath
1. Co-channel
2. 1st- adjacent
3 2nd- adjacent
F. DAR- to- analog interference
1. Co-channel (objective)

All except NASA/VOA

All systems

In- band systems only

In- band systems only

2. 1st- adjacent ( objective)
3. 2nd-adjacent ( objective)
4. Co-channel ( subjective)

"

•Multiple discrete channel capability
•

Ideal for LMAs

And that's why more savvy stations in the Top 25 and

G. DAR- to- analog interference
with multipath
1. Co-channel (subjective)

2. 1st- adjacent ( subjective)
3. 2nd-adjacent ( subjective)
H. Analog-to- DAR interference
1. Co-channel
2. 1st- adjacent
3. Simultaneous upper & lower
1st- adjacent
4. 2nd-adjacent
5. Simultaneous upper & lower
2nd- adjacent
I.

markets of every size are turning to CAT-LINK Call 0E1
toll-free at 800-334-9154 and be swept away.

Analog-to- DAR interference
with multipath
1. Co-channel

2 1st-adjacent
3 Simultaneous upper & lower
1st- adjacent
4 2nd- adjacent
5 Simultaneous upper & lower
2nd- adjacent
J.

DAR acquisition & reacquistion
1. Simulated weak signal failure
&acquisiton
2. Simulated acquisition with
multipath and noise

K. DAR transmission quality
1. Selection of audio
test segments
2. Transmission quality
(objective)
L.

"U S. Pateni # 5,054,070

In- band systems only

IBOC-to-host analog
interference
1. Quality test
2. Objective test

M Host-analog-to-IBOC
1. With no impediments
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S/N, RBDS noise: SCA noise; BER
on digital subcarrier
. .
Subjective analysis of processed
FM classical and rock music.
silence and voice samples

2. With multipath
N Multiple spurious
1. DAR + FM interference to FM

Subjective analysis of DAR-toanalog interference compared
to analog- to-analog using
processed rock music

"
"

In- band systems only

POF and data BER 1dB below POF

AT&T and USA Digital/AM IBOC only
In-band systems only

In band systems only

AT&T and FM- 180C systems only
AT&T and USA Digital AM
systems only
AT&T and FM-IBOC systems only
In-band systems only

POF for each multipath
combination; BER with
interference at 1dB of POF

.

All systems

POF; acquisition timeat each noise
level
Acquisition time for each multipath
and noise combination

Al) systems

Subjective analysis of audio quality.
with and without impairments
POF: noise at POF

IBOC systems only

Proof of analog channel
Distortion; frequency response;
RBDS errors; SCA characterization
Subjective analysis using processed
classical and rock music, silence
and voice samples
RBDS errors

IBOC systems only

Changes in data BER: subjective
analysis

4. With multipath

0E1 Corporation
One Airport Drive P.O. Box 805 Williamstown, N.J. 08094 USA
800 334-9154 FAX: 609 629-1751
INTERNATIONAL: 609 728-2020
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3. Subjective test

Qv

POF for each multipath and
signal level
.. .

5. 1st- adjacent ( subjective)
6. 2nd- adjacent (subjective)

•The only digital FM composite link*
•Full bi-directional capability

Power level
Spectrum record
Point of failure
Digital audio recording for the
record
Frequency response, separation
and distortion levels

B. Signal failure characterization
1. Noise
2. Multipath and noises

•Uses T1 data circuits or 23 GHz radio
•NO COMPRESSION and NO DELAY

Data to be recorded
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IBOC FM systems only
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No matter how technologically
advanced an industry may become, it's
always agood idea to keep things simple.
Well, what could be simpler than programming audio by hand? The Pioneer CACV3200 Compact Disc Autochanger.
As aprofessional audio user, you'll be
impressed that it provides access to 300
CD's with uninterrupted playback thanks
to dual CD players. And they can be connected together to program thousands of
CD's. You'll also appreciate that
its built-in interface makes it
pre-programmable for errorfree playback by almost any
computer. And its fade-in and fade-out
capabilities, pitch control, and analog and
digital outputs make it aremarkably ingenious piece of equipment.
However, if you just want to get practical about the whole thing, you can look at
it this way, too. The CD Autochanger
makes audio programming so absolutely
efficient and error-free that your life will be made easier and your business could
become more profitable. Which makes it seem rather impractical not to find out more.
Call Pioneer and ask about t
he CAC-V3200
Compact Disc Autochanger. You'll find it to be a ei) PI O NEER
simple decision that deserves abig hand.

The Art of Entertainment

Be sure to see our products at the following NAB Show locations: Broadcast Electronics, Inc.-Booth #613; Custom
Business Systems, Inc., #621; Enco Systems, Inc., #810 (Harris Allied); Media Touch Systems, Inc., # 142; Pristine
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Digital
Audio Automation
Needs the Media Touch
Control Software!

CJOR, CKOR, CHOR CJMGFM
An automated 4 station networked
duopoly sharing adigital audio
database of commercials
and 5000 music cuts, on
computer hard drives.

Media Touch delivers automation software first and foremost.

The managing

KMPH MediaDISK is

editors position at
all-news 1073 in Fresno.

used for all commercials, news
cuts and auto-record features.

Media Touch delivers highest quality digital audio fully interactive with the best control software available.

Media Touch
records 60 multiple incoming

KMPH utilizes 7recording
workstations to prepare
on-air cuts.

network audio feeds.
Programs air automatically
from

log.

Media Touch delivers digital audio radio automation systems for larger stations, duopoly and network applications.

Ask about the new
auto-record networked workstation.
Using audio switching,
this workstation can auto-record
an unlimited number of feeds
in combinations of up
to 4simultaneously.
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Country Format Dominates Airwaves
continued from page I
also popular with younger listeners.
However, younger listeners prefer the
new country which is not very popular
with the older listeners.
Burkhardt concurred with Shane and
further explained why the fragmentation
will not be so sharp. "In the Southern
regions you can kind of splinter it up but
if you take Country to Boston you can't
split it into five types, you'll have maybe
two stations."
The future of AC
While Country continues to grow,
Adult Contemporary continues to dwindle.
AC continues to dwindle but still continues to be popular. This paradox has a
number of explanations. "The continuity
of the sound tends to put people to sleep,
and its not real exciting" said Burkhardt.
According to Burkhardt, alot of AC stations have only about 400-500 records
and are having to spend a lot of money
on promotions. Burkhardt predicts hot
AC with its fresher music and cold AC
with its large popularity in places like the
dentists office will thrive while mainstream AC is going to have extend its
music list to survive.
Shane provided another explanation,
saying that AC just doesn't have the passion that other formats have. Yet despite
a lack of passion, it is still listened to
often. "You don't have to have passion
about something to do it everyday." said
Shane. Shane also sees the mainstream
AC having to change. "Us baby boomers
are going to have to move out of the
way." said Shane.
Parikhal sees another route. "Ithink the
whole format needs a major name
revamp because it is not really very contemporary at all." Including other formats, such as classic rock, within the
umbrella of Adult Contemporary, he
does not see the declining of Adult
Contemporary and actually sees classic
rock, oldies and "the advent of a ' 70s
station" becoming stronger. It is in name

FOR
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and structure only that he sees adecline.
Parikhal believes in the strength and
size of the 25-50 market, which is the
largest size market. With the 12-25 market, "advertisers want them but don't
know how to reach them.
"Those that thought AM was dead ten
years ago, should go back and read their
clippings," said Burkhardt. Talk radio
has certainly made acomeback. Parikhal

With sports, there is some dissenting
opinion. Most agree that play-by-play
has great potential because it is an event.
"There will be at least two more major
sports networks in the next year and a
half," said Burkhardt. Shane, however,
sees sports shows playing amore limited
role.
Burkhardt thinks that sports shows will
continue to do well. "These guys (sports

believes that the emergence of talk has
stemmed strictly from the demand for
talk. " People wanted a Stern or a
Limbaugh," said Parikhal.

show hosts) have got it down, - said
Burkhardt.
News and business, according to
Parikhal, is popular because it is great
for those people who don't have time to
read the newspaper. Parikhal said, how-

Strike a chord
Shane said that those hosts who play
on people's fears or fantasies are the
most popular. For example, Shane cited
acolumnist who described the ultra-conservative talk show personality, Rush
Limbaugh, as "the white male's happy
Buddha." Shane said Limbaugh "seizes
on the fantasies and fears of 35-year-old
white men." Another industry insider
said that Limbaugh appeals " to the
Archie Bunker of the ' 90s. He is not
ashamed because the Archie Bunker of
the ' 90s wears a nice suit and speaks
better."

ever, he was weary of business and
thinks that entertainment talk will continue to be more popular. Most agree with
Parikhal. "It's agood format in the major
financial cities," said Burkhardt "But I
don't see it being abig deal in the next
five years."
The future
All the experts agree that Country will
continue to be popular regardless of any
sort of fragmentation. The No. 2 format,
Adult Contemporary, will either continue
to dwindle or will be reformatted. The
No:3 format, Talk, is expected to grow.
Experts see more national talk show personalities, AM becoming more popular
and FM stations converting to talk.
"Personalities will continue to happen,"
said Burkhardt. Burkhardt also sees classic rock having problems. "How many
times can you hear ' Stairway' by Led
Zeppelin?" asked Burkhardt. "They need
to get more current music on the air."
This is one of the reasons insiders expect
Alternative/Modern Rock to take off
sooner or later.
Hand-in-hand with this idea is the prediction that CHR will eventually die.
With the loss of CHR, insiders expect
oldies, ' 70s and similar rock to increase.
Spanish programming is also expected to
rise as that population segment continues
to increase in the U.S.
These smaller formats are expected to
grow, but not overtake the format giants.
Country will continue to dance and
stomp over the other formats but will
have to keep its eyes open as well as its
ears as News/Talk/Sports/Business continues to capture the country's ear.
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Polka Ideal for Niche Programming
by Charles Taylor
CHILTON, Wis. While Janet Jackson
and Mariah Carey may own summer
radio around most of the country, on a
handful of radio stations in the Midwest,
no one can top the likes of Jimmy Sturr,
Eddie Blazonczyk or Tuba Dan.
And while hip hop and rave may be
battling to predominate on the nation's
dance floors, in Wisconsin, there's no
contest over an evening of waltzes,
schottisches and laendlers—all traditional dances associated with the time-worn
melodies of polka music.

Digital
Universe
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Waiting> For
We'll tell you why.
Call us.
1-800-547-3930
Digital Audio for Radio

Digital Universe A Division of Custom Business
Systems, Inc. / cbsi
P.O. Box 67, Reedsport, Oregon 97467
503 271-3681

So popular are the various strains of
polka here, in fact, that two radio stations
have bypassed more routine formats like
country or news/talk for afull-time blend
of the merry ethnic melodies. Others
have been airing two- and three-hour
weekly polka programs for as long as 20
years.
Sentimentality
"There's agreat deal of sentimentality
that comes out of it. For many, it's apastime, for others, polka is the only kind of
music they know," says Dr. John Check,
who has played in polka orchestras for
more than 50 years and hosts polka
shows on three Wisconsin radio stations:
WXOL in Oshkosh, WTICM in Hartford
and WMBE in Chilton. " It attracts a
cross section, from factory workers and
people who are retired, to professionals
and doctors."
It also exemplifies a trend that has
helped many stations survive in tough
economic times—niche programming.
"We struggled with formats from all news and talk to rock and contemporary. We were banging our heads
against the wall in an effort to keep
from selling the station," recalls Jim
Choudoir, who was general manager of
WRJQ(AM) in Appleton/Oshkosh,
Wis., in the mid- 1980s. "Finally, Isuggested that with a ton of polka bands
around here, perhaps we could capitalize on that."
The station's two owners were reluctant, but, void of other ideas, gave in.
"We had news, weather and sports and
professional radio announcers. We did
everything anormal radio station would
do, except we just happened to have
polka," says Choudoir ( now general
manager at WMBE, which mixes farm
programming, polka and big band).
WRJQ went on to gain a respectable 4
share in the market, which is particularly

impressive for an AM station playing
music: "People realized we were for real
in the third- largest ( radio) market in
Wisconsin."
WAUN, a polka- playing FM in
Kewaunee, Wis., has been proving the
viability of the format since it went on
the air with polka full-time in 1973.
Advertisers include department stores,
banks, garages, funeral homes, farm
implement stores and dairies.
"Everybody and anyone, all have their
little part," says Cletus Bellin, WAUN
program director. "We are located in a
Czech, Polish and German area where
it's primarily a farm community. Most
of the businesses don't even consider
not advertising because it's polka.
Besides, it's a proven fact that cows
give more milk to polkas than they do
to rock."
The cheese capital
The format's center in the nation's
cheese capital, of course, revolves
around the ethnic blend of the region.
Much of the state comprises those of
Central European descent, who identify
with the music as adynamic reminder of
their homeland and ancestry. In general,
the music developed distinctive characteristics of its various originating nations
during the early 19th century.
Because it has such astrong tie to these
communities' people, polka stations
maintain an active role in the cities they
serve. A predominance of polka festivals
in many Wisconsin cities offers stations
direct opportunities to show their dedication to the music and the people who
cherish it.
"There are polka festivals every weekend in the Midwest," says Choudoir.
"Bands come from all over, and people
get together and enjoy their beer and
brat," slang for bratwurst, a highly seasoned sausage.
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"We cover summer church picnics,
breakfast on the farm and all local sporting events," Bellin says. "We also do a
lot of live broadcasts from polka dances
and polka festivals. We'll go and broadcast three consecutive days, putting
bands live on the air."
As well, many of the on-air personalities are involved in local polka bands
themselves. "Ihave some vested interest,
yes," admits Check, who traditionally
includes three selections in his show
from the 10-piece orchestra he leads, The
Wisconsin Dutchmen.
"Being in an orchestra gives me arundown of the various styles of music,
especially where I'm from, which has a
high percentage of German, Norwegian
and Polish," adds Gary Brueggen, who
hosts a four-hour weekend polka show
on WKLJ(AM) in Sparta, Wis.; and
plays the "concertina" ( asmaller version
of the accordion with buttons instead of
keys) in Gary's Ridgeland Dutchmen. "I
base the format of music on the ethnic
background of those who see the orchestra perform. That way, Idon't set my
sights on asingle style."
The variety of the format is as diverse
as the nations that originated the music.
Aficionados are quick to point out distinct differences between polka selections out of Poland, Czechoslovakia,
Bohemia, Yugoslavia, Switzerland,
Germany and other polka- originating
nations, including instrumentation,
tempo and the general spirit of the
music.
"The music does not all sound the
same. You can do all sorts of neat things
with it," says Choudoir. "No way is it all
one sound."
Appeal to the young
Polka draws its primary appeal at radio
in older demographics, however, proponents insist that polka also has its place
among younger listeners.
"I've noticed since I've been playing
polka that there's more and more of a
younger audience. I'd say it ranges from
30 to 80," says Kevin Pierskalla, a
polka DJ and sales consultant at
KASM(AM) in Albany, Minn., which
airs 40 hours of polka programming a
week. "It's afun type of music to listen
to. It's exciting and it draws attention.
The more excitement you can build up,
the younger an audience you can get.
We have all kinds that call for requests
on the show."
But perhaps the best testimonial comes
from Brueggen at WICLJ: The musician
and on-air talent is 20 years old and has
been in polka ensembles since age 9. He
and his sister are the 17th generation in
the Brueggen family to become involved
in the industry.
"I'm prouder than all get out that I'm a
polka DJ and a musician," he says. "I
wouldn't have it any other way."
Most involved in the format feel that its
livelihood will remain intact for many
years to come.
"In this day and age with AM radio,
you've really got to be something alittle
different. Most listeners have already
gone to the FM dial," Choudoir says.
"But with the agricultural influence of
our listening area and their German
background, we're reaching our little
niche."
Adds Bellin, " Polka music in
Wisconsin is really still going pretty
well. Parents instill this in their children
as part of their national heritage. Idon't
think it's going to die for awhile."
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Careful Budgeting Makes Life Easy
by Sue Jones
BURKE, Va. Budgets are atedious task
at best, but necessary for awell organized
and managed station. Now is the time to
begin thinking about preparing next year's
budget. Planning your management objectives and budget should begin in earnest by
the beginning of the fourth quarter and be
finalized by early December so that the
sign-offs and approvals can be obtained
before the end of the year.
If you do your homework on time, you
should be ready to implement your new
budget by January 1st.
The way you develop the budget will
depend on the size of your station and previous budgets. If you are amajor or medium market station with several departments, you may consider letting each of the
department heads prepare abudget for
his/her department, complete with the personnel costs, professional fees and services
for each area's furniture and equipment.
In on the costs
A department head who prepares his
own budget will be aware of the costs
associated with each budget item throughout the year. Taking the concept one step
further, you could hold each head
accountable for achieving his department
objectives within budget.
Those who accomplish their objectives
within budget might be given abonus at

the end of the year. However, if you are a
medium to small market station, you may
develop the entire general and administrative (G&A) operating budget yourself.
Budgets have to be realistic projections
of revenues and costs. You may make a
list of objectives of what you wish to
accomplish next year by quarter (MB0s)
and the costs associated with each objective. However, if your objectives exceed
the projected revenues, the budget will
have to be trimmed before it is finally
approved and implemented or you will
have to find new sources of revenues to
support the objectives.
If you have projected costs for standard
line items, cutting the budget before implementation or during the year will be alittle
easier, and more equitable. Your budget
should be based on realistic revenues. It is
better to prepare asmaller budget based on
lower revenues and have asurplus left over
at the end of the year because your revenues were higher than projected. If you
find yourself in this situation, carry the
additional funds over to the next year and
create alarger budget for that year.
Certainly you do not want to be caught
in the other possible scenario where your
budget is too large for the revenues.
Major market stations and stations that
have established formal budgets can begin
with the current 1993 budget. Compare
the projected costs for each line items to
actual costs. You may find that you over-

or underestimated for some line items. If
so, you will want to make the necessary
adjustments for the coming year. If your
projected costs were more wrong than
right, analyze why costs were lower or
higher than anticipated. Understanding
these reasons will contribute to astrong
realistic plan for next year.
If you have never developed aformal
budget, begin by reviewing the expenses
posted in the corporate check book or an
accounts payable year-to-date report if you
have an automated accounting computer
system. You can develop your own outline
with the major line items by grouping the
similar expenses into major categories
such as personnel expenses, building
expenses and professional services. An
outline of standard budget line items is
included in this article to get you started.
Plot out the year
After you have identified the major line
items and the projected costs, the next step
is to divide those costs over a twelve
month period. The simplest method is to
take the line item cost, such as marketing
brochures, and divide by twelve. However,
you may plan to have brochures printed
twice ayear. In that case, you may want to
divide your marketing brochure costs by
two and put them in the two month's budget that you anticipated developing and
printing them. That budget line item will
have zeros in it for the other ten months.

Other costs such as salaries and rent costs
should be divided by twelve since those
expenses are relatively stable and occur
every month. Be sure to include apay
increase for salaries and/or new salaries for
anticipated hires of additional staff.
Assembling all of this information can be
incredibly time consuming, especially if
only one person is doing the work. Asking
department heads to develop their own
budgets will enhance their understanding
of the financial operations of the station
and improve their own management skills.
It will spread the work load around but
may also take longer to complete the task.
When all of the information is assembled, you must prepare the final budget.
This can be done manually or with computerized budget software packages. If
you are preparing the budget manually, I
would recommend that you do it with a
columnar accounting pad available in
office supply stores.
Budgets can also be developed with
spreadsheet software. It may be worthwhile
to invest in software that will assist in developing the budget and also assist in monitoring monthly variations of the budget compared with actuals. This information enables
you take corrective action when the problem
occurs within 30 to 60 days.
This covers the basics for G&A budget
development, but does not cover capital
budget planning. Look for that in my
next article.
DOD
Sue Jones is a senior manager for
Computer Data Corporation Inc. in
Rockville, MD. She can be reached at
703-323-0491.

Now 24-hour operation at ashadow of its former costs.
1f the idea of 24- hour operation seems
anything but profitable, consider
ACCUWATCH.
ACCUWATCH is afully automatic,
FCC approved, transmitter and extended
remote control service. Whether you're
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•
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Colorado Stations Broadcast Pope's U.S. Visit
by Dee McVicker
DENVER Six Denver AM stations
slightly changed the meaning of "mass"
media to mark Pope John Paul H's visit
to Colorado for World Youth Day ' 93
(August 11-15).
The Pope's Sunday mass and other ceremonies were broadcast over aforeignlanguage pool, including KBNO
(Spanish), KHOW ( German), KNUS
(Italian), KRZN (French) and KWMX
(Polish). KOA aired the English feed.
Planning and set-up for the radio pool
required nine months of preparation by
broadcasters and members of World
Youth Day organization.
Over 500,000 youths from all parts of
the globe attended the festival and most
of them were able to follow the events in
their native tongues by simply tuning in
the local AM frequencies.
Unique feeling
"I don't think anyone has ever tried to
achieve this before," said Mason Lewis,
KNUS program and news director. From
the time he first heard of the language
pool, Lewis said he was looking forward

mass. Roberts and the volunteer translators had to clear high- security background checks to stand close to the pope.
"We're estimating 75 to 100 yards from
the pope, which puts us in front row
seats," he said.
The KRZN crew brought asmall mixer
to blend musical segments in with the
translated mass. Audio was sent over an
8kHz phone line to the KRZN studio for
regular broadcast.
Translators stood by
Other radio language pool participants
remained in the studio to translate services. In fact, the entire KNUS Italian-

translation staff stayed in the studio to
maintain acontrolled environment. Most
of the translators, who were provided by
the World Youth Day organization, were
not broadcasters by trade. Each station
had astaff of four to eight translators.
KNUS capitalized on a satellite feed
(set up for the TV pool) that included a
main channel and a director's audio
channel. The station also sent out roving
reporters to call in on cellular from the
festival's four major public events: aceremony at Mile High Stadium on
Thursday; the "Way of the Cross" celebration on Friday; a vigil mass on
Saturday, and the final Sunday mass.

Many stations also covered President
Bill Clinton's speech on Thursday.
"We're really delighted to be apart of
this," KBNO General Manager Evelyn
Casias said. The regularly formatted
Spanish-language station also was fed to
other Spanish stations nationwide by the
Spanish International Network and via
satellite to Mexico, Central and South
America via satellite by NBC.
"The reason we're doing the foreign
language translation is simply because
there is no bigger event in the history of
the state." Roberts said just before the
start of the festivities. "We are going to
participate in any way possible."

YOU CAN SHARE PROGRAMMING
AMONG YOUR RADIO STATIONS ...
At aLower Cost Than Ever Before!
Share programming among your
station group or with other
stations by sharing day parts.
entire formats or by delivering
your top- rated talent to other
markets coast to coast. You can
spread overhead costs, increase
the quality of programming at the
local station and build your
audience by creating asatellite
radio network. And now new
digital satellite technology makes
radio networking more affordable
than ever before. Let us offer you
acomplete solution for your radio
networking needs.

Most foreigners
were able to
follow the
events in their
native tongues
by simply tuning
in the local AM
frequencies.

Call us at ( 202) 822-2626.
to finding out what it would feel like to
scan the AM band and hear Italian,
French and the other foreign languages.
He and hundreds of thousands of other
portable stereo owners got the chance to
find out. (Sony Walkman sales in Denver
are said to have reached record numbers
before and during the event).
Former network announcers Wayne
Wicks and Bob Asman were hired by the
Denver broadcasters to provide audio
and technical services to sustain such a
mega-media event.
It was the World Youth Day organizers
that approached the Denver broadcasters
to coordinate the foreign- language
broadcasts. "Usually when there's an
event like this, the networks get involved
and they put apool together and sell the
coverage to whomever wants it," said
Larry Crandall, operations manager for
KOA and pool coordinator for the event.
Wicks and Asman were kept busy coordinating all satellite, RF and microwave
transmissions, and lining up power as
well as feed distribution for the nine
months leading up to the event.
"I think we have everything under control," Wicks was heard to say just two
days before everything had to come
together. He added, somewhat nervously: "We have enough RF in the air over
Cherry Creek to cook achicken."
KZRN Program Director Lee Roberts
was on- site for coverage of Sunday
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STATION SERVICES
News and Services for Business, Programming and Sales
Jack Taddeo
Communications Introduces
RadioLink
PARK RIDGE, III. Jack Taddeo
Communications introduced RadioLink®,
The On- Line Network for Radio
Broadcasters. Featuring user- to- user Email and public messaging for all areas of
radio, including programming, sales,
engineering and promotion. RadioLink
also includes format discussion rooms. In
addition, there is a college radio area.
Professional services include free posting
of job openings. The network also is capa-

ble of conducting subscriber polls.
USA Today on-line, product demos,
shareware and aguest columnist section
are other services also included. RadioLink supports speeds up to 9600 bps and
uses color ANSI graphics.
For information, contact Jack Taddeo at
708-518-0340 or circle Reader Service
101.
New Services
Offered by J.R. Russ
PHILADELPHIA J.R. Russ is making
available new services to stations sub-

Finally...
The DAD 486x

scribing to Arbitron. J.R. Russ offers
three levels of Diary Review Services at
three price points: Complete, Economy
and Comment recovery
All stations are offered three levels of
program consultation which includes talent critique, three-day in- market and full
consultancy. In addition, music tests,
perceptuals, focus group and complete
surveys are also available.
For information, contact J.R. Russ at
215-494-0910 or circle Reader Service
154.
CD Library Released by
Music Bakery
DALLAS The Music Bakery offers subscribers anew CD every two months at a
one-time buy-out price of $48 each. Each
CD plays a range of musical styles in
full- lengths, 60s, 30s and tags.
The Music Bakery also offers ano-risk
free trial offer and a 100 percent money
back guarantee on every issue. Currently
there are 13 CDs available.
For information, contact Jack
Waldenmaier at 214-414-0313 or circle
Reader Service 164.
Westwood One Moves
Ahead with 'The Retro
Show"
LOS ANGELES In mid- summer,
Westwood One Radio Networks
debuted "The Retro Show." The show
plays the hits from the late ' 70s and

A True
Cart Machine
Replacement.
ENCO's DAD 486x Digital
Audio Delivery System is a
high quality, digital audio
production, recording and
playback system designed to
streamline and simplify your
broadcast studio needs.
Designed for use on a
standard 486 personal
computer platform,
ENCO's DAD offers unique
system flexibility. It
eliminates the expense of
operating and maintaining
cart machines while
providing power, versatility
and flexibility.

DAD's advanced production and operating features
are so intuitive and easy to
use that your station
investment will begin to pay
for itself as soon as it is
installed.
A DAD system can be
configured to precisely match
your budget and operational
needs. Contact the digital
audio pros at Harris Allied.
Improve your audio and your
bottom line with the
DAD 486x.
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST
1-800-622-0022
Fax 317-966-0623

early ' 80s. It also recaps the whole era
with clips from popular television
series, movies and even television commercials. The show's host is WBBMFM Chicago's afternoon-drive personality Gary Spears.
Retro Show listeners are also rewarded
with live concert performances from
Westwood One's archives. Westwood
covers this beat- filled period with retrospectives of the most memorable events
of special years and recognition of special artists.
For information, contact Laurie Peters
at 310-840-4383 or circle Reader
Service 40.
CBS Radio Has the Blues
NEW YORK CBS Radio Programs will
nationally broadcast the blues sound to
its audiences with the "The House of
Blues Radio Hour" and "The House of
Blues Breaks" through a enterprise with
The House of Blues clubs and Ben
Manilla Productions.
The show's host is "blues-ologist" and
original " Blues Brother" Dan Aykroyd.
The show will include both traditional
and contemporary Blues and rock artists,
emphasizing the influence of the Blues
genre on today's music.
Each week, affiliates will receive two
digitally- mastered programs, hosted by
Aykroyd as Elwood Blues, his Blues
Brother character. The show will feature Blues and rock music, artist intercontinued on page 40

STUDIO SERVICES
BUY - OUTMUSI
C
•Industrial * Technical * Logos
•Dramatic • Romantic • Variety
•Contemporary • Sports • Travel
II Great Volumes! Low Buyout Pricing!
Multi- Unit Discounts! CDs And Cassettes!
Free Catalog!

PO Box
.

fAs3F4

1-800-323-2972

427 SOUND EFFECTS
$89.00
For a5- CD set with a30- day
money- back guarantee.
Take an extra $ 10 off if you mention this ad!

Send $ 79 to Ghostwriters
2412 Unity Ave. N., Dept. RW
Minneapolis, MN 55422
For credit card orders call

(612) 522-6256

YOUR AD
HERE call
Simone

without Advertising is

1-800-

You're Doing, But

336-3045

Doing Business

Like Winking in the
Park...You Know What

Nobody Else Does

ATTENTION PROVIDERS!

CD HARRIS
AdILLIED

Promote your services to Radio World's 22,000+ readers. Reach
Radio Station and Recording Studio owners/managers and
engineers with your message. For information on affordable
advertising call Simone at 1-800-336-304S.
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MARKETING & MANAGEMENT

Business-to-Business aWhole New Ballgame
by John Cummuta
ALGONQUIN, III. If you sell abusiness- to- business product or service,
you're dealing with adifferent set of customer motivations and budgetary considerations than you are with consumerdirected campaigns.
First of all, people who are employees
of acompany aren't as price sensitive as
consumers who are spending their own
money. What business consumers are
concerned about is being successful in
their jobs. They want to make good decisions, as perceived by their superiors.
So, as you climb into your prospect's
mind, to see how he might view your
product, your company, your offer, your
competitors and so on, remember what his
primary motivation is. He wants to do
things that look good to the boss. Your
challenge then becomes one of figuring
out what his boss really wants, so you can
frame your offer to that perspective.
Profit matters
Marketing in the business-to-business
arena is somewhat simplified by the fact
that you already know what the boss'
biggest desire is: profit! No matter what
you're selling, the prospect ( and his
superiors) will be unflinchingly fixated
on the bottom line. Especially in today's
economy. If you can connect the benefits
of what you're selling to his P&L
Statement, you are operating from his
mind's perspective.
Price is not usually the primary consideration, as it often is in the consumer market. Most mid- level managers, for
instance, would rather have to justify why
the company's paying ahigher price for
quality equipment and services, than the
frequent breakdowns or faulty service.
In other words, the safe play is what
most employee/managers are interested
in. So, as you put together your market-

ing concepts and message, fill your
materials with reassurances that yours is
the "best, most dependable, longest-lasting widget, with the most satisfied customers in the world." And have numbers
and other evidence to back up your
claims.
Published reviews of your product or
service, unsolicited testimonials and
brochures with photos (not drawings) are
musts for the successful information

The main purpose
of your customer
database is to allow
you to keep on top
of your customer
relationships.
package. You are trying not only to
prove that yours is the best widget, but
you are also showing the prospect ( and
his boss) that yours is the "safest" widget
to put the company's money on the line
for.
Prospects and customers
Just as with consumers, you want to target your marketing as effectively possible. This strategy eliminates wasted marketing dollars and it maximizes the profit
from each campaign.
When building a business-to-business
database, you will want to concentrate on
gathering somewhat different information than you did when tracking consumers. The company is your primary
customer, while the individual you most
frequently deal with at the company is
your contact. This may seem to be a
depersonalized approach to marketing,
but the fact is that people change posi-

tions within a company or even leave
altogether. You want to build your information base so that anew contact person
can be easily edited in, but the primary
company information remains valid.
Another difference is that you should
include additional fields in your database
record structure to carry information on
other influential persons in the decisionmaking chain. These people may be
above or below your contact in the company's chain of command, but their opinions weigh heavily on the buying decision.
By the way, do not underestimate the
importance of your contact's secretary or
assistant. Treat him/her well. He/she may
be the person off of which your contact
bounces all his big decisions.
In terms of company information, you
should consider including the firm's SIC
(Standard Industry Classification) code.
Having this code in every customer
record will allow you to later sort out
certain types of businesses for specific
promotions or offers.
Other data you will want to have fields
for may be: source of lead, amount of
average purchase, method of payment,
timeliness of payments, name of
accounts payable person assigned to your
account, special production requirements, special shipping requirements,
special delivery requirements, special
volume pricing agreements, date of last
transaction, length of time on file, frequency of purchasing, geo code, territory
code, promotion code and anything else
you can think of that you might later
want to index reports on or by which to
make segmentation selections.

with them, and you should continue to
build that relationship.
But you must also maintain programs
designed to bring new customers into the
system, to build your business and to
replace customers you lose or who go
out of business.
Most business lists are compiled, meaning that the list provider copied them out
of the yellow pages, industry directories,
trade association directories, etc. These
are not buyer lists containing proven
direct- marketing responders. They are

Where to get names
Your best list is your customer list. The
company most likely to buy from you is
the one that already has purchased something from you. You have arelationship

OTHER MAP OPTIONS

continued on page 79

158118WOPIIr MAPS

LMA/DUOPOLY
CONTOUR MAPS
The DATAWORLD LMA/DUOPOLY
Market Survey Contour maps
present aprecise electronic
verification of overlapping and
intersecting contours.
AM 5mV/m and FM 3.16 mV/m
City Grade contours are shown in
full color, including transmitter site
indicator. The map is supported
with aprintout showing all of the
stations which appear on the map.
Daily updating of DATAWORLD'S
AM and FM databases protects
against errors and omissions.

• SHADOWING ( TERRAIN
SHIELDING)
• CONTOUR COVERAGE
• POPULATION DENSITY
• ZIP CODE BOUNDARIES
• RECEIVED SIGNAL LEVEL
• SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

1990 CENSUS
WHO ARE YOUR
LISTENERS?
1990 BUREAU OF CENSUS
POPULATION COUNTING
• Comprehensive Ethnic and
Demographic Data
• Ethnic/Demographic Data
Available for Each Zip Code
Within Coverage Area
• Age Analysis Reflected in Ethnic
Breakout
• Resolution Increased to Block
Level
• Percent of County Coverage
Shown
ETHNIC PIE-CHART
DISPLAY
• Projects Ethnic Population in
Multi-Color Pie Chart Form

datawonlif
800-368-5754 FAX: 301-656-5341
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WORD'S GETTIN1AROUND!!!

ITC'S NOW PRODUCING AND DELIVERING
THE BEST D.A.M. (
ris1TPLIZIUECNIIT) SYSTEM
IN THE INDUSTRY.
They're saying that...

DIGICENTER IS SUPERIOR...
DESIGNED TO HANDLE MULTIPLE
AUDIO DISCIPLINES SIMULTANEOUSLY:
III
II
Ill
III
II
II
II

Live Assist, the Digital Cart Machine Operation
Satellite and Program Automation
Networked Multiple Users
Traffic, Billing, Scheduling Interfaces
Remote Control Hardware and Software
Multiple Recorders and Reproducers Active Simultaneously
User Interface Designed for Radio.

They're bragging about...

HOW EASY DIGICENTER IS TO USE, WITH
RELIABILITY PROVEN AND GUARANTEED.
And here's the clincher!

ITC MAKES IT EASY TO GO DIGITAL WITH THEIR
GENEROUS CART MACHINE TRADE—IN OFFER.
Better call today. Direct to ITC or to their
qualified, demo-equipped distributors.

ITC: (800) 447-0414 GINSBURY: (201) 261-3200
APPLIED: (416) 625-4321 BSW: (800) 426-8434

oleler•el
e
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The New Benchmark in DI:gital Audio

I.T.C. Corporation • 2425 South Main Street • Bloomington, IL 61702-0241
Phone: 1-800-447-0414, (309) 828-1381 • FAX: (309) 828-1386

U.S.A.
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FCC Modulation Inquiry aLong Time Coming
by Judith Gross
NEW YORK If you've ever lived in
Washington, you know that all those
nasty comments about how slowly our
government moves and horror tales of
bureaucratic red tape are more or less
true. Icalled the nation's capital home
for six years or so, and the grind of the
Washington machine—or grinding
down—is at least one of the many reasons Inow call New York home.
Take the FCC (please! to paraphrase an
old Henny Youngman line). Two years
ago, there was amajor storm over modulation monitoring in the context of loudness wars. Stations were nailing it to the
wall on their modulation, and some of
the more aggressive members of the fold
were getting fined on aregular basis—
fines they apparently paid with little or
no remorse.
Then one manufacturer introduced a
modulation monitor that basically
ignored shorter peaks and gave astation

(not one already nailing it to the wall)
the option of squeezing an extra little bit
of modulation than previous mod monitors had.

around 52 or maybe 53, just to be sure.
Maybe it zings up to 56 or even 57, but
only for asecond.
Now along comes anew speedometer
manufacturer who says you are only
going to read 56 mph if you are going
that fast for at least ten seconds, not for
only a second or two. Now you have at
least five seconds to back off on the
accelerator, plenty of time, so you drive
at exactly 55, knowing you have time to
decelerate if you see the needle hit 56.
You are now driving at least two to three
miles faster than you could before.
The analogy is abit of astretch, but it

Just a second, please
Here's one way to look at it. You're
driving your car and you know that if
you go 56 mph for more than 15 seconds
at astretch, the trooper with the mirrorsunglasses and the evil smile is going to
pull you over for speeding. Your
speedometer is probably accurate, but
hey, who really knows? So you generally
keep the needle just under 55 mph, say

gives you some idea of what the argument was about two years ago, when
Modulation Sciences introduced
ModMinder.
"FCC OKs ModMinder," read the
headline in RW, drawing a storm of
comments pro and con. Well, that too,
was abit of astretch. (Iwas Editor at the
time, so I'll take the flak.) The FCC had
actually decided to stop requiring typenotified mod monitors in the late 1980s,
so it didn't need to approve or disapprove ModMinder.
Instead, in response to an inquiry by
continued on page 35

SEND YOUR AUDIO

ACROSS THE STREET OR
Selling to
New Market AROUND THE W ORLDTM
continued from page 27

rather listings of companies and sometimes positions within those companies,
where people may have aneed for what
you sell.
Dunn & Bradstreet (in your local phone
book) can supply compiled lists. Other
companies providing lists, and catalogs
from which you can choose lists,
include:
*American Business Information 402331-7169
*Database America 201-476-2411
*American List Council 800-ALC-LIST
*Best Mailing Lists 212-868-1080
Managing your database
It is probably better to keep your
prospect lists and your customer database completely segregated. First of all,
it is illegal to keep names you rent for a
marketing campaign. They are for onetime use only. The second reason is that
you don't want to clog up your customer
database with unproven or unproductive
names, because the larger the database
file, the slower any segmentations or
queries will run. If your computer has to
sift through thousands of unimportant
names, it will just leave you staring at an
unresponsive monitor that much longer.
The main purpose of your customer
database is to allow you to keep on top
of your customer relationships, making
sure that you are always making them
offers that meet their needs and never
leaving them out in the wilderness where
your competition can easily pluck them
from you.
In business-to-business marketing, relationships are even more important (and
profitable) than in the consumer arena.

Kitten you think digital audio, think California
DigitaL We provide satellite/digital technology
to make all these options available at low cost

ISyndicate your top personality or format

California Digital
offers expertise in:

IAdd affiliates - gain revenue sources
ILMAs - Increase market share/audience size
IShare programming, talent and costs
IOff-site announcer feeds

IDigital Satellite Networks - Cor Ku

ICreate events with remotes

IRegional, National, International Nets

ICD-quality live coverage of news,

IRemote Broadcasts

sports, and concerts

IRugged Fly-away Systems
ICustom Ku Power Control Software
ISystem Design & Engineering
IFCC Licensing; Installation and Training
IEquipment sales, leasing and financing

e

ISwitch 56 & ISDN program distribution
HEAR THE NETWORK OF THE FUTURE AT RADIO 93
BOOTH 110 - PREMIERE RADIO'S GERRY HOUSE

CALL:

CALIFORNIA
DIGITAL AUDIO

MUSICAM

TM

West Coast Office (805) 523-2310
Midwest Office (612) 631-5064

Fax (805) 523-0480
Fax (612) 631-5010

DOD

John Cummuta is an independent marketing and management consultant and
the author of the "Sales Machine" database marketing course and " Sales
Machine" database marketing software.
He can be reached at 708-658-9107.

MAKE MONEY BY CREATING A
MUSIC PROGRAMMING NETWORK!
Circle ( 128) On Reader Service Card
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How Well Do You Know Radio's Past?
by Frederick John

those other great shows?
Do you remember the dynamic duos of
the airwaves—the great radio teams of
yesteryear? How about Vic and Sade,
Myrt and Marge, Ethel and Albert?
Do the names ring a
bell? If so, you may
enjoy atrip down memory lane to meet alot of
other famous radio
pairs.

HONOLULU Remember radio?
Not all that talk and sweet and sour
music they have today. Remember the
good old days when America stayed

Test yourself
Test your knowledge of
early radio shows with
the following quiz.
1. The most famous
part of Fibber McGee's
home at 79 Wistful
Vista was: a) The
kitchen where Molly
made her famous pies;
b) The hall closet where
Can you
there never was room
enough to hang ahat; c) Fibber's workshop where he didn't have tools.
2. The Lone Ranger and Tonto met for
the first time: a) When they were youngsters in Texas; b) When Tonto nursed The
Ranger back to good health after he was
wounded; c) When the Ranger saved
Tonto from alynch mob.
3. The Shadow's "friend and companion" was: a) The lovely Lois Lane; b)
The lovely Margo Lane; e) The lovely
Lola Lane.
4. "Amos and Andy" was one of radio's

Jim and Mahan Jordan played a
famous couple on radio for years.
What was the most famous part of
their house at 79 Wistful Vista?
home at night to hear Jack Benny, Mr.
District Attorney, The Hit Parade, the
Quiz Kids, Walter Winchell, and all

HQ7000 Series

"

H07000 ( mono)

The H07000 series enables economical, high quality audio transmission just like alive performance.
Features

Mode

Conforms to CCITT G.722
O Automatically selects 56 or 64 kbps

0 Interfaces V.35, V10/11, V.36, X.21
0 Automatically Compensates Phase

0 Adopts Frame Mode conforming to
CCITT H.221 and unframe

between Lett and Right Channels ( H07000S)
0 Provided with Cannon connector and pin Jack

The H07000 allows communication with almost all types of codecs through ISDN circuit or
digital leased line. It can also be connected to most terminal adapters.
Please address your inquiries to:
Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
New Business Dept.
Overseas Marketing & Sales Division.
KAKIHARA ASAHI EITAI BUILDING.
3-7-13 TOYO, KOTOKU, TOKYO 135, JAPAN
Tel: + 81-3-5632-1411 Fax: +81-3-5632-1475-9

Cird• (91) Chi Reeder Service Cord

name Bergen's other dummy?
'Em Down Store; b) The BBarB Ranch:
c) The Breakfast Club.
6. Barbara Luddy and Les Tremayne
were the stars of: a) Mr. and Mrs. North,
b) The First Nighter Program; c) The Thin
Man.
7. Fanny Brice played Baby Snooks on
radio for years. Hanley Stafford played
her father. His name was: a) Osgood
Conklin; b) Lancelot Higgins; c) Clifton
Fadiman.

everything fell out. America waited for it
to happen every Tuesday night.
2. (a) They played together as children.
Later, Tonto saved The Ranger after he
was wounded in an ambush.
3. (b) The lovely Margo Lane never married Lamont Cranston, who was the
Invisible Shadow, even though she went
everywhere with him. This raised afew
eyebrows back then.
4. (c) Correll and Gosden were on radio
for years. Kelk was Homer and Stone was
Henry on The Aldrich Family. Donald and
Reed were acouple of characters who
lived on Allen's Alley.
5. ( a) The store was located in Pine
Ridge. Bobby Benson, radio's boy cowboy, owned the ranch, and Don McNeill
was host of "The Breakfast Club," alongrunning Chicago radio show.
6. (h) Different half-hour dramas were
performed in "the little theatre off Times
Square." Luddy and Tremayne were the
weekly stars. Mr. First Nighter was the
host of the show.
7. (b) Higgins was Snooks' long suffering father. Gales Gordon played Conklin,
the school principal on " Our Miss
Brooks," and Fadiman was the moderator
of "Information Please," an intellectual
quiz show.
8. (b) "Easy Aces," afifteen minute show
broadcast three nights a week for years,
featured Jane and Goodman Ace, areallife married couple.
9. (c) Cathy Lewis was Jane, and Marie
Wilson was Irma. Gloria Gordon played
Mrs. O'Rielly on the show.
10. (c) Next to Lou Gehrig and acouple
of other Hall of Famers, Who is probably
baseball's best known first baseman.
11. (b) Lake, asplendid comedian, also
played Dagwood in the movies and on
television.
12. (c) Sinatra was also known as "the
swooner-crooner" in his younger days. He
has put on some weight since then. Frank

Brett Morrison played the invisible
one on radio for years. Who was The
Shadow's girl friend?

7kHz High Quality
Audio CODEO

H07000S
( stereo) e
ern

most famous shows. The parts were
played by: a) Jackie Kelk and Ezra Stone;
b) Peter Donald and Alan Reed; c) Charles
Correll and Freeman Gosden.
5. Lum and Abner owned: a) The Jot
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People to People Technology

8. "Easy Aces," one of radio's longest
running shows, was about: a) acouple of
airplane pilots; b) ahappily married couple; c) acouple of professional gamblers.
9. "My Friend Irm"a was atop radio
favorite. Who played Irma's best friend,
Jane? a) Gloria Gordon; b) Marie Wilson;
c) Cathy Lewis.
10. Abbott and Costello featured their
famous baseball routine on radio for years.
Name the first baseman on the mythical
team: a) Why; b) IDon't Care; c) Who.
11. Blondie, apopular comic strip, was
also on radio for several years. Penny
Singleton played Blondie. Who played
her husband, Dagwood? a) William
Bendix; b) Arthur Lake; c) Victor Moore.
12. Joan Edwards was the female singer
on "Your Hit Parade" for several years.
Her male singing partner was acrooner
known as "The Splendid Splinter." He
was: a) Bing Crosby; b) Perry Como; c)
Frank Sinatra.
* * *
How well did you do? Check the correct
answers below.
1. (b) When that closet door opened,

Do you know the names of the men
under the makeup?
and Joan sang the nation's top tunes every
week on "Your Hit Parade."
How did you rate?
Each right answer is worth ten points.
100 to 80: You probably heard all of
FDR's Fireside Chats. Seventy to 50: You
may have missed afew Fireside Chats—
but not one episode of Captain Midnight.
Forty to Zero: You've watched too much
television.
ODD

Frederick John is afreelance writer living and working in Honolulu. He can be
reached at P.O. Box 25895, Honolulu HI
96825.

The Dynamax MX Series
With Enhanced New Feature Set
Now Available in up to 18 Channels
•True modular design

•Two inputs per module, mic/line or line/line line inputs may be mono or stereo, consumer or
professional format

• Ultra- reliable motherboard construction
•VCA mixer and monitor control

• Four assignable outputs - two stereo plus two mono

•Active balanced line inputs, transformer isolated
mic inputs

•Available in 10, 12, 14, 16, or 18 channel models

•Active balanced main and monitor outputs

• Independent level controls for each "A" and " B" input

• Full monitoring/cueing facilities with VCA level control
and active source selection

•Separate audio and logic power supplies

• Built-in cue amp with speaker and amplified stereo
8- ohm headphone output

• Durable Lexan overlay control surfaces

• Sturdy, all- steel construction

• Independent remote start for each "A" and " B" input

•Count- up event timer standard

• Opto isolated remote module on/off

•Two input expansion switches standard

• Selectable fader start

• Excellent RF immunity

Call any Fidelipac Dealer for more information about the quality, features and
unbelievably low prices of the modular Dynamax MX Series Console.
8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST • 1-800-622-0022 • Fax 317-966-0623
Canada 1-800-268-6817 • Toronto 416-731-3687
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from Moscow to NY & from Paris to Tokyo...

MORE STATIONS
BUY ARRAKIS!!!
DIGILINK...
THE # 1DIGITAL SYSTEM
starting at under $8,000
— 10 hours of stereo digital audio storage for $7,995 complete
Satellite, CD, Tape and Hard Disk Automation
— Simultaneous Play, Record, & Network transfer
— Digital Editor with Waveform Editing for tight production
Crossfade CD's, sources, and hard disk audio
Music Scheduling system built in for basic CD automation
••• Digital Networking for transfer of audio and schedules
Digilink is the # 1selling digital audio hard disk system in radio
today. You can replace your cart machines for live On Air and
have an automation system for walk away at the same time! Link
over 15 workstations & scheduling computers on our digital network and transfer audio and schedules between your studios.
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THE 8TRACK DIGITAL EDITOR
starting at under $5,500
Adigital audio editor designed for Radio production
— Learn to use in minutes, much faster than tape
Cut, splice, move, and fade up to 4stereo tracks
Use Scrubbing to edit with your ears
Use visual waveform editing to edit with your eyes
— An UNDO button enables you to go back and fix mistakes
— Digital Networking to transfer audio to your On Air machine
Add Trak*Star-8 software to aDigilink for $2,000

Fewer MI«,

9E.L.

Trak*Star-8 is the first cost effective multitrack digital audio editor designed for the radio broadcast professional. Fast and easy
to use, produce your commercials on Trak*Star and then transfer them in digital straight to the Digilink in your On Air studio.
Dramatically reduce production time and save money!!!

2619 Midpoint Drive, Fort Collins, CO. 80525
Gd. (105) Ow Reeder Service Card

Voice (303) 224-2248
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5000

Series Consoles

Totally Modular Console- Input-output- monitor
Three Mainframe Sizes - 8, 18, 28 input channels
e" High Quality Construction- P&G Faders, etc.
Polycarbonate overlay-for scratch resistance
"11 VCA Controlled Faders-for ultra reliability
mi Universal Mainframe- any module in any position
Inputs-2 per channel
Outputs-3 stereo, Pgm, Aud, Utl
CR Monitoring-stereo Monitor, Earphone, & Cue
Studio Monitoring-two studios supported
Talkback-two studios w/monitor dim
"' Telephone interface-2 internal mix minus buses
"' Timer-60 minute digital up timer standard
ffl
OptionsDA module, Remote selector module,
Dual Machine Control Module
Standard Tabletop Mainframe displayed above

Deluxe thru-table mainframe displayed below

Typical List Price

$4,000 - $7,000
From France...to Moscow...to
Japan and Taiwan, and
around the world...the 12,000
console is On the Air.
The 12,000 is the # 1selling
Arrakis console line from the
#1 console manufacturer.
With three stereo output
buses and two mix- minus
buses for telephone interface,
the 12,000 can fill any
application. The 12,000 also
supports acontrol room and
two studios standard. Panning
or Mode select are available
on the four models of input
modules, VCA control of
audio delivers reliability and
performance.
Quality, performance, and
durability make Arrakis
consoles the leader around
the world.
14 1 /4" x 20 3/4"

Arrakis Systems is aworld leader in radio studio technology. In Japan, Digilink is abrand
name for hard disk audio for radio. For use around the world, the United States Air Force
chose the 10,000 series console from among all competitors as its console of choice. When
the United Nations needed 6entire studios with consoles and furniture for arush shipment to
Cambodia early this year, they chose Arrakis 10,000 consoles and Modulux furniture. In
Jamaica, Tahiti, and elsewhere, entire factory assembled and tested Arrakis studios are on
the air. Around the world and of course in the United States...more stations buy Arrakis for
their digital audio, console, and furniture needs"

FAX (303) 493-1076

by

ARRAKIS SYSTEMS inc.

See Us At KAI Radio Show tooth 124

DESTINY
2000

It looks like aconsole laut it isn't...
It works like ahard disk system but it's more...
Sure, it looks simple. But that's because all the " brain power" is built into the software.
In fact, Auditronics' Destiny 2000 is so different from anything you've seen in your air
studio up until this point that we almost have to make up new words lo describe it.
• Call it Revolutionary
Take the familiarity and comfort of your
control room console and add the capabilities
and streamlined control of today's most
efficient hard disk system. Mix in equal parts
Live Assist, Automation and Manual control.
Add a generous amount of economy and
that's the Auditronics Destiny 2000: a
revolutionary product for your air studio that
speaks directly to your bottom line.

•Call it Profitable.
Switci from live drive- time to automted
overnights in cn instart, with no additional
equipment and ro extra costs. And each
Destin,/ 2000 module has multiple smart
functions so you get mo-e bang for the buck.

• Call it Effortless
No more problems getting all your digital
sources talking to eacl- other. Destiny 2000

integrates your spot load, CD jukeboxes,
even digital boxes of the future into one
smooth system that won't let yoL down.
•Call it Smart
Destiny 2000 coes the thinking on routine
tasks so your tclent can focus on making
your drive time aratings winner. It's easy to
operate, and simple to switch between
manual, automation and live assist. Say
good-bye to operator error.

Now call Auditronics at 901- 362 1350 and find out how Destiny 2000 fits your station's fo,mat and your budget.
Stop by Auditronics booth # 119 at the NAB Radio Show
and see the premiere of Destiny 2000!

THE

AUDIIR

t•1 1
DEsTI NG

O f DO'

A WHOLE NEW

2000
Bust N ess

.
OUDITRONICS
3750 OLD GETVVELL RD • MEMPHIS, TN 38118
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FCC Modulation Inquiry in the Works
continued from page 29
Modulation Sciences pertaining to the
legality of its ModMinder amid a storm
of controversy, Thomas Stanley, the
FCC's chief of engineering, had more or
less written that a station could use
ModMinder or any other suitable device
for tracking its modulation and the
Commission couldn't care less.
But he emphasized that all stations had
to stay within modulation limits, no
exceptions.
Storm brews larger
Did this end the controversy? No way.
For one thing, the Commission's FOB,
tasked with enforcing the rules, wouldn't
say exactly how its field inspectors kept
tabs on modulation, whether there was a
standard or if it differed from region to
region, or if the way the monitors measure
your modulation is substantially different
from the way the Commission does.
Iheard from engineers in some regions
how the local field office would call up
and have afriendly chat with you if they
observed your breaking the "speed limit"
once too often. In other regions, one
infraction and Wham!, you got hit with a
fine.
Chaos reigned. Things got so bad at one
point that one unnamed player actually
triggered off the FCC's spot check of
modulation of stations in a particular
locale, just to help define the question. A
mob of outraged engineers promptly
converged around this individual at a
trade show, and the mob was ugly.
The NAB, under cloak of the NRSC,
even began to toy with the idea of
becoming involved ( they wisely ultimately demurred), and my own involvement as a reporter covering all this got
me thrown out of an EIA meeting and

(alas!) the press barred from NRSC
meetings ever after.
At any rate, two years later, the whole
brouhaha has died down. Other brands of
modulation monitors on the market handle modulation the way ModMinder
does, many stations have actually opted
to clean up their own acts and the "nail it
to the wall" philosophy is not running
amok these days.
And now, two years later, when the problem has more or less taken care of itself,
the FCC has finally gotten around to
addressing the whole issue in arecent NO!
(FCC 93-370). Your tax dollars at work.
Time for a definition
The Commission is taking agood hard
look at modulation (two years late) and
basically asking three things:
1) How do you define overmodulation?
In other words, short peaks or long
enduring peaks, and how long? Or
should they define it at all? They won't
be able to separate this answer from the
whole controversy over how you measure modulation. Like that tree falling in
the forest, if it isn't "heard" or measured,
it doesn't have adefinition.
2) Should we replace the crime of
"over- modulation" with " exceeding
occupied bandwidth?" Since the idea of
keeping tabs on modulation in the first
place came from the commission's desire
to stop interference, wouldn't it make
more sense to only punish stations when
they are taking up more real estate than
they are licensed for?
3) If we go with the idea of "occupied
bandwidth" as opposed to "modulation,"
will it be more complicated and expensive to measure, and should we maybe
allow modulation monitors as an option?
To the FCC's credit, they rarely want to

put manufacturers out of business, or be
accused of going in that direction.
The last one could open up awhole new
can of worms. Idid some asking around
and it seems that right now, the only way
to go about measuring occupied bandwidth is to follow a fairly complicated
procedure set forth by the CCIR—an
international engineering group. It uses
several devices and, believe me, you don't
want to know. There is no commercial
measuring device sold solely for this purpose as of now. (If you hear of one, let us
all know.)
It's nice of the commission to address
an industry concern after all this time,
even though it may end up breaking
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See us at
the NAB
Radio Show
A Broadcasters
General Store
Booth # 815
A Harris Allied
Booth # 801

with the best monitor and the most accurate test set.
The FMM-2/FMS-2 series monitors provide an even greater degree of
precision measurement than ever before.. You can measure S/N below
90 dB, You can measure crosstalk below 85 dB, You can measure separations
of better than 70dB, You can measure frequency response to better than
0.25 dB, You can measure distortions to lower than 0.01%, and much more...
Our uncluttered panels and autoranging voltmeters make these measurements adream.
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(
215)687-5550
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See Us At NAB Radio Show Booth 752

America's 532
RDS/RBDS
encoder is the most comprehensive, full-featured encoding device in it's class. While most
American RDS/RBDS encoder manufacturers are
building their first product, the RE 532 represents
RE's third-generation RDS/RBDS encoder. The RE 532
provides five data ports to enable broadcasters to
take full advantage of the revenue potential that
RDS/RBDS offers.
Ancillary RDS/RBDS data services such as Paging
and Differential Global Positioning (DGPS) are now
emerging as major revenue sources for broadcasters.
The RE 532 will intelligently manage these services as
well as maintain the integrity of the stations RDS/RBDS
data, such as call signs, format and radio text.
The RE532 comes complete with its own proprietary PC control software which enables the unit to
be set up and programmed quickly. Remote data
control and phone-line communications can be
accomplished with any Hayes compatible modem.
Without a doubt, the RE 532 is the most costeffective, revenue-generating, piece of equipment
your station could ever purchase. Now that a U.S.
standard for the Radio Broadcast Data System exists,
it promises to provide broadcasters with new and
exciting opportunities for increasing the bottom line.
A Full-featured RDS/RBDS encoder in a compact
single rack space
A Includes Paging and DGPS capability
A Five data ports for main and ancillary data usage
A Front panel keypad for easy setup adjustments
A Backlit LCD displays menu of all parameters
A Two discrete pilot sync inputs for main and
back-up transmitters
A 16 data records may be programmed and
sequenced automatically
A PC control program is included
A Operates as a stand-alone RDS/RBDS subcarrier
generator plus loop-through mode

You
can measure...

ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
LANCASTER AVENUE AT DORSET, DEVON, PENNSYLVANIA 19333
Call or write for more information on Belar AM, FM, Stereo, SCA and TV monitors.

more eggs before we get anything that
resembles an omelet. If you're interested
in putting in your two cents worth to the
Commission, the deadline for comments
on its NOI is November 5.
It will be interesting to see what current
manufacturers of mod monitors, especially Modulation Sciences, have to say
about all this in comments, and also
whether there's an engineer/inventor sitting in abasement lab somewhere, right
this very moment, breadboarding a
cheap, easy occupied bandwidth monitor
and praying that the FCC comes through
for him or her.
DOD
Judith Gross is a writer with
Media/Scan, an advertising and public
relations agency specializing in broadcast and pro-audio technology. She can
he reached at 212-929-6108.
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RE AMERICA, INC.
31029 Center Ridge Rd. A Westlake, Ohio 44145
Phone: (216) 871-7617 A Fax: (216) 871-4303
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The Best
Audio Test Meter Made!

ELIMINATE PODIUM CWTTER.

PB2X8 t)isZr:t;tiorl ystem
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Advantage Model 310
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MICROAMP SERIES

Precision Audio Signal And Noise Level Meter

Central to:
•Custontei• Needs
•Engineering
;
,
›Quality

Professional
Price!

•Fabriraiion

$399
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'
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•
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microphone shiner wait lust asingle
or abackup pair of microphones.

•

e
*Low THD/Fli RF Reject With
Valley Audio's Trans-Amp7"
•Lo- Noise Wideband Circuitry
•Large Dual Scale Meter

•Installation

FJOninats the usual press conference

<..,.:;4ii.M •

,,

.'...m.te,,,„,„„

Call For The
Nearest Dealer:

1-800-800-4345

'Super- Accurate Filters

feed reach of eight transtrmer leciated
channels from eitOt input or both
Moak* WM' mixed. -

•Rack or desk mount
•Phantom power, tow out NW
•Loop thru expansion inputs

Drive ahigh level lttft and amedran
or tow level TRS boa elmollarnously
from each pulpit

•Calibrated test oscillator

Use as a2» DA, steno 1X4 DA or Me
input mbnr.

•Switchable baronial VU meter
•nit 1/4' and 3.5non IRS picks

•Headphone aitput
Stslo grade performance, fleto proven
ruggedness.
See us at NAB Radio Show Booth 809J

CALL OR WRITE FOR A FREE DETAILED BROCHURE.

*Average, RMS Or Peak Det
*-100 dB to + 30 dB Range
'Scope and Preamp
Monitoring Outputs

Valley People
Merriam, Kansas

READER SERVICE NO. 77

ffta

• ,,Specialieed Services

•Two low noise filicAine Inputs

AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES INCORPORATED
328 W. Maple Ave. Horsham, PA 19044, USA
(215) 443-0330 (800) 959-0307
FAX: (215) 443-0394
READER SERVICE NO. 14

Zercom Telephone Hybrid ZH-2

Central to All
Your Tower Needs
2855 Hwy; '.261•Newburg,h,IN 47630-8642
800-264-0595 • FAX 812-853-6652
READER SERVICE NO. 127

WANTED

"

$399
An interface for connecting atelephone line to astudio
console. " Now with upgraded performance." It provides
full duplex ( simultaneous two way audio) for best results.
The hybrid sends audio to atelephone line and receives
audio from the line. To make up for atelephone line's
inherent 15 DB send to receive level difference, it has
anulling circuit which is used to reduce the local send
audio as heard back in its receive output.
Adjustable input and output gain controls are provided
to accommodate almost any situation. Audio inputs and
outputs are active balanced. The telephone line tip and
ring connection is set up for adirect line hold configuration or capacitor isolated to prevent DC flow through
the hybrid's telephone line transformer. The choice is
user selectable on the rear terminals.
There are two null controls for reducing the audio
input to output transfer. The hybrid also has an audio
processor to reduce receive gain by 10 DB while audio
is being sent to the caller. This reduced trans-hybrid leakage to apoint where it is not normally audible to listners.

ZERCOM

for
Affordable
Lightning
Prevention.
Let Us Design aSystem for You
StatKat proAdes acontinuous, lownanstince discharge path
for the static electric Many on tall stnx-tures. Dleskiatior points
are 1/8", type 304 stainless steel rods ground to needle siarpnes&
They won't bend. not eyen fTD111 ka arid sense weather.

I

ANTENNAS
any brandany size working or not

READER SERVICE HO. 162

ALAN DICK & CO. (USA) INC.
LDL COMMUNICATIONS INC.

See us at NAB Radio Show Booth 711 I

Send us your rustiest, crustiest, dustiest
old antennas. We'll take '
em

STORAGE
FORMAT 'C'
Bookshelf
(no divides)

Tape Storage Systems

Tripp Communications Sales • TCS
P.O. Box 5267, Walnut Creek, CA 94596
Tel: 510-256-6006 Fax: 510-256-6007
READER SERVICE NO. 49

purchase of anew JAM PRO

FM Antenna System

Flat

Built- In
Non- Breakable
Aluminum
Dividers

Trade in your old antenna
and receive adiscount on the

PENETRATOR Series

STORAGE
FORMAT A'

CD
DENON
CD- R011.1
BERNOULLI

YOUR OLD FM

P.O. Box 2548, Farmington, N.M. 87499
Call (505) 325-5336
FAX ( 505) 326-2337

Rugged ABS cabinets designed for high
density storage of CD's. Storage from 500 to
over 1000 per cabinet, based on storage
format and type of CD.

II

ALIVE

Write to us today for aFREE brochure!

READER SERVICE NO. 122

I
I II

OR

BROADCAST
Corp,rat on

Box 84, Merrifield, MN 56465 • 218-765-3151

CD Storage Systems

DEAD

For your full turn- key or individual components
needs ... ADULDL supplies afull range of product
and services for the FM broadcaster. RF transmission products include low power, side- mount antennas as well as high power, broadband, multi channel
antennas and combiners.
LDL COMMUNICATIONS INC.
14440 CHERRY LANE CT, #201
LAUREL, MD 20707
301-498-2200
FAX: 301-498-7952
ADC ( USA) INC.
9 CLINTON DRIVE, HOLLIS. NH 03049

603

598 451)0

II A •Drscoria
liergsVI
fl
ANTENNAS INC

JAMPRO Antennas, Inc.
When you want more than just an antenna.

•
•
Sacramento, CA 95828
•
•6340 Sky Creek Drive.
•
•
• ( 916) 383-1177 ( 916) 383-1182 fax •
Certain rules and restrictions apply. Contact
•
factory for details. •

FAX 603 598 4212
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SBE Show Promises A Full
Menu Of Technical Sessions
by John Gatski
MIAMI Despite predictions of a low
turnout, the SBE's last convention before
combining forces with the NAB in 1994
promises afull schedule of technical sessions ranging from antennas to digital
radio broadcasting.

SBE President
Rick Farquhar is
upbeat about the
Miami convention
and emphasized the
quality of the
program.
The convention is scheduled for Sept.
29- Oct. 2 at the Miami Beach
Convention Center and will be held concurrently with the Radio Television
News Directors Association, which also
will be joining with the SBE in combining with NAB, starting in 1994.
In recent years, there has been some
dissatisfaction with the SBE conventions
because of their constant location
changes, which members said limited the
attendance when it wasn't held in acentral location. Some conventions, such as

Dallas in 1991, lost money, but last year
SBE said it made money in San Jose
(vendors, however, said attendance was
sparse).
Nonetheless, SBE President Rick
Farquhar is upbeat about the Miami convention, and emphasized the quality of
the program.
The radio- related sessions begin
Thursday morning, Sept. 20, with New
Technology for Radio, moderated by RW
Editor Lucia Cobo. Speakers include
Walter Johnson, Voice of America,
"Technology to Extend the Life of High
Power Vacuum Tubes"; George Whitaker,
Practical Radio Communications,
"Favorite Technical Tips"; Timothy
Cutforth, James Engineering Consultants,
"Broad Band Implementation of
Physically Short, Highly Toploaded AntiSkywave Antennas"; and Skip Pizzi, consultant, "Preparing for the Multi-cast
Environment."
The Thursday afternoon sessions will
cover Emergency Broadcast Systems
Testing. Speakers will include Paul
Montoya, Broadcast Services, "Testing
New Technologies for Emergency
Alerting Systems"; Richard Smith, FCC,
"This Is No Longer A Test"; and Richard
Rudman, KFWB, "User Friendly EBS."
Also, on Thursday afternoon, SBE's

SBE Exhibitor List
NEWS TECH 93 LIST OF EXHIBITORS AS OF

Abekas

931

Broadcasters

Accu Weather Inc

1118

General Store

Accuracy in Media Inc

1102

Browning Labs Inc

Advanced

Bureau of the Census
1302

Cheetah Systems Inc

619

Alden Electronics Inc

1200

Chemical Manufacturers Assoc..

512

Amer. Assn.

Citizens Against

of Retired Persons

819 & 919

American Cancer Society

Govt. Waste

804

Medical Association

1227

American Osteopathic Assoc.

720

Turner Pro. Svcs.

906

Coalition for Vehicle Choice

631

Colby Systems Corp.

702

American Speech- Hearing Assn. . 1207

Colorado Ski

Andrew Corp

Country USA

1400

Comark Communications Inc.

1001

Comprompter Inc.

1124

1221/1223

Associated Press

1106

Audience Research
& Development

TBA

Computer

630

Consumer Reports

Automated

Engineering Assoc.

Weather Source Inc.
Avid Technology
AWA-TV

TBA

TV News

1142/1143

BAF Communications

1234

BASYS Automation Systems

1218

Boeing

DCM Inc.
Disneyland Walt Disney World

1002

1126
820

Distilled Spirits Council

806
1401

Dr. "Red" Duke's

618

Health Report

Broadcast Design International... 1306
Broadcast Electronics Inc

1237/1239

Crowley Broadcasting Inc.

Best Power Tech.
Sales Corp

1513/1515

706

Dynatech Colorgraphics

1202

1018

continued on page 40
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Please

More stations play their music on the
world's best-selling tape carts.

Contact Us.

OTOMAC I
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P

834

CNN Television

American

For More Information About AM, FM, VHF- TV and
Strength

831

Designs Corporation

SATISFY YOUR SPONSORS AND PROVE
COMPLIANCE WITH GOVERNMENT
REGULATIONS.

Field

724
1000

continued on page 40

MEASURE YOUR COVERAGE...

UHF- TV

8/16/93

I
932
PHILADELPHIA
SILVER
SPRING. MDAVE.
20910

301-589-266 FAX: 301-589-2665t
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Wacky Stunts Are Good for Business

by Mark Lapidus
ALEXANDRIA, Va. A group of
office workers are hanging around the
coffee machine in the morning talking
about aDJ who's been living on abillboard for the last two months. They can't
remember much about it except the call
letters of the station and that it seems
that this particular radio station is somehow always in the news.
Would you like that station to be yours?
It can be if you pick the right events and
choose stunts that capture the public
imagination. Most great radio stations
and personalities are known not only for
the music they play, but also for the
stunts or events they launch.
Good stunts transcend format and reach
a very broad audience. If you have to
explain a stunt to somebody you're on
the wrong track. It's like trying to
explain ajoke; once you explain it, it's
not funny. Call your station attorney with
afew of these ideas. When the attorney
doesn't like it but reluctantly says okay,
you know you're onto something.
Words were flying
Typewriter Toss: I've done this one
five years in arow and local and national
camera crews have fought for position
year after year. Schedule it on National
Secretaries Day. Find a restaurant/bar
where bosses take their secretaries to

lunch. This establishment must have a
balcony and should be located near the
television stations.
A good rule of thumb is to do stunts in
areas convenient for camera crews. It can
make a tremendous difference in the
amount of coverage you obtain. Here is
the operation: Call atypewriter shop and
obtain 10-15 typewriters that they were
going to throw out.
Get a gun shop to donate a life-size
shooting target which you will label
"Boss." This target will be affixed to the
huge mat that you've borrowed from a
health club. Stop by a lumber yard and
get afew sheets of plywood that bouncers in the bar will hold up around the
perimeter of the mat to stop the typewriters from flying out at the custoemrs.
Then, one week prior to National
Secretaries day, invite all bosses to bring
their secretary to lunch for the toss.
Conduct a random drawing for the ten
tossers, verifying that they are really secretaries before announcing their names.
Each secretary has to put on your station t-shirt because you don't want them
to get their outfits dirty (and you want
your call letters on TV). They select a
typewriter and walk up to the balcony.
Your banner is hanging on the balcony
so there's no chance you'll be cut out of
coverage. (Frequently, you'll be referred
to as "a local radio station," so heads
up!) The game is played like horseshoes

MARTI

Don't wait 8 weeks to get your new STL
system. We've been selling FCC approved
STL systems since 1970, and we've got them

with the winner being the one whose
typewriter is closest to the head of the
boss at the conclusion.
DJ interred
Bury aDJ: On Halloween night, put one
of your jocks in acoffin six feet under for
alive broadcast. Make it really kinky by
choosing acontest winner of the opposite
sex to be buried with them. You'll need
the local rescue squad, oxygen, and a

whole new way to wake up and tastes
great at work, in your car, and at home."
The coffee shop buys time on your
competitors' stations a few days before
your new team starts. Be sure and notify
the press as soon as the spots air. A portion of the proceeds could benefit acharity. The most expensive part of this
proposition is producing good-looking
artwork and labels, which is very important. Once the surprise is known around
town, you can serve and sell the coffee at
your morning show remotes.

Turkey on wheels
Mayflower for Thanksgiving: Do a
marathon broadcast from a Mayflower
moving truck. Start about aweek prior to
If you have
the holiday and don't stop until the truck
is filled with canned food for the hometo explain a stunt
less. You have to be careful with this
one, because it is possible that you won't
to somebody
fill the truck.
you're on the
Make sure to do it in a supermarket
parking lot, so people have easy access
wrong track.
.
to food. Having aback-up for donations
directly from the grocery is agood idea
just in case you need more than you've
bulldozer. Some stations have used ahypbeen able to raise.
notist to put the jock under aspell so that
Topical Stuff: Nearly every day there's
he/she doesn't need to eat or use the bathsomething in the news that can be turned
room. (This doesn't always work!)
into astunt. The larger the story the betMake the largest anything: Try building
ter the stunt possibilities. When
apizza ablock long with forty-thousand
President Clinton recently received his
mushrooms; making the world's largest
expensive haircut on Air Force One, a
bowl of gelatin in an olympic size pool;
or baking an apple pie the size of a DJ decided to get his haircut in the middle of the Golden Gate bridge during
carousel.
rush hour. (He was arrested but did get a
These events work better when you're
lot of press.) A jock in Baltimore once
able to tie them into events. The pizza
could be built for National Pizza Month;
stayed on the air until the Orioles won a
game—it was along marathon.
the giant gelatin for the anniversary of
There are also stunts that are similar to
Jell-0®; and the apple pie is perfect for
contests and require no action other than
celebrating Elvis' birthday.
offers. When Pepsi was going through the
Morning Coffee: A great method of
introducing your new morning team is to
needle-in-the-bottle scandal, Rick Dees
promised amillion dollars to anyone who
create areal coffee with their name. An
ideal partner for this is alocal gourmet
could prove they found a needle in a
Pepsi. Then there was this disc jockey in
coffee shop capable of producing the
Iowa who decided to start alittle flood...
blend and willing to sink alittle money
into manufacturing and marketing in
DOD
Mark Lapidus is promotion director for
exchange for publicity. This coffee shop
should have commercials cut describing
WCPT(AM)-WCXR(FM) Washington.
He can be reached at 510 King Street,
your new team in coffee terms:
"McKelly's Morning Blend Coffee is a Alexandria, VA 22314.

in stock, ready to ship.

WANT TO KNOW THE
BEST KEPT SECRETS IN
DIGITAL AUDIO STORAGE?
STL-15C Composite Transmitter
Frequency synthesized * Unexcelled narrow band
performance * Digital ready (with external modems)
See all of MARTI's performance- value
products at Radio 93, Booth 802/804.

MARTI Electronics, Inc.
PO Box 661
Cleburne TX 76033-0661
Phone: (817) 645-9163 • FAX: (817) 641-3869
Grde ( 131) On Reader Service Card

•What the Dow Jones, CBC, NBC and
Westwood/Mutual Radio Networks and
many other broadcasters all know about CA
products, and why you should know, too?
•Why the HDS-1000 was designed from the
start without any audio compression?
•Why the HDS-1000 wasn't designed
around aPC?
•Why the HDS-1000 allows front panel
access to all cards, and why the system is
fully expandable?
•Why anyone who's been looking to replace
cart machines, reel-to-reels, and even Go-Cart/
InstaCart systems, without reinventing the
wheel, should look at the HDS-1000?
Then call ( 309) 837-2244 or
fax (309) 833-5175 and get the answers!
CLARK & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
318 E.CALHOUN
M ACOMB, IL 61455
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Many broadcasters know that PR&E provides the consoles and systems
for market-leading radio stations and network facilities throughout the
world. Unfortunately, with aclient list that reads like a "who's who' .
of the industry, some broadcasters with more modest budgets feel that
PR&E consoles are out of their reach. We'd like to introduce you to
RadiomixerTm, afirst-class on-air console at acoach-class price.
Created by the same team of designers and engineers responsible for
major-market "showcase" facilities, Radiomixer offers the reliability,
performance, and many cf the features of our world-famous BMX, at
aprice guaranteed to satisfy the most demanding budget. Using top
quality components, Radiomixer delivers advanced features including
the most elegant telephone mix-minus system available, along with
uncompromising sound quality and reliability.
And when you add multitrack production power on top of the
Radiomixer's standard features, you have Productionmixer, the most
affordable high-performance production console in broadcasting. There
isn't another console family in their price class that can offer the total
value of Radiomixer and Productionmixer.
Wriy settle for less, when you can have genuine PR&E features, quality,
rehability and service? Call today for your full color brochure.

e

Pacific Recorders & Engheering Corporation
2070 Las Palmas Drive, Carlsbad, CA 92009
Tel: 619-438-3911 Fax: 619-438-9277 GSA: GS-03F-2057A
DESIGNS THAT MAKE THE DIFFERENCE
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See Us At NAB Radio Show Booth 248
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SBE Exhibitor List
continued from page 37

E-N-G Mobile Systems Inc

THE ULTIMATE IN DIGITAL
AUDIO STORAGE
AND CONTROL

Northwest Source Group Inc
1336

Odetics Broadcast

1418

EEV Inc.

Panasonic Broadcast & TV

1028

817

Fidelipac Corporation
Fonet Inc.

1037/1039
1523

Food Marketing Institute

920

Frank N. Magid
TBA

Frontline

606

524

Pyramid Broadcast Publishing

930
905

Rohde & Schwartz

704

Ryder Communications Inc.

832

814

Sottech Systems Inc.

1430

JAMPRO Antennas Inc.

904

Sony Electronics Inc

1100

1225

Sports Newsatellite

518

1030

Standard

714

Communications Corp.
Starquest Prime Time Inc

845 & 942
800

1406

Talent Link Communications

1026

Tektronix Inc

621
1424

Loral Microwave Narda

921

The Freedom Forum Media

LPGA

708

The Sports Network

573

U.S. Army Reserve

1144

Communications Inc

1206

U.S. Ctrs. for Disease Control

617

833

Univ. of Florida

1045

Microwave Radio

Universal Studios Florida

1518

Corporation

1219

U.S. Space Camp

Money Talks

1103

Videssence

Microtime Inc.

615

1318

700
1324 & 1326

VYVX (Wiltel)

924

Washington

NASDAQ
Stock Market Inc.

826

National Rifle Association

1521

International Teleport

524

WC IX-TV

1301

Worldwide Television News

Nemal Electronics
international

1300

Newsmaker Systems
Northern Technologies

• Automated program control

710

Vinten Broadcast Inc.

Multimedia Graphic
Network

1136/1138
821

WSI Corporation

936
1212

Zapnews
NY Times Syndicate

835

So Simple.

via English language
commands.

Cirde ( 52) On Reader Service Card
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612
1330

Communications Inc

Medstar

BROADCAST
ELECTRONICS INC.
4100 N. 24TH ST. P.O. BOX 3606
QUINCY, IL 62305-3606 U.S.A.
PHONE ( 217) 224-9600
FAX ( 217) 224-9607
TELEX 250142

Reuters America

Second Chance Body Armor Inc.. 822

Leitch Incorporated

hard disk for review.

1412

1244

Knight-Ridder/Tribune

• Log information stored on

918

Prodigy Services Co

Hero Satellite Services

Editors

capability; insertions and
deletions require no
reprogramming.

900 & 901

Poynter Institute

803

Kiplinger Washington

• Virtually unlimited event

Polyphase Corporation

PVS

Kavouras Inc.

• Simultaneous addressability
for up to 36 source inputs.

1527/1525

Project Earth

JVC Professional Products

e Compatible with established
as well as most recent source
technology.
CD Jukeboxes
RDAT
AudioVAULT

Pioneer Communications

1034

lvànhoe

ideal partner in satellite
programming.

625 & 627

Harris Allied

Company Institute

• An

1519

Pinnacle Systems Inc.

1322

Investment

access to stored audio.

PHI Enterprises Inc.

Fujinon Inc

Holaday Industries Inc

• Instantaneous, random

726

Earthwatch Communications Inc 1130

Associates

Fully programmable,
simultaneous
record/playback.

600

NPR Satellite Services

r
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DAVID is the uncomplicated FM- Stereo Processor/
Generator. Yet, like its namesake, it can more than hold
its own against the bigger (and far more expensive!)
competitors.
DAVID is not a compromise.
It features gated,
"gain- riding" AGC, split- spectrum compression and
limiting, active overshoot compensation and digital synthesis of the composite multiplex output. DAVID makes
RDS easy too, with a clean output spectrum, an internal
combiner and apilot sync port.
And, because it's simple, it sounds great. Just one
knob lets you set the processing anywhere from
transparent to surprisingly aggressive!
DAVID: great sound and great specs for only $ 1875.
We're serious!

I
novon ics, Inc.
1305 FAIR AVE
SANTA CRUZ CA 95060
TEL (408) 458-0552
FAX (408) 458-0554
Grde ( 197) Oa Reader Service Card

SBE Promises
Full Plate
continued from page 37
Mexico affiliate will present a two-hour
session in Spanish on a variety audiorelated issues.
On Friday, Oct. 1, Skip Pizzi will moderate the Digital Radio Broadcasting
Progress Report. Speakers will include
David Garth, CBS, " Digital Radio
Progress in Canada"; Segio Beristain,
AMITRA, " DAB Implementation in
Mexico"; Robert Culver, Lohnes &
Culver, "Progress in Terrestrial Testing";
and Don Messer, VOA, " DBS Radio
Development at VOA/NASA."
The Friday afternoon Digital Radio
Format Proposals sessions again will be
moderated by Skip Pizzi. Speakers for the
session include John Bingham, Amati,
"Digital Sound Broadcast with Auxiliary
Control"; Nikil Jayant, AT&T, "AT&T
Bell
Laboratories Digital Radio
Broadcasting System"; Tony Masiello,
CBS Radio, "In-band, On-Channel DAB:
An Update"; and apanel discussion.
Saturday will be FCC Regulation Day.
The first session panel is " NAL
Shopping List, - moderated by Dane
Ericksen of Hammett & Edison. The
afternoon session panel, also moderated
by Dane Ericksen, will he " Broadcast
Auxiliary Licensing: Who's on First?"
At 3:30 p.m., The session " FCC vs.
FAA: Round 5," will be moderated by
John Allen, Airspace Consultant.
Later on Saturday evening, the SBE
reception and awards banquet will be
held.

STATION
SERVICES
continued from page 26
views and live- on- tape performances
from various House of Blues clubs.
Elwood Blues will profile regional and
national Blues, R&B and rock talent, in
addition to keeping Blues fans
informed on upcoming Blues festivals
and other events happening around the
country.
The House of Blues Breaks is acollection of five "mini- programs" produced to
air Monday through Friday. These daily
features are about three to five minutes
in length and include one artist interview
and one music track.
For information, contact Ben Manilla
at 415-421-1220, Michael Murphy at
504-523-7320, or circle Reader Service
75.

CBS Radio and Court TV
Become Co-Council
With Audio Coverage of
Courtroom Trials
NEW YORK CBS Radio Networks and
Courtroom Television Network ( Court
TV) are joining forces to provide regular
audio feeds of certain courtroom trials to
CBS' 600 affiliates. The Court TV service will be fed via two different audio
channels, giving stations achoice of fulllength uninterrupted coverage, or special
written- for- radio cuts. The service debuts
on Sept. 13.
For information, contact Lloyd P.
Trufelman at 212-268-3888 or circle
Reader Service 68.
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PLCs Produce Remote-Control Cost Savings
by Richard Mertz
WASHINGTON This column will
cover broadcast related-computer topics. This implies areview of software or
hardware products that the author—
lucky guy—has had a chance to play
with.
My intention is to present a new slant
on using computers in abroadcast environment. There may be the occasional
review, but Iwill lean toward actual
applications pieces.
A station's engineering department
installs equipment needed to produce
the station's product—on- air programming. Whenever there isn't a commercial piece of equipment to satisfy aparticular requirement, the engineering
staff designs and builds it.
In the ' 90s, as those charged with stations' financial health often remind us,
we must economize. There is less time.
less money and fewer, if any, engineers.
When the need arises for acustom-built
piece of equipment, what do you do?
Magic box
In the past you would get out the data
books, a yellow pad and sharp pencils.
The time and money needed to complete a project this way is not always
available anymore. It sure would be
nice if switches, buttons, lights and
other peripheral devices could be connected to amagic box that would handle
all the timing, logic and control functions required.

and relay contacts from other equipment
either continue where it left off or start
to the PLC's inputs and program the
from the beginning of the program,
desired results at the PLC's output.
depending on how it is programmed.
Connect the PLC's outputs to the device or
In the '90s, stations have
devices you want to
control, and you're set.
less time, money and
All timing and logical
functions are easily
fewer, if any, engineers.
handled by the microcontroller.
PLCs are god- sends when the power
Memory options for retaining the profails. An internal battery retains the
gram include EPROM, RAM and, my
controller's position in the program.
personal favorite, EEPROM.
When power is restored, the PLC will
Basic PLCs come with 12 inputs and

Contact your Dolby
dealer to demo the
Spectral Processor.
You've got to hear it!
Broadcast Services/EME
Four Oaks, NC
919-934-6869
Broadcasters General
Store
Ocala, FL
904-622-9058
Marietta, GA
404-425-0630
Cancomm

Figure 1.

Campbell. CA

II

Typical input
normally open

408-376-3700
Parsons Audio
Boston, MA
617-431-8708

"ANI X"

RF Specialties of CA
Santa Barbara, CA

12 outputs and are easily expanded.
Additional modules are available for
analog inputs and outputs, temperature
sensors and frequency counters. There
are also interfaces for key pads and displays.
The 'M' word
I know what your thinking. Any
device with the prefix "micro" has to
cost abundle.
Consider the cost of three enclosed
magnetic latching relays at about $ 80
each. Add the cost of the power supply,
continued on page 48

Secret Audio Weapon.
With my PD's winning format, you'd think we could
rest easy. Fat chance. We've always gotta stay one step
ahead. And I've found away to give WNW sound that
keeps our listeners tuned in for more.
When Iput aDolby Spectral Processor ahead of
Wall's audio processing, the difference was
phenomenal.

still loud like we need to be, but

we also get openness and depth, not the squashed,
fatiguing sound that turns listeners off. Ican bring out
low-level details while AM's main processor takes
care of the loud stuff. The top end is more open. There's
asparkle to the sound. And the bass is incredible.

805-682-9429
Typical input
normally closed

RF Specialties of MO
Kearney, MO
816-635-5959
Spectral Precessat

RF Specialties of PA
Typical output
normally open contact
or open collector

MOO MS

Pittsburgh, PA
412-733-1994
Philadelphia, PA
215-322-2410

There is such amagic box—the PLC.
A programmable logic controller is,
put simply, abox with amicrocontroller
inside. Connected to the microcontroller
are isolated inputs and outputs and an
internal 24- volt power supply.
PLCs are designed to operate in an
industrial environment. Dirty AC power
sources and interfering fields generated
by large motors and equipment are not a
problem. They work well at RF infested
sites.
The inputs can be relay coils or optical
isolators. The outputs can be relay contacts or isolated open collectors depending on the configuration.
A PLC can be used as the brains of
your project. Forget CMOS, TTL,
breadboards and all the other design
problems normally associated with custom projects. Simply connect switches

RF Specialties of TX
Amarillo, TX

Dolby Spectral Processor at Ale

806-372-4518
Dallas, TX
214-771-4235

You bet

Ale got good ratings—we earned it.

RF Specialties of WA
Seattle, WA
206-546-6546
RF Systems, Inc.

Call your nearest dealer and ask to demo the Spectral
Processor. But, please. You didn't hear about it from me.

Farmington Hills, MI
313-471-4314
Dolby Laboratories Inc. • 100 Potrero Avenue, San Francisco, CA 94103-4813
Telephone 415-558-0200 • Facsimile 415-863-1373 • Telex 34409
Dolby Laboratories Inc. • Wootton Bassett • Wiltshire SN4 8QJ • England
Telephone 0793-842100 • Facsimile 0793-842101. Telex 44849
Duty ard ear cloubleD syrnba are tr.klenuri.
Dolby Labunbries Lena«, Corpora.. 019e Dolby Là11/0.0111e.
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Our summer console sale
This summer save $500.00 on aRadio Systems RS- 12 or RS- 18 console plus get your
choice of astereo DA, phone interface, impulse clock system, or phase fixer for free!
It's agreat way to save on broadcast's most popular console, plus get the accessory you need.

The Deal

The Products
RS- 12

12 channel stereo broadcast console

Contact your authorized Radio Systems dealer

RS- 18
TI- 101

18 channel stereo broadcast console
Phone hybrid with equalization

for your $ 500.00 console discount and to choose

DA 16

Stereo eight output distribution amp

AMD-1
PH- 2

Impulse master driver with two analog clocks
Stereo phase correction system

your free product. Call Radio Systems for the
name of your local dealer or for more product
information. Offer expires September 30th, 1993.

Rama SYSTEMS

INC.

110 High Hill Road • P.O. Box 458 • Bridgeport, NJ 08014-0458 • ( 609) 467-8000 • FAX ( 609) 467-3044
Circle ( 175) On Reeder Service Cord
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GUEST COMMENTARY

Many Russian-Made Tubes Make the Grade
by George Badger
PORTOLA VALLEY, Calif.
Svetlana is a well-established
power tube company based in St.
Petersburg, Russia. It was the primary tube supplier to the Russian
scientific/military establishment
and is the largest power tube
company in the world. Svetlana
was recently privatized forming a
joint stock company with
Svetlana Electron Devices Inc.,
with corporate headquarters in
Huntsville, Ala. My responsibility is to introduce Svetlana power
tubes throughout the world in
countries other than Russia.
The article by John Bisset,
"Beware Cut-Rate Transmitter
Tubes," in the August 11 issue
of RW caught my attention. On
first reading, the article appeared
to bash Russian tubes in general.
Reading the article again, more
carefully, Iagree with most of
what John says, but was prompted to elaborate on his comments.
Iwant to set the record straight
on Russian power tubes and to
advise broadcasters on how to
purchase power tubes wisely in
today's confused power tube
marketplace.
In the article, John describes a
cheap tube scam. Mervill
Lawson of WMOR-AM-FM
Morehead, Ky., was the victim. I
called Mervill and learned that
his problem is not so much with
the product, as it is primarily
with his distributor. The glass
833A tubes he bought are
marked U.S.S.R., but there is no
brand name or indication of the
place of manufacture. Further,
the U.S.S.R. is no longer in existence, so these tubes are probably
surplus.
Two of Mervill Lawson's
833A tubes appear to be performing satisfactorily. There's
one fact for certain, these tubes
were not made by Svetlana.
Svetlana does not make the
833A; the Svetlana product line
is primarily of modern ceramic
construction (more on Svetlana's
product line below).
John Bisset is absolutely right.
Be careful of what you purchase; more importantly, be
doubly careful of the company
with whom you place your trust.
Make certain that you know
about the company and that the
company has a strong financial
incentive to treat you right. An
excellent source for power tubes
is the company that manufactured your transmitter.
From atechnical point of view,
no one knows better than the
equipment manufacturer what
tube is best for his transmitter.
No one knows tube quality better. From a business point of
view, equipment manufacturers
are strongly motivated to give
you the best value possible
because they want to sell you

your next transmitter. Their
prime motivation is not to make
aprofit on the sale of a spare
tube; their prime motivation is to
provide you with good service.
You can buy directly from a
tube manufacturer. Reputable
tube companies
such
as
Thomson, EEV, and Svetlana
will sell broadcast types to broadcasters, with no middleman.
Another good source is your
local general broadcast and

parts distributor. In general they
are not in the tube business any
longer because they were
squeezed out by the large tube
specialty distributors and the
U.S. tube manufacturing establishment. Of course all of that is
changing now. Call your
favorite local distributor. Try to
place your order with him. He
would like to get back into the
tube business.
Be careful of brand names.

Some tubes of questionable quality now carry historically wellknown brand names. Some of the
prestigious American names
which earned fine reputations
years ago by the quality manufacturing they represented, are
now used by distributors on low
quality tubes. Re-branding is so
common among distributors that
when Iwas at EIMAC (Varian)
we had to engrave our logo into
the tube to prevent distributors

from brand switching.
Make sure you are buying a
manufacturer's brand, not adistributor's brand. li the tube hasn't
been re-branded, you will know
what you're buying. Make certain
that the brand name went on the
tube at the factory, not in the distributor's back room. A reputable
manufacturer will stand behind
his branded product.
Everyone knows that the life
continued on page 51

You could go to the factory
to buy an automobile...
...but how much service
would you get after
you drove away?
Service. Knowing it's available gives you
confidence when you buy anew car. The same is
true for your satellite network. When you buy
from an equipment manufacturer, all you get are
the nuts and bolts. When you buy from NSN, you
get acomplete system designed to meet your
needs today and down the road.

NSN Network Services is more than just
hardware sales. As an authorized distributor of
ComStream, NEC, IDC and other fine satellite
networking products, we let you hit the road in
style. With spacetime available on GE American
Communications Inc's Satcom K-1 and Satcom
C-5, and PanAmSat satellites, we'll get you
where you need to be. And, with NSN's 24-hour,
toll-free technical support service, we'll keep
your network naming smoothly.
Service is why NSN has more VSAT digital
audio networks up and running than anyone
else. Mum to NSN for:
• Network Engineering
• US & International Spacetime
• 24-Hour Technical Support
• Installation & Thiining
• Equipment Sales & Leasing
• Disaster Recovery
• The latest in integrated systems
applications.
New low prices! Save big on ComStream
ABR200 digital audio receivers. Call for details.

1-800-345-yffli
AVON, COLORADO
303-949-7774

Fax 303-949-9620

NSN NETWORK
SERVICES
SM
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Radio Observations, Coast to Coast
by George Riggins
LONG BEACH, Calif. We, my significant other and I, took atrip soon after
the spring NAB Convention. We drove a
new Detroit-designed product assembled
in Lorain, Ohio. The factory- installed
AM/FM cassette player seems to have

better sensitivity than the last two premium off- shore designed and produced
sound systems. We were able to hear stations in locations where previously there
had been no discernable signals, either
AM or FM. The selectivity is still not up
to what an average communications
receiver exhibits.
Space available
On our ocean-to-ocean jaunt in June,
we found several counties where the
FCC has not yet granted franchises. At
least one of the counties does not have
any incorporated towns or cities. In fact,
the largest center of activity was the
County Courthouse Complex. We found
another county with two incorporated
towns, but no franchises.

Iwonder just why the commission has
not diluted the market to the point that
there are still afew franchisees who are
able to have afairly good marketing area
without too much competition.
Made in the U.S.
Dick Meyers of Marathon Products
Company, Charlton, Mass., called afew
weeks ago to discuss the disappearance
of back- lubricated recording tape from
the marketplace. The conversation got
around to our rather recent acquisitions
of new Detroit designed products.
It seems that Dick's luxury name plate
vehicle has a trunk- mounted CD
INSIGHT ON RULES

Some Operator Questions
Unanswered by Congress
by Harold Hallikainen
SAN LUIS OBISPO, Calif. It is my
understanding that Congress has recently
amended the Communications Act of 1934.
Previously, section 318 required the
"actual operation of all transmitting apparatus in any radio station for which astation license is required by this Act shall
be carried on only by aperson holding an
operator's license issued hereunder."

CCA Electronics, Inc.
P.O. Box 426 • 360 Bohannon Road
Fairbum, Georgia USA 30213
(404) 964-3530 • FAX: (404) 964-2222
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player/changer. For his listening pleasure, both a daughter and daughter-inlaw furnished him with some new CDs.
One CD from each source has the same
selections but was pressed on different
labels. One was acheapie and the other
was arecognized label. Before peeking,
take a guess as to which one sounded
better to Dick. If you chose the cheapie,
you were correct.
We decided that the cheapie was
pressed without the added expense of
"re-engineering" the original masters.
The expensive label must have been
"doctored" to fit the listening desires by
aperson who did not have the opportuni-

VI>

See Us At NAB Radio Show Booth 832

The section goes on to allow the commission to waive or modify this provision
for any station except those where
licensed operators are required by international agreement or for safety purposes, or
for broadcast stations and stations operating as common carriers below 30 MHz.
The prohibition against operating
broadcast stations without licensed operators includes an exception for those
"primarily engaged in the function of
rebroadcasting the signals of broadcast
stations." This relatively recent amendment was added to allow for television
and radio translators.
Section 318 also allows the commission
to make special regulations governing
the granting of licenses for the use of
automatic radio devices.
Cleared for automation
The first part of this section seems to
require licensed operators for various
classes of stations. For other classes of
stations, perhaps Congress intended to
allow unlicensed operators, but at least
some operators.
The final portion, permitting the FCC to
make regulations governing automatic
radio devices seems to apply to stations
where there is no operator, licensed or
otherwise. However, the previous prohibition on unlicensed operators at broadcast stations would seem to block stations from airing with no operators.
In any case, it appears Congress has
cleared the way for the FCC to allow
totally automated stations.
Several concerns come to mind. The operator's primary duties are to monitor the
transmitter for proper operation and to shut
down the station on request of the FCC.
Should the FCC require stations without operators to have something similar
to ATS? Should various parameters be
automatically monitor, adjust and shut
down the transmitter if it is found to be
causing interference? What parameters
should be monitored?
Modulation and carrier frequency
should be monitored to prevent interference. This contrasts with the current regulations which do not require routine
monitoring of modulation or frequency,
but merely require us to stay on frequency and not overmodulate.
The whole concern here is occupied
bandwidth. Perhaps a monitor could be

ty to hear the original "Big Bands" in the
flesh as both Dick and Idid back in the
'30s. Yes, there was adifference in what
the current producer heard on the masters and what can be heard on the recordings of today. We would like to hear
what we think we remember from back
then without added enhancements.
As Iwas listening to background
music in one restaurant, Icame to the
realization that the music was getting on
my nerves. The music was of the vintage Iprefer but was still irritating. It
was then that Itook notice of the instrumentation. All the music was being generated by akeyboard type of instrument.
Square waves (digital) being recorded
as square waves (digital) on aCD. The
CD was then being reproduced with a
continued on page 54

built that is a " synchronous receiver"
with the local oscillator at the carrier frequency of the station.
The output of the receiver would be the
sum of the various components of the
radiated signal frequency shifted so the
carrier lands at 0 Hz. Components 100
kHz above and below carrier would
come out of this receiver at 100 kHz.
The receiver could then have filters to
split the output to an on-channel component and an outside-channel component.
The outside-channel component signal
could go through a preemphasis filter
corresponding to the required attenuation
the radiated signal is required to have as
we move away from carrier, including
harmonics. The box would then finally
do an in-band/out-of-band comparison
and give you a number to indicate
whether you should stay on the air.
How can the FCC reach the station and
shut it down if there is no one there? One
way might be to use the procedure in
Rule 74.1234(a), which permits unattended operation of FM translators and
boosters ( some of which run up to 20
kW effective radiated power).
The rule requires the transmitter or an
on/off control to be reachable "promptly" at all hours and in all seasons. The
FCC is to be supplied with the name,
address and phone number of aperson or
persons to contact should the station
need to be shut down.
STL news
So, how do you like your new Sil?
The July 1deadline for installation of
FCC type-certified studio-to-transmitter
links has passed. As mentioned previously, the FCC is considering allowing stations to use their old, non-certified STLs
in emergencies on a non-interference
basis, pending repair of the approved Sil.
The commission is considering achange in
Rule 74.550 to say: "Equipment which has
not been type approved under the equipment
authorization program and which was in
service prior to July 1, 1993, may be used
after July 1, 1993, solely for temporary uses
necessary to restore or maintain regular service provided by approved equipment,
because the main or primary unit has failed
or requires servicing." Such use would be
limited to 720 hours per year.
ODD

Harold Hallikainen is president of
Hallikainen and Friends, a manufacturer
of transmitter control and telemetry systems. He also teaches electronics at
Cuesta College in San Luis Obispo and is
getting better at Contra dancing. He can
be reached at 805-541-0200. He can also
be reached on internet at ap621@cleveland.freenet.edu.
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BUYING YOUR FIRST HARD DISK SYSTEM?
ASK DCS USERS WHO'VE BOUGHT THEIR
2ND, OR 3RD OR 4TH...

awl
W eneeded aonebutton operation to fire
commands at each of
ourfour simulcast
stations and the DCS
was the only system
reliable and smart
enough to trust with
our spot load."
MARK ROLLINGS,

gig
Ihave installed ahalf
dozen DCS systems here
and in other stations,
and Ithink it's the most
functional, flexible and
complete system on the
market."

"Computer Concepts
leads the way, in my
opinion. Our next
system was delivered
right after Radio '92...
that says it all!"
MARK VAIL,

DENNIS EVERSOLL,

STATION MANAGER,

VP ENGINEERING,

KSJQ&KFEQ,

WRI-IQ, SAVANNAH, GA

ST, J
OSEPH, MO

PRESIDENT, ROLLINGS
COMMUNICATIONS,
CHAMPAIGN/URBANA, IL

Profit From our Experience. C II 800-255-6350

SNEAK PREVIEW!

Computer Concepts has exciting new WINDOWS OF OPPORTUNITY
to show you at Radio ' 93 in Dallas. This is thc hot demo everyone
will be talking about. Don't miss it at booth 345.

awl
W eare very pleased
with the Computer
Concepts hard disk
system for both our
stations, but Iam most
pleased with the
support, especially the
pleasant,
knowledgeable andfast
helpfrom your staff"
DAVE ANTHONY,
STATION MANAGER,
WCED/WOWQ DuBois, PA
DIGITAL
apt—X COMPRESSION

Computer Concepts

coRPoeroN

COMPUTER CONCEPTS CORPORATION • 8375 MELROSE DRIVE, LENEXA, KS 66214 • TEL: 913-541-0900 • FAX: 911
Circle ( 124) On Reader Service Cord
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Who's
running
the ship?

U

nattended
operation is
one way to keep your
station profitable, but
you still have to mind
the store.
The acclaimed Burk
Technology ARC- 16
Remote Control System
is the first step. You can
control transmitter and
studio from any phone.
But wait. There's more!

FEATURES

Completing Your Stereo Remote Link
Part II of II
ASP705 10DB
GAIN ANTENNA

by Jack Layton

PASS
450.75 MHZ
REJECT
450.25 MHZ

PITTSBURGH Stereo-remote signals
should be well on their way to the studio
via 450 MHz following the procedures in
the first installment of this series ( RW,
Aug. 25).
This time, we'll take a look at what
must be done to grab the UHF left and
right stereo signals out of the air and send
them on to the input on the console,
based on the RPU system at KDKA(AM)
Pittsburgh.

455.25 MHZ
PASS CAVITY

ASP705 gain antenna. Site No. 1is on
the roof of the center city office building, where the studio is located. The
antenna is about 300 feet above street
level.
It's great for doing remotes from in
among the tall buildings in the downtown area. The remote crew is always
close enough to the receive site so that
there is plenty of signal to pick up.

Interference is not particularly bad
because there are no nearby UHF transmitters.
Foam dielectric RG8 is used for the
feedline. A coaxial T splits the antenna
feed in two. Each receiver has aCelwave
band pass cavity in front of it. Audio is
brought down to the second floor of the
building on dedicated pairs.
continued on page 54
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AutoPilot is break-through
computer software that
makes automatic operation
of your studio/transmitter
facility adream come true.

Figure 1.
Detail of RF
Cavities

Figure 2.

+12v

ntroducing AutoPilot'
.from Burk Technology.

450.75 MHZ
PASS CAVITY
453 MHZ
REJECT
CAVITY

Putting it together
This system incorporates two RPU
receive sites with two TFT-8889 RPU
receivers at each location. (There is nothing special about these receivers. RPU
receivers from other manufacturers
would probably work just as well).
Both sites are equipped with an
Antenna Specialists omni-directional
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All relays 4PDT. Contacts not
shown for sake of simplicity.
K1 = F1 TV Tower- mono
K2 = F1 Roof- mono
K3 = TV Tower- stereo
K 3

o
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K4
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K5

K
K4
5 __= FR2 Tower-mono
TV
er-mono
K6 = F2 Roof- mono

Automatic power changes
Automatic pattern changes
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Automatic site changes
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Automatic power trim
Automatic fault recovery
Automatic logging
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Now your imagination is
the only limit.
The new FCC fine schedule
is imposing. Why risk abig
penalty when AutoPilot
can help you stay within
the rules?

Call us at 508-433-8877
or toll free at
1-800 255-8090
for more information
and aFREE DEMO.

2C

Receiver Site Switching Logic
all diodes 1N4004
All resistors 5K
U1 & U2 4044 quad flip-flop
U3 ULN2003 driver
Si thru S6 lighted push button momentary n/o switches

K6

+24 volts

SAS 32000 Audio Routing & Mixing Systems Continue to Set the Standard!

SAS

COMPLETE AUDIO DISTRIBUTION & MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

Ideal for plant, transmitter routing, satellite and remote distribution.
Full summing allows mix- minus, IFB, studio intercommunications,
voice-over and more! Superb specifications & flexible control.
• Advanced multi-processor architecture for unsurpassed reliability.
• Full summing for mix- minus, IFB, mixer emulation & more.
• DAS9600 allows remote digital precision adjustment of levels.
• Complete control via RS-232, terminal, local panels and modem.
• Rack and/or Console mounted 8-character alphanumeric panels.
• We listen to you! Custom & turnkey systems our specialty.
SIERRA AUTOMATED SYSTEMS & ENGINEERING CORP.

•

2112 N. Glenoaks Blvd., Burbank CA 91504 TEL: 818-840-6749 FAX: 818-840-6751
Distributed by: RAM Broadcast Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 3100, Barrington, IL 60011-3100 TEL: 800-779-7575 FAX: 708-382-8818 In Canada 800-433-2458
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Higher Quality and Extended Coverage!
mart broadcasters know that quality sound is essential
to attract and keep loyal listeners ... and advertisers.
That's why premier stations around the U.S.A., and
around the world, rely on the Aphex Audiophile Air
Chain.
Now there's one more reason to turn to Aphex — better
coverage of your listening area.
Stations (hat have installed the powerful combination of
the Aphex Compellor® Model 320, Aural Exciter® Type
III, DominatorTr"II Model 720 and the new DigicoderTM
digitally controlled stereo generator — as well as their listeners — are raving about better signal quality and areduction in multipath.
"A surprise bonus has been the apparent increase of
coverage in fringe areas — we are getting very positive
responses from listeners in Sacramento, 100 miles away,"
-Tim Pozar, CE, KKSF- FM, San Francisco.
"Immediate improvements in fringe signal quality were
noted. These improvements included areduction in multipath and fiicket-fencing," - Gary Greth, CE, KLON, Long
Beach, CA.

"We have gotten afew responses from listeners in the
fringes of our coverage area saying our signal is much
stronger. They are reporting the actual carrier level has
increased and they can hear us where they could not get a
clear signal before," - Herb Squire, CE, WQXR, NYC.
The Aphex Audiophile Air Chain allows maximum
loudness and modulation while maintaining the natural
dynamic feel of the program. Quick and easy to set up, it
maintains the same high quality regardless of the type of
programming or who is controlling the board.
Other processors need to be tuned for almost every
song, and achieve loudness only by crunching to the point
of listener fatigue. But Aphex helps you reach more listeners — and keep them longer.
If you want to be awinner in the "no win modulation
wars", contact your Aphex dealer to arrange ademonstration of the Aphex Audiophile Air Chain. You can't buy
better quality at any price.

ApFiEx

Improving the way the world sounds

SYSTEMS

11068 Randall Street, Sun Valley, CA 91352 1 ( 818) 767-2929

Compellor. Dominator, Aural Exciter and Digicoder are trademarks of Aphex Systems Ltd.
Circe ( 183) On Reader Service Card
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PLCs Cut Corners to Save Time and Money
continued from page 41

the relay sockets and other components.
Next, add your time to these costs. Your
project could cost close to $500 just to
get the parts and mount them on achassis.
Some PLCs, depending on options,
can cost as little as $250. They can be
programmed directly from a computer
or from a hand-held programming
panel, which costs about $ 150. The
options vary in price based on the project's requirements.
Keep in mind that once you have made
the investment in the programming
tools, you can use these same tools in
projects to follow. You only have to
purchase another controller.
Now that you know what a PLC is,

ments as relays. Some relays are configured for momentary operation and others are configured as latching relays.
Timers are configured as relays that

Push one button to start
DAT and CD players for a simple
program automation system. Push
another to switch transmitters.
close for a programmed duration. How
all these " silicon" relays behave
depends on how you program the PLC.
Programming is fairly simple once you
have drawn a ladder diagram of your

Figure 2.

vi

X1

o
here's how it works. The microcontroller inside emulates relays, timers
and counters. While all the devices
inside the box are solid state, the PLC
manufacturers refer to the different ele-

4f‘ .

The three components shown in this
figure are a normally open input, "X."
This is the typical input. Close the contacts and the state of that input changes.

design. What is a ladder diagram?
Remember the control circuits depicted
on the schematics for your RCA 20E or
your Gates 5H? If you don't, look at
Figure 1.

The logical inverse of the "X" is "ANI
X." This is anormally closed input. It is
held closed in the software.
The third symbol indicates a typical
output. Figure 2 shows abasic arrangement where closure of an input, in this
case " X 1," causes the output relay,
"Yl."
This is how easy it is to work with a
PLC.
Real world
Broadcast engineers can use PLCs
whenever automation of an operation is
specified. If the need calls for a single
operation of aswitch to set off aseries
of events then, aPLC is anatural.
Push one button to start DAT and CD
players for a simple program automation system. Push a single button to
switch transmitters. A single button

replaces all the relays in your AM phasor control system. It can insure that all
tower-house and phasor contactors are
properly seated before the transmitter is
turned back on after apattern change.
Wouldn't it be nice if the next time
your main transmitter failed, all the jock
or master-control operator would have
to do is push one button to take the
main transmitter off the air and automatically switch the auxiliary transmitter into the antenna?
Sound like ajob for atoggle switch or
a latching relay? Consider this: When
the button that commands the system to
switch transmitters is pressed, a "platesoff' command is sent to both transmitters as aprecaution. After abrief pause,
the coaxial switch is rotated and the
interlocks to both transmitters are disabled.
Once the coaxial switch properly seats
in the auxiliary position, the interlocks
are enabled. Feedback from the coaxial
switch tells the PLC to turn the "plates
on" to the transmitter connected to the
antenna.
All this from one button.
O

Richard Mertz is former director of
engineering for United Broadcasting
and senior engineer at Jules Cohen &
Associates, P.C. He can be reached at
1725 DeSales St., N.W., Suite 600,
Washington, D.C. 20036.
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MYAT DELIVERS QUALITY

MYAT DELIVERS WHEN YOU NEED IT

Y

ajor transmitter manufacturers with strict
production schedules rely on MYAT to deliver
quality components on time and within budget. So
do leading broadcasters like the Empire State
Building's newest TV tenants. At MYAT, commitments
are kept.
41,_
'4~1101rolnle.
4

ou can rely on MYAT rigid line and components
to deliver a clean, powerful signal to your
antenna. Pure highest quality copper, brass and
silver plus computer-aided design and manufacturing
ensure consistency and accuracy. No wonder
demanding broadcasters worldwide choose MYAT
products for their passive systems. We take
Quality Control very seriously.
MYAT DELIVERS RELIABLE PERFORMANCE

O

ur non- galling silver-plated beryllium copper
contact springs, brass elbow reinforcements
and virgin Teflon inner supports are designed for
maximum velocity, minimum attenuation and long
service life. Every MYAT component is tested
before shipping and backed with a full one year
warranty. MYAT products are built for the long run.

LET MYAT DELIVER FOR YOU

w

hether you're planning a new tower, upgra
ing an older installation, or coping with an
emergency, you can depend on MYAT rigid line and
components. Thousands of RF experts around the
world already do. Contact your RF distributor, or
phone us for our catalog, installation planning guide
and engineering reference. Its detailed drawings
can help you put together an efficient, trouble- free
transmission line that will last for decades. For afree
copy call 201-767-5380 or fax 201-767-4147.

RIGID LINE: RADIO'S EFFICIENT CHOICE

40 YEAR
Manufacturers of electronic
transmission equipment
since 19.51

RIENCE. 40 Y'O .XCELLENg..

F

P.O. Box 425 • *
Nopeood, NJ 0764

380 Chest
Tel 201-767-538

Fax 201i767-44
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(axs'ess . thefirst real Cart machine replacement and much more...
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1Electric

Works Corp

igeiglin875 Helier Skelter0850 CD DJ Jingles
2114 Give It Up
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AXS replaces all the cranky old audio Carts in your station. AX5' makes it easier for the Jocks,

with more production tools and smoother operation. And that's just the beginning...
• ControlAXS: Replaces all the obsolete old cart playback machines in the Control room. All spots an stored on computer hard
disk for instant replay.
• Production AXS: Replaces the obsolete single purpose cart
recorder in the Production room. All production is stored on
computer hard disk as backup and sent to the Control room over
the included IAN network.
• FastAE: Jock has full play and edit control from trackball,
keyboard or optional button box.
• InstantAE: Jocks can play just one spot or sweep aspot Break
under full control.
• SpotAXS: Use scrolling pick box window for spot and rotator
selection during Jock spot edit
•jockAXY: Each Jock has apersonal workbox of spots and
features for instant insert.
• QuickAXS: Build up to eight separate multi-cut workboxes for

• LiveAE: Display live Copy and Tags on screen with full Jock
preview before use.
• CDAXS: Low cost option adds CD music interface for consumer
PioneerTM playbacks. Allows user controlled walk away from system.
• MusicAXS: Scrolling music database displays in pick box
window during jock music edit
• RemoteAXS: LoadAAS audio cuts, the Log, Jock and Quick play
workboxes, amusic playlist, copy & tags and other changes over the
IAN network.
An AXS Control room set starts at just
$2,495.00*
Contact your broadcast dealer or distributor forAXS delivery
information now!
Call Electric Works Corp for demo disks and spec sheets at..
1-800-334-7823 or FAX 817-624-9741
*In starter set. Customer supplies computer, monitor & hard disk.

instant Jock play
• TrafficAe: Forget paper Logs. The fullAXY Log is on the screen
with each event

Cade (114) Oa Read« UMW) Card

AE- is anew productfrom the designers ofDigital DJ-, Super Log and Music Log.
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Easy Adjustment Handy for Otari SRL
by John Bisset
FALLS CHURCH, Va. Here's a tip
that will be useful if you maintain any
number of OtaniMX-5050 machines.
The standard reference level ( SRL)
pots, located on the bottom circuit board
can only be adjusted by removing the
cover. Steve Phillips of the Public
Broadcasting Service wrote in to say

that he'd simplified the adjustment by
drilling two holes in the panel. The
holes were positioned over VR106 and
VR206, the left and right SRL pots.
When the SRL needs to be touched up,
the ordeal of removing the panel is
eliminated. You simply stick your grecnie in the holes drilled in the cover.
If you maintain a lot of Otani
machines, you may already know about

the bridge rectifier problems. Several
bridge rectifiers and fuses are on the
power side. If a specific machine function fails to operate, suspect aproblem
on this board.
We've run into arash of dead bridge
rectifiers. The most recent failure was
the bridge that controlled the pinch
roller solenoid. You'd press "PLAY"
and nothing would happen. This board is

hinged, which makes for easy access.
* * *
While we're on the subject of equipment repairs, if you own any Studer CD
or tape players, you'll want to know
about Phil Blyveis' Audio Advantage.
Phil's new company specializes in
Studer equipment repairs. (It's located
just down the road from Studer in
Nashville.) His rates are reasonable and
the turnaround time is excellent. In fact,
if you are sending in a CD player for
repair, replacement units are available
while yours is being serviced.
In addition to the Studer line, Phil has
most recently added service on
Panasonic DAT machines.
For more information, contact Phil at
615-742-3834; or circle Reader Service
217.
* * *
Gregg Buickel, operations manager at
WQRL(FM) Benton, Ill., uses his 40-watt
Marti for remotes, but doesn't have astation van for affixing the RPU antenna.
In the past, the RPU mast was ducttaped to a light pole, telephone pole or
even atree. Gregg saw acollapsible mast
and stand that you drive acar tire over to

Using scrap metal, a station can fabricate an RPU antenna mast support
that will simplify remote setup.

the Le

hold it in place. He thought his RPU
troubles were over until he saw the price.
The complete system was over $ 1,000.
It was time for some brainstorming. A
friend of the sports director welded scrap
metal together to form abase for an RPU
mast. The mast was actually a series of
Radio Shack 'IN antenna poles that sell
for $6 each. Since the poles nest into
each other, removing the mast and transporting it in acar is easy.
The particulars for the do-it-yourself
mast support are not simple. Find aheavy
piece of flat metal, about lx2 feet. Weld
on a six-inch section of pipe as a pole
sleeve. Check the antenna mast pipe sections you'll be using to insure agood fit.
Gregg suggests you find agood welder
to do the work. A sloppy weld could
cause the mast to fall over in a strong
wind. Gregg's welder assured him that the
poles will bend before the weld breaks.
The completed mast support is shown in
the photo above. The biggest advantage
this support offers is the ability to set up
an RPU shot anywhere you can drive
your car.
Contact Gregg Buickel at 618-435-8100.

01C1,0

DOD

John Bisset is a principal with
Multiphase Consulting, a contract engineering and projects company. He can
be reached at 703-379-1665.
Cirde ( 25) On Reader Service Cord
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Choosing the Best Tube
continued from page 43

of a well-designed and processed tube
typically exceeds the warranty, so why is
warranty important? It is just one of the
many ways to judge your purchase value.
Make certain that the manufacturer has
an established warranty on the tube you
are planning to purchase, and have that
confirmed in writing, from the manufacturer. It is the experienced manufacturer
who knows the quality of his tube.
Manufacturers will stand behind their
warranty. Some equipment manufacturers, who have transmitter designs which
they believe enhance tube life, offer a
better warranty than the tube manufacturer. That is good, healthy business, but
beware of the distributor who makes no
contribution to quality and who warrants
tubes beyond that warranted by the manufacturer. Find out who the manufacturer
is, where he is located and insist on seeing his warranty in writing. Remember, a
warranty is only as good as the people
who offer it and a warranty is a good
indicator of how the manufacturer feels
about the quality of his product.
A good way to judge tube purchase value
is to divide the price you pay by the warranty hours. This gives an answer in dollars per hour which, after all, is the bottom
line if the service is good and you only
change tubes rarely. Most tube companies
offer a warranty with a period during
which you receive 100 percent adjustment,
and after that fixed period, the adjustment

is prorated to the end of the warranty period. Therefore, amore accurate "value formula" is to divide the cost of the tube by
the number of hours of 100 percent adjustment plus one-half the number of hours
prorated. Thus the value of a $550 tube
warranted for 10,000 hours of which 1,000
hours are not prorated and the remaining
hours are prorated is as follows:
Use this "Value Formula" the next time

Value =

$550
1,000 + 1/2 9000 =

you make a tube purchase decision. It
will help you make the right decision.
Beware of shelf life limitations. Most
responsible station engineers and managers like to carry a spare tube on the
shelf near the transmitter to minimize
down time in the event of afailure. The
problem is that for each day that goes by
you are penalized. After a period, like
two years, the value of your tube suddenly goes to zero; yes, zero. Your warranty
is no longer valid. You can't get a
replacement even if the tube was manufactured with adefect.
Insist on a warranty that doesn't start
ticking away until you put the tube in the
socket. It's only fair, and it does not
penalize you for doing what a responsible engineer or manager should do, carry
a spare for an emergency. In addition.
John Bisset brings up another very
important point in his article; make sure

that if the product you bought is not satisfactory, you can get a replacement or
dollar credit at your option. Too many
warranties are written so that adjustment
is made at the option of the seller.
John's comment on price, "The best
solution is not always the cheapest," is
certainly true. And it is especially true
when applied to power tubes. Usually
"you get what you pay for," but there are
some special circumstances in the currently confused power tube industry that
make it possible to buy exceptionally
high quality tubes at prices far below

$550
5,500

$0.10 per hour

those currently prevailing.
The present power tube market is confused by cross arrangements which have
weakened competition. When there is not
enough competition in amarket, business
managers pay more attention to their
businesses in competitive markets.
Lack of management attention and lack
of investment in modern tube manufacturing equipment cause costs to increase
resulting in the skyrocketing tube prices
we have experienced in recent years. The
current lack of power tube ads is abarometer of management's reluctance to invest.
When did you last see apower tube ad by
amajor manufacturer or distributor? It's
been along time. As we develop healthy
competition in the industry, you will
begin to see power tube advertising again.
John Bisset makes agood point regarding rebuilding. You have probably
already investigated rebuilt tubes and

many broadcasters have had very good
luck with them. If you decide to go that
route, pick a well-known rebuilder
because even the best rebuilt tubes often
are not as consistent as new ones.
Buy direct from the rebuilder. Make certain that each time you buy, rebuilt or
new, your decision is guided by the people and technical capability of the company from whom you buy and by the value
formula (above). Compute the best value
in dollars per hour. For the same dollars
per hour, along life tube is always better
than alow price alternative.
Follow the golden rules outlined above
and do your part to bring healthy competition back into the power industry.
Author's note: Svetlana is a I04-yearold company and has an excellent reputation in Russia for quality and reliability.
Because the joint stock company is new,
our only experience with western type
Svetlana tubes has been with the recently
introduced ceramic types. Svetlana ' s
4CX350A has an excellent track record
here in the U.S. for quality and long life.
Further, the 4CX15,000A, 5CXI 500A, and
5CX1500B are now in American broadcast transmitters operating to full specifications. Soon there will be afull spectrum
of power tubes made by Svetlana in
Russia, for the radio broadcast industry.
CI 0

George Badger is vice president and
director of marketing for Svetlana for the
U.S. and world markets outside of
Russia. He has over 25 years experience
in the design and marketing of power
grid and other types of electron devices.

THE SMART CHOICE!
The Ultimate in Digital Audio Workstations

414•111111bee------

With the smart choice for Radio, you can:

All the features
you need...

CUT production time on spots, shows and promos
USE 50 STEREO TRACKS whenever you need them
FAST dialog editing for news
DELIVER superb quality digital mastered audio
INCREASE your creative freedom

The features you would expect to find
in higher-priced Digital Audio Workstations:
YES!

Play 50 segments at any location without bouncing

YES!

Make instant non-destructive edits

YES!

Easy to learn, full on-line context sensitive help

YES!

Place independent stereo segments anywhere, in any order

YES!

Archive multi-track projects to standard DAT

YES!

True sonic transparency with - 110db noise floor

YES!

Automated effects sends

YES!

Fully network capatible, allowing file sharing

YES!

Easily added to your 386/486, Windows 3.1 based system

YES!

Affordable complete workstations start at $ 7,695, peripherals at $3,690

... at aprice
you can afford.

Micro Technology Unlimited
PO Box 21061, Raleigh, NC, USA 27619-1061

Quality digital audio since 1977

(919) 870-0344
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Products êt Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

SCUMS., Inc.

Composite Audio DA
and Switcher!

Charlotte, N.C.
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FEATURES
Switcher
• 3 Isolated Outputs
•Individual Level Control for Each Output
•Front Panel and Remote Control with Full Status
•Power Fail Memory with Bypass Mode
•Inputs Selectable for Balanced or Unbalanced Operation
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APPLICATIONS
•Switching Between Composite STL's
•Main/Alternate Processing Switching
•Feed Up to 3Transmitters with Identical Audio
•SCA or SAP Generator Switching
•Non- Intrusive Composite Testing/Monitoring

This Month's Special

$349.00

9
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New and Re-built R.F. and Audio

EFI UPS- 505 Battery Backup

SCR4900
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Low Prices - Experienced Staff

Obstructoon Lamp Alar,,, RelI r
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SSAC

Inc

SOLID STATE TOWER LIGHTING CONTROLS

Senses Fatted Onsirucnon LIgnis
2 to 9 Steaddy Burn.ng Lamps can be Monotored

$86.49

Shorted Flasher Alarm Relay
SFA430T

I./obverse' Light Alarm Relay
SCR430T

•2Input

EFI 2000 Power Strip
$99.00
With each purchase comes afree
replacement insurance policy for
the items connected.

Toll-Free 800-438-6040
FAX 704-889-4540

bdi

Broadcast Devices, Inc.
Peekskill, NY 10566
FAX: (914) 736-6916

Seen Selectable Number Voltage and War.
rage of Lamps

office
• ... sate, Aran.

$ 74.89

Senses a Constant's ON Bea.',
Operates mth SCP1430T to Prende Complete
Beacon Monotonng

CART MOWS mum. to quiet flutter free
perfection- shafts resurfaced
Single $ 120.00 Triple $ 140.00

L

',fie,' Nor. CA ,

1-800-369-7623

READER SERVICE NO 2

CART MACHINE SERVICES:
ECON00

AUDIO
BROADCAST
GROUP

1-800-999-9281

READER SERVICE NO 120

SOUND YOUR BEST ON THE AIR!

REBUILT POWER TUBES

qn,

5Crestview Avenue

Tel. (
914) 737-5032

READER SERVICE NO 189

Econco

$86.49
Senses FlashIng Beacon 0,

The Russians never

abandoned tube
technology...

CART HEADS RELAPPED guaranteed to
perform like new
Sanie day turnaround
Replacement heads and "WWI available

REEL TO REEL SERVICES:

And that's great news
for your transmitter!

HEADS IIELAPPED nd precise digital/optical

11"e"

«a»

Approximately One Half

the Cost of New

ASSEMBLY AUGMENTS
performed for maximum
response & head life
CONSTAR & REEL MOTORS REBUILT
for MCI OTARI and more

As the world's largest power tube
manufacturer, Svetlana never

For peak performance from your recording equipment, call
The Audio Magnetic Professionals.

Call for Our Price List
Phone: 916-662-7553

Woodland, CA 95695

Fax: 916-666-7760

Toll Free: 800-532-6626

Telex: 176756

SERVICES
224 Datura Street, Suite 614, West Palm Beach, FL 33401
Call 1-800-826-0601 for "Same Day Service" in Florida (407)659-4805

Authorized Parts Dealers for .MCI • OTARI • TEAC/TASCAM

From Canada: 800-848-8841

READER SERVICE NO. 78

tubes. From

power

tubes of over

one-megawatt to afull line of

3,000 Hour Unconditional Guarantee

Econco 1318 Commerce Ave.

stopped fuli-scale R&D for power

high-performance triodes,
tetrodes and pentodes, Svetlana is
the world leader in power tube
technology.

READER SERVICE NO 66

Now , Svetlana-developed tubes
The

Telfax GX-440
Phone Remote Mixer.
Its easy to see why. It's
very compact ( IS' x6.1"
x 9.4'), weighs only 3
pounds and is asnap to operate. The GX-440's built-in phone
line interfacing makes it ideal for sports, news and special
event broadcasts. It features pulse/tone dialing, headphone
amp/cue, rechargeable batteries, ringer, limiter, squelch,
tape in/out, four microphone inputs, event timer, second
phone line capabilities and low frequency extender interface
jack. Remotes have
never been easierl

The Remote Unit
the Pro's Choose
and Use

Price: $ I
250 —
Available from all major
equipment dealers.
Call 515-296-9911
for full details. Also ask
about MobiLink II, our
advanced cellular remote broadcast system.
"Serving broadcasters since 1978
...over 2000 Telfax units in use."

ELDMIZ

2501 North Loop Drive
Ames, Iowa 50010

READER SERVICE NO. 32

FREE COMPUTERS!
I ; et it all: Pick either our new Simpk-CIY(') automation
with the DJ - Pro,, production system (
IR our 1
),1-Litec.'
Satellite automation system with the D.1-Proe production system. Get two computers, two monitors, two hard
disks, .a full LAN network and assembly, free!

$9,995.00

Lease as

low as $ 229.90

per month

Plug n' Play

1600+ Stations

Our 131h year

READER SERVICE NO. 85

are available in the West in a
growing number of standard tube
types for AM and FM broadcast
These top-quality, long- life
ceramic tubes are available at
Russian prices direct from
Svetlana and are backed by the

Package system price includes either a Simple- CD
control system with a 16 unit PioneerTm(1) six-pack
interface OR a Di Lite satellite music system controller
ith Ii0 cards and software. Either system is connected
by a fast LAN network to a
production
workstation Wire to your console audio and you're on
the air.
Package system includes two premium apt-Xme audio
cards, two fast 386 SX-33 computers each with 340 meg
hard disks (5+ hours mono recording), two VGA color
monitors, two LAN cards & software, 15' IAN cable and
Manuals.
Full Backup for Safety - Easy Production
Use DJ- Pro for fast spot production, then send by
LAN to Simple- CD or DJ Lite. Re/ax! Your spots are
backed up and safe.

The Management
tt4-7823 1-817-625-9761
P.O. BOX t 6457 lit. Wonh,Tx. 76136

Svetlana

See or. lt
NAB Radio

most generous warranty in the

BraKkoslen, (Wan
8200 SMemord Parkway
Akabomo

industry.

35802
800 239 6900

Talk to Svetlana today about
your requirements for standard
and custom-designed power
tubes. Broadcasters call 800-

OEMs Ontribulors Volume
Purrhasers collect
3000 Mime Rand
Portal(' Voilyy ( Warne
94028
415 233-0429

239-6900 for sales; OEMs,
distributors and volume purchasers, call 415 233-0429

Show Booth
333/335
READER SERVICE NO. 76

Products ét Services Showcase
For more information on the products shown below, circle the appropriate Reader Service No.(s)
on the enclosed Subscription/Reader Service card or contact the advertiser directly.

RECORDABLE Os
Convert from your old unreliable
cart machines to Compact Discs

INSTANT CUEING
of station ID's and spots
CONSERVE SPACE
consolidate selected cuts

EBS EQUIPMENT
6-1

Model CEB Encoder-Decoder
$540
Model CE Encoder
$ 375
Model CE with Stereo Option $ 405
Model CD Decoder Only
(REQUIRED FOR LPTV)
$ 320
Receiver can be supplied to drive Decoder $100
• Encoder FCC Type Accepted •
• Decoder FCC Certified •
• Exceeds FCC Specifications •

ULTIMATE FIDELITY

AS LOW AS

$59.00 PER DISK!

Our system offers aunique partial recording capability. This
means thof apartially recorded CD can be removed and
played on any standard CD player. As new program
material becomes available it can be recorded on the same
disk. Save money on discs while getting the flexibility and
qualityyou need.
Third Story Recording
5120 Walnut Street
Philadelphia PA 19139

1 - 800 - 497 - DISK (
3475)

• • •

Used by hundreds of TV stations for
van-to-field cueing in ENG & SNG
applications. Transmitter provides
mix off program and instructions to
rugged, pocke: receivers.
• 10V/0 duty cycle
•Widebani audio
•Excellent operating rance

See us el
NAB Radio
Show
Booth 1247

All interconnections to the EBS equipment are
made through abarrier terminal block. No special
connectors necessary. In stock—available for
immediate delivery.

GORMAN REDLICH MEG. CO.
257 W. Union St.
Athens, Ohio 45701
Phone

READER SERVICE NO .142

614-593-3150 •

/IA III MI MY 8
%%MUMMA

FAX 614-592-3898

Comrex Corp., 65 Nonset Path, Acton MA 01720
Tel: 1-800-237-1776 Fas: 508 635-0401

READER SERVICE NO .211

TIME CODE READER

READER SERVICE NO. 204

DIELECTRIC...

Cel bast
REMO',

TCR-100

PROARCA,T

your "
RF Source."

STROI0

The CELLCAST RBS-400 1.8 offers complete
portability and flexibility for remotes. Complete with

a 4- channel mixer, frequency

extender, cellular transceiver and landline

• Antennas (TV & FM)
* Transmission Line
& Waveguide

capabilitites, 600 ohm line out, and Vu

* Switches

meter. It is powered by 10 NiCad rechargeable batteries, 12v adaptor, and AC power

* Fitters

supply. 24 hour product support standard.

* Combiners

SMPTE - IRIG
Time Code Reader
for IBM-PC's, AT's and clones

* Loads

•Locks PC's to SMPTE or IRIG time codes
•Affordable, 1/3 AT slot configuration
•DB-15 female connector.
•Easy installation - software included
For more information, call ( 309) 837-2244
or fax ( 309) 833-5175
CLARK & ASSOCIATES, LTD.
318 E.CAL HOU N
M ACOMB IL 6143 -)
READER SERVICE NO .46

WIRELESS IFB SYSTEM

Call Bridget

With over 40 years of engineering and manu-

Taylor today

facturing excellence, Dielectric supplies stan-

for our

dard and custom RF products

$195.00

Call and let us help...

See us al
NAB Redo
Shoe
Booth Is
932, 934, 938

2 week trial at

1-800-852-1333
READER SERVICE NO .86

Take Control...

Features/Functions

The Jr. Audio Director provides output source selection

• Stereo ( normal)

between Left Only, Right Only. Mono. Stereo. and Stereo

• Mono

Reverse. Installation is easy. using the plug-in Eurostyle
barrier strip.

• Lett Only
• Right Only
• Stereo Reversed
• Right Channel
Polarity Inversion
• Rackmountahle
• Built in mono mode
gain reduction
• LED Indicators
• Balanced I/0's

$390.00
BENCHMARK MEDIA SYSTEMS, INC.
315/437-6300 800/262-4675 FAX 315/437-8119

DIELECTRIC COMMUNICATIONIII GS

1 -800-341 -9678
Fax 207-655-7120

P 0. Box 949
Raymond, Maine 04071

READER SERVICE NO. 135

Shape Up!
Coverage.
contours.

Saturation. DBk

In FM broadcasting, the

'bottom line is always based on
your pattern.
More than any other
manufacturer, Shively has the
experience and repatation for
providing crucial pattern solutions
for critical propogation problems.
On any tower. Al any power leve'.
Remember, it pays to be heard
A good pattern.

The shape

you need. Talk to your consultant.
And contact us. [Sue us at NAB Radio Show Booth 1005-1007

Shivelv Labs
...the meaxure of excellence!'''

A Division of Howell

Laboratories, Inc.

19 Harrison Road, Bridgton, ME 04009
207-647-3327

READER SERVICE NO. 12

built to last.

FAX 207-647-8273

READER SERVICE NO. 80
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Final Stereo Remote Set-up Steps
continued from page 46

Site No. 2 is about five miles east of
downtown Pittsburgh. The Antenna
Specialists 10 dB gain antenna is side
mounted about 500 feet up on aself supporting television tower. The feedline is
7/8 inch Heliax. Many other facilities
are co- located on this tower including
two TV stations, several amateur radio
repeaters, a National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration weather
transmitter, low- band and high- band
VHF two-way transmitters and several
UHF two-way transmitters.
The antenna for KDKA's own 60-watt,

ROOF

455.25 MHZ MONO

STEREO

450.75 MHZ MONO
TV
TOWER

way of a pair of 8 kHz equalized telephone lines. Obviously, these lines are
routed through the same carrier and
cable system to be phase correct for
stereo.
Figure 1details the cavity arrangement.
Four receiver outputs appear on ajack
field in the studio. This enables the
receive sites to be used separately by
patching. Certain special events require
simultaneous audio from two different
locations. The stereo receive system,
with the aid of patch cords, can be broken down into two mono systems.

TV
TOWER

ROOF

TV
TOWER

ROOF

Figure 3. - Front Panel Layout of Site Switcher
two-way newsroom dispatch base station, operating 500 kHz away from one
of the RPU channels, is about 100 feet
above the RPU receive antenna. The station's 450.25 MHz base station and a
commercial two-way transmitter operating near 453 MHz is perhaps most troublesome.
Treating cavities
A Celwave PD1153 reject cavity, tuned
to 453 MHz, is in the feedline from the
antenna. A coaxial T splits the feed. A
band-pass cavity is in the coax feed to
the 455.25 MHz receiver.
Likewise, a band-pass cavity is in the
feed to the 450.75 MHz receiver. A
Celwave PD1155 band-pass/band-reject
cavity is inserted in the feedline to the
450.75 MHz receiver to eliminate the
desense problem from the 450.25 MHz
base station. This provides about 25 dB
of additional isolation.
The site is connected to the studio by

The jacks are half normalized into a
switcher, which is engineered to make it
as simple as possible for a producer/
operator to bring in aremote. Six lighted
buttons are arranged on the front panel
of the switcher as detailed in Figure 3.
Stereo can be brought up from either
receive site. Mono, from either frequency and from either site, can also be
received. In the mono mode, the right
and the left distribution amplifier bridging inputs are paralleled across the
source. The DA outputs direct audio to
each of the six studios.
(Figure 2is aschematic for those interested in duplicating the switcher. The
relay contacts have been omitted for the
sake of simplicity.)
Non- technical operators have been
trained to make signal-to-noise measurements at the studio location to aid in
proper orientation of the yagi antenna on
the mobile studio. Communication to
and from the mobile studio is via cellu-

PRISTINE
MUSIC MANAGEMENT AND
COMMERCIAL CONTROL SYSTEM
• COMPLETE DIGITAL AUTOMATION

liGtawople

lar telephone or aMotorola Radius twoway radio in the vehicle. This operates
on 450.25 MHz, just 500 kHz removed
from one of the RPU transmitters.
A Celwave band-pass/band-reject cavity in the two-way feedline, along with a
vertical separation of 30 feet between
the two-way and RPU antennas, limits
the desensing of the Radius transceiver
to an acceptable level while the RPU
transmitter is in operation.
This stereo RPU system has been in

A Few Stops Along the Road
Nathan Stubblefield.
For those of you doing research on
early stations, Barry Mishkind has put
together aset of data that is available
on disk. There is still much missing
Tube power
Imentioned this to a young sound data, and hopefully, as more people
get involved, more of the early
person from arather large entertainrecords will be shared with those of
ment complex who replied, "Take the
us interested in the beginnings of
CD and use atubed amplifier and it
radio as we know it today. Please
sounds good again." Heard that this is
send the old records to one of us for
even being done in one or two screenpreservation rather than making the
ing rooms in the movie industry. One
trash can the repository of history.
installation was described to me as
A call from Bruce Harding, retired
using four large Altec speaker assemfrom Washington State College at
blies with a well-known but out-ofPullman, Wash., indicates that he is
production tubed amplifier to drive
also interested in early radio history.
the speakers. Two speaker assemblies
There will be more about Bruce
for each channel.
Harding after we receive a recently
Ialso hear that awell-known manupublished book on early radio in the
facturer recently made a limited run
Northwest from him.
of tubed amplifiers. The price menWe will get back to the series about
tioned was well above two thousand
the early mathematicians and physidollars. Iwas told that aset of factory
cist next issue. We will start with
tubes was about athousand dollars.
We spent aday with Larry Albert of Herman von Helmholz, who contributed to the early theory and
Murray State College, Murray, Ky.
knowledge of hearing and conservaLarry explained how he and others
tion of energy.
recreated the Stubblefield equipment
and experiments. We were able to see
ODD
George Riggins has experience in
where the equipment had been placed,
radio and electronics dating back to
and to see the area of reception that
the 1930s. He also is a licensed ham
Larry was able to document. Yes, the
equipment worked, but the area of radio operator and has had his own
coverage was less than the length of a broadcast sales and service company,
football field. As Larry says, he was Riggins Electronic Sales, for more
than 20 years. He can be reached at
able to make akeg of nails talk, but
310-598-7007.
did not get the coverage claimed by
continued from page 44
solid state device and amplified by a
solid state device.

MAPS

SUBSCRIPTION/READER SERVICE FORM

• PC BASED ( 386/486)

RadimWerld

• CONTROL UP TO 48 ON-LINE CD OR
DAT PLAYERS
• DIGITAL HARD DISK AUDIO, INCLUDING

DO YOU KNOW YOUR MARKET?
YOUR COMPETITION DOES!

DOLBY AC-2

DATAWORLD MAPS CAN
• OVER 160 USERS WORLDWIDE
• LIVE ASSIST, SATELLITE OR
COMPLE I LY AUTOMATED
• NETWORK COMPATIBLE

• PRISTINE MUSIC PLUS SCHEDULER
• TECHNICAL SUPPORT AND CUSTOMER
SATISFACTION ARE TOP PRIORITY
• COMPLETE SYSTEM WITH REDUNDANT
COMPUTERS STARTING AT $ 10,000

Depict your coverage!

operation for about two years. It works
well, provides mono redundancy in the
event of atransmitter failure and sounds
great on the air as delivered to the listener by either of two C-QUAM equipped
MW-50-C 50,000-watt transmitters.
DOD
Jack Layton is the former chief engineer of KDKA(AM) Pittsburgh. He is
now the owner of Layton Technical
Services, afirm specializing in the planning and construction of radio studio
and transmitter facilities, special projects and directional antenna field
work. Layton can be reached at 412942-4054.

FREE Subscription/Renewal Card
I
would like to receive or continue receiving Radio
FREE each month. Ci Yes
No
Signature
Date

World

Please print and include all information:

Market orient your sales people!
Target your ethnic/demographic
markets!
Identify marginal signal areas!
Plot any special requirements!
MAP OPTIONS
• SHADOWING (TERRAIN SHIELDING)
• CONTOUR COVERAGE
• POPULATION DENSITY
• ZIP CODE BOUNDARIES

Name
Company/Station
Address
City
Business Telephone ( )

• SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS

datawonle

Title

133 155 177 199

002 024 046 088 090 112 134 156 178 200
113 135 157 179 201

005 027 049 071 093 115 137 159 181

203

006 028 050 072 094 116 138 160 182 204

State

ZIP

007 029 051 073 095 117 139 161

D.

Combination AM/FM station
Commercial AM station

F. Recording Studio
G. TV statiorVteleprod facility

B.

Commercial FM station

H. Consultant/id engineer

C.

Educational FM station

I.

Mfg, distributor or dealer

E.

Network/group owner

J.

Other

Function

183 205

008 030 052 074 096 118 140 162 184 206
009 031

A.

Job

001 023 045 067 089 111

004 026 048 070 092 114 136 158 180 202

I. Type of Firm

II.

Use Until Dec. 8, 1993

Please first fill out contact information at left.
Then check each advertisement for corresponding number and circle below.
Purchasing Authority
1 Recommend
2. Specify
3. Approve

003 025 047 069 091

Please circle only one entry for each category:

• RECEIVED SIGNAL LEVEL

Reader Service
Sept. 8, 1993 Issue

053 075 097 119 141

163 185 207

010 032 054 076 098 120 142 164 186 208
011 033 055 077 099 121

143 165 187 209

012 034 056 078 100 122 144 166 188 210
013 035 057 079 101

123 145 167 189 211

014 036 058 080 102 124 146 168 190 212
015 037 059 081

103 125 147 169 191

213

016 038 060 082 104 126 148 170 192 214
017 039 061 083 105 127 149 171

193 215

018 040 062 084 106 128 150 172 194 216

A.

Ownership

G. Sales manager

019 041

B.

General management

E.

News operations

C. Engineering
D. Programming'production

F.

Other (specify)

020 042 064 086 108 130 152 174 196 218

063 085 107 129 151

021 043 065 087 109 131

173 195 217

153 175 197' 219

022 044 066 088 110 132 154 176 198 220

A Service Of OW Inc

(301) 652-8822
Circle ( 129) On Reader Service Card

(
800) 368-5754

Circle ( 99) On Reader Service Card
See Us At NAB Radio Show Booths 340-342

Copy & Mail to: Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041, or FAX to: 703-998-2966

The Dynamax DCR1000
with New Version 2.0 Software
THE OBVIOUS DIGITAL SOLUTION TO CART MACHINE PLUG-IN REPLACEMENT

The Recorder

The Reproducer

Selectable sampling rates
Secondary and Tertiary cues
AES/EBU digital input

Simple cart- like operation
No on- air personality training

• 13MB stores over 5 minutes
stereo audio with 15kHz

Just three front panel buttons
Instan: start and cue

bandwidth and 15 minutes
mono with 10kHz

Start on audio
Direct digital dubbiig from CD
PC Keyboard for titling
Cut & paste editinq

Maintenance-free design
Awesome audio quality
Rotation & chaining
Replay lockout

Variable length beds
Kill date checking

Count-up/count-down timer

Disk label printing

RS232 logging/remote control

The Media

• Standard low-cost 2MB floppy
disk holds 60- second
commercials
• Non destructive media
diagnostic test

8:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. EST • 1-800-622-0022 • Fax 317-966-0623
Canada 1-800-268-6817 • Toronto 416-731-3687

H.cuqmis

_ALLIED

Gale (212) On Reccler Service Cord

RocJim Wer

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
"Broadcast Equipment Exchange" accepts no responsibility for the condition of the equipment listed or for the specifics of transactions made between buyers and sellers.
N EW! N EW! N EW!
We now buy 6, sell pre-owned
video equipment!

New 250 W solid state amp, $1800. Call
for details. Bill Hoffman, 518-583-9490.

RADIO RESOURCES

Want To Buy

DO YOU HAVE EXCESS EQUIPMENT
TO SELL? Let us help you turn your
excess equipment into CASH

Looking for schematic of Eclipse
Series ESS-500 A-542 power amp. Mail
copy to R. Strange, 5208 W Acapulco
Ln, Glendale AZ 85306.

1201 S. Sharp St.
Baltimore, MD 21230

Some of our equipment needs are:
AM/FM TRANSMITTERS
FIELD STRENGTH METERS
MARTI VHF/UHF RPU EQUIPMENT
MARTI SIL EQUIPMENT
OTARI MX 5050 REEL TO REEL
DIGITAL SATELLITE EQUIPMENT
CONSOLES
OR8AN OPTIMODS
If there is apiece of pre-owned
equipment you are looking for, give us
acall, we can helpl
THE INDUSTRYS BEST NEW & PREOWNED EQUIPMENT DEALER
Ask for Steve or Chuck for Radio Products
or Bob or James for Video Products
Call 1-800-54-RADIO

Crown D-75; Gentner SPH-3, 3A or 4
phone interface, must be in gd cond. D
Koehn, KKPR, 403 E 25th St, Keamey
NE 68847. 308-236-9900.

WANTED:
Pultec EQ's; Fairchild, Teletronix, dbx, UREI, Sontec
Limiters.

Neumann,

Tele-

funken, AKG and RCA mies.
Macintosh or Marantz Gear;
Lang, Neve and API gear. Misc
old tubes and guitars.

DAN ALEXANDER
AUDIO

"Tire only # you need to know

FAX: 1-410-783-4635
Circle ( 94)On Reader Service Card

1340 Mission Street
San Francisco, CA 94103

ACOUSTICS

(415) 252-7102
FAX: (415) 252-7524

Want To Sell

Any tube type audio amplifiers such as
Marantz, McIntosh, Fisher, Altec, WE,
RCA, etc. John, 708-391-8828.
TESTS 18% BETTER
AN
COSTS LESS' BETTER COLORS ,

ANTENNAS

14300.95ANED E

& TOWERS

Want To Sell
Stanton 310 phono preamp, vgc,
$75/60. J Rudisill, Audio Independence, POB 746, Aptos CA 95001. 408684-0605.
McMartin B-20013 phono EQ preamp.
C Watkins, KLCE, Blackfoot, Idaho
Falls ID. 208-785-1400.
Ramko SMA-1000E stereo mon amp
(2), gd cond, BO. P Guello, KUWS,
1800 Grand Ave, Superior WI 54880.
715-394-8187.
McIntosh A116-B pwr amp; Marantz 7
pre amp; Dynakit stereo 70 pwr amp;
(2) Ampex 620 speaker amps. Kinura
Records. Box 660236, Miami Springs
FL 33166. 305-887-5329.

FM - ANTENNAS
Designed and built for your frequency. Choose from 1 to 12
bays and five power levels.
Financing available. Call
Jimmie Joynt at S.W.R.
214-335-3425
Marti 160 MHz 4-folded element beam
antenna. C Watkins, KLCE, Blackfoot,
Idaho Falls ID. 208-785-1400.
Rohn SA 25G-224 side arms ( 2), gd
cond, $25 plus shpg; Rohn 25G (2) 10'
section, damaged bottom 6", makes gd
base section; Andrew flanges, gas pass
for 1-5/8" Heliax, new in box, $ 125
ea/BO; 20' Pirod tower section built for
12' satellite dish, 42" face w/5-1/2" OD
pipe at top; 6-bay high power ERVHarris
FM C-6, ring stud, 97.1 MHz; ERI/Harris
FM C2A 2-bay, maximum 5 kW input,
ring stud, on 94.3, field tunable down to
approx 91.5. D Carver, 107 S Main,
Brookfield MO 64628. 816-258-7458.
Large spool for 3" waveguide, new,
$500. SWodlinger, WIXI, 3337 Tamiami
Trail N, Naples FL 33940. 813-2621000.
PLFM-I00 obsolete exciter
upgrade ... ... $229.95

Want To Sell
1983 Utility 30" face 280' hollow rod
galvanized steel tower avail for no cost,
you take down & remove. R Simmons,
KRGT-FM, POB 50124, Austin TX
78763. 512-476-5200.

AMPLIFIERS

Windcharger 200 100' of 45G tower,
also includes guy wires, 300', $25001
BO. J Kesler, WOBZ TV, P013 220,
Livingston KY 40445. 606-843-2209.

Cabiewave CC300-50J, 3" 100', new,
on spool, $ 15/ft. S Wodlinger, WIXI,
3337 Tamiami Trail N, Naples FL
33940. 813-262-1000.
ERI FMH-10AC 10 bay antenna, CP,
tuned to 105.5, $22,000. S Wodlinger,
WIXI FM, 813-262-1000.
Motorola 6073A base station antenna,
150-159 MHz, $ 200 plus shpg;
Cushcraft BR-4, 42-50 MHz, base station antenna, $ 50 plug shpg; DB
Products DB264, base station antenna,
tuned to 155.625 MHz, $200 plug shpg.
W Martin, KZPX, HCR1 Box 286D,
Merrifield MN 56465. 218-765-T1n

CSG-I 0stereo generator w/comp
clipper... ... 5349.95
B1A-1 optimod balanced
interface ... ... $249.95
*FMT-I5 15W FM xmtr $ 1,495
•FMT-153 stereo FMT-15
xmir
... 51,895
*RTU-I remote controlled
tuner .... ... $495

Jampro JA4-EI "
V" type HP FM antennas, 4 bays on 94.5 w/1-5/8' feed
divider, 2 bays on 89.9, no interbay
cables, $250 per bay/BO. M Benson,
KWTY, 916-893-8737.

REPAIR - REFURBISHMENT

ERI FMH12AC antenna parts for miter
cut antenna; Myat or Phillips 3-1/8" rigid
line, 10 lengths of 20'. T Wortmann,
WJAG, 309 Broasel, Norfolk NC 68701.
402-371-07W.

Direct Factory Cartridge Machine Repair Service
Upgrades or Refurbishment
All Work Warranted

Hellas 500', 1-5/8". LKilday, WYZK,
POB 5406, Valdosta GA 31603. 912333-0755.

Call The ITC Technical Service Department
Toll- Free at

Andrew HJ9-50 5" cable, 500' w/connectors on spool in Midwest, 1/2 new
price. R Henry, WPIO, 505 Josephine
St, Titusville FL 32796. 407-267-3000.

rMo -

1,C3

Rohn 55 300' tower, ERI 3-bay antenna
tuned to 96.7, Cablewave 300' Heliax,
all for $ 11,000; ERI GPCP 8-bay antenna, needs work, $4000. M Howard,
VVYZK, P013 5406, Valdosta GA 31603.
912-333-0755.

Gates FM- 4A cycloid 4- bay HP FM
antenna, 91.3 MHz, 10 kW, BO. P
Guello, KUWS, 1800 Grand Ave,
Superior WI 54880. 715-394-8187.
Dielectric, 50 kW 3" motorized coax
switched, like new, $3500. 800-8336629.

Shure FP31 3chnl mono mixer w/case
in gd cond, BO. IRaider, Raider Prod,
1006 Stoneham Dr, W Chester PA
19302. 215-889-9565.

J & IAUDIO/VIDEO
Awholesaler in the Radio
and Television market.
Now running SPECIALS on
audio and video:
BASF CASSETTES-AMPEX R-Rs
AUDIOPAK, FIDEUPAC 8RC CARTS

Self-supporting towers, (
3) 320'. solid
steel construction. A Schultz, Douglas
Bdctg Inc, 415-978-5378 FAX 415-9785380.

For more information

Want To Sell

Andrew EV/ 63A waveguide w/ends, 2
new rolls, 75' & 140' in boxes, 130/trade.
M Kestler, KAWZ, 241 Main Ave W Box
271, Twin Falls ID 83303. 208-7333133.

Fairchild Comm 600; Nagra-III w/neo
pilot. Kinura Records, Box 660236,
Miami Springs FL 33166. 305-8875329.

1-800-942-1711

(
8) On Reader Service Cord

Smartcaster, computer. digital audio:
live or automated. D Nelson, 619-7580888.
ADC 144 Pt TT patchbays, excel cond,
1rack space, 3rows of 48, top 2 rows
normalled, $ 129 ( you remove old
wiring) or $ 199, we totally refurbish
w/new front panel, ready to install. TT
cords at cost w/purchase! Also 1/4"
PB's. Audio Village, POB 2902, Palm
Springs CA 92262. 619-320-0728, or
Fax 619-320-2454.

OEM Tapeheads

Mackie '1202 Micro Series

MERCENARY
AUDIO
BUY YOUR:

UREI-TELETRONIX-FAIRCHILD
PULTEO-LANG-LEXICON
UNIVERSAL AUDIO-NEUMANN

Woodland Hills, CA 91367
Grde

Want To Buy

NEVE-SSL-TRIDENT-AMEK

or write to: J&I Audio/Video
20899 Kelvin Pl.

UREI 537 27- band graphic EQ's (3),
$200 ea; Eventide BD 955 bdct delay,
6.4 sec, 15 kHz, $ 1000; C Scherer,
WDOK, One Radio Ln, Cleveland OH
44114.216-696-0123.

dbx 155 4 chnl encode/decode type I
NR (2), $250 ea/$400 both. P Cibley,
Cibley Music, 138 E 38 St, NY NY
10016.212-986-2219.

WANTS TO

call Kris Elliot at

Andrew 7/8" Heliax, 400-600' and
clamps. J Viele, WHOT, 161 Fox St,
Hubbard OH 44425. 216-783-1000.

Grde ( 118) On Reader Service Cord

11

ADC 48 patchbay phone jack. D
Nelson, 619-758-0888.

Want To Buy

AUDIO PRODUCTION

(800) 447 -0414
(309) 828-1381

International Tapetronics Corporation
2425 South Main Street
Bloomington, IL 61704

Andrew 5" Heliax w/connectors, 500'
on spool, BO. J Rosebuck, 515-2801350.

JT Communications
904-236-0744 fax 904-236-5130

Phelps- Dodge 3- bay tuned to 107.1,
avail early August, $ 1200. D Sports,
WCLA, FOB 427, Claxton GA 30417.
912-739-3035.

ITC

AKG-TELEFUNKEN-AMS
ANYTHING THAT IS
OF EXCEPTIONAL
AUDIO QUALITY!

not aproblem"
(508)543-0069 TEL

"this is

(508)543-9670 FAX

Marantz PMD Package≤

AUDIO CONSOLE
!›
7,

• 90 dB S/N ratio
• 0.25% distortion
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e

'

•

•
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'

Gain Control
Pan &
each pot

• Balanced and Unbalanced outputs
• Built-in power supply

For most cart machines:
Stereo $ 99
Mono $ 75

Quality Rebuilt Used Equipment

II

• Built-in headphone amplifier
LIST $ 399

• 8inputs Mic/line/mono/stereo

I

... ;
iil

e

4iP

HALL

$
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Call for special HE Price.

We'll be glad to help with all your audio needs!
(804) 9746466 • FAX: (804) 9746450
1305-F Seminole Trail
Charlottesville, VA 22901

,
,..f -.

Electronics

_

I

90 Day Warranty
Parts for
& Labor Manuals included
Items
Call
Current In- Stock

Gicle ( 133) On Reader Servke Card

---,
Pitch Control
MONO-Record/Play
Telephone Jack
Built-in Mic and Speaker
PMD 201, Free AKG Mic
and Cable $299
Call for special Price!

BEE

September 8, 1993

AUDIO PRODUC710N...W11
Fairchild 600 con« or 602 Cones high
freq limiters. JGangwer, 942 32nd St,
Richmond CA 94804. 415-644-2363.

AUTOMATION EQUIP
Want To Sell
SMC Carousels (5), sterep and (2) 48tray Instacarts, make offer. John
Lackness, KAYD-FM, 409-833-9421.

Sparta BP-22B portable cart players
(2), one in attache case; UMC 8eaucart
11 mono cart machine. C Watkins,
KLCE, Blackfoot, Idaho Falls ID. 208785-1400.
ITC RP-829•0003•000, mono R/P
w/triple cue, excel cond, $ 325;
Tapecaster 700P stereo play only, excel
cond, $275. W Martin, KZPX, HCR1
Box 286D, Merrifield MN 56465. 218765-3333.
CART MACHINES:
For Sale: $395 8c UP

Schafer 903 automation system, A-1
cond, on-air, oval late August, 3mono
IGM 48 Instacarts, (6) 1TC-750 stereo
tapes, ate' logger, full boat system in 5
racks, BO. V Killion, KRVN, POB 880,
Lexington NE 68850. 308-324-6717.
Microprobe Satmaster automated
computer, mint cond, BO. J Kesler,
WOBZ TV, POB 220, Livingston KY
40445. 606-843-2209.
SMC (3) Carousels, Brain, keyboard,
(2) cart time announce, (2) racks &
mise, $2500/80. S Nestor, KMGK, Box
215, Glenwood MN 56334. 612-6345358.
Schafer 902 w/3 near new Carousels,
set to receive AM only, BO. M Zwerling,
KSCO, 2300 Portola Dr, Santa Cruz CA
95067. 408-475-1080.
TM Century Ultimate Digital Studio
for live-assist or total walkaway operation, w/UDS software, 8 Pioneer PDTml 18-disk CD players, 360 Systems
DigiCart w/200 MB hard drive plus all
interface cards, cables & manuals,
entire system can be operated by any
386 computer, currently on- air in
Cleveland, MS, selling due to upgrade.
L Fuss, WDTL, POB 1438, Cleveland
MS 38732. 601-846-0927.
ABC Radio Networks tone decoders
(2) 2 digit LED readout w/reset button,
$100 ea. C Scherer, WDOK, One Radio
Ln, Cleveland OH 44114. 216-6960123.
SMC MSP-12 automation system w/3
Carousels, 3 carts, DAS -12 audio
switcher, screen, operational w/all
wiring, power packs, racks & manuals,
$6500. M Jarvis, KORC, POB 1419,
Waldport OR 97394. 503-563-5100.
Microprobe 100MP 24 event programmer w/25 Hz tone generator, $600. T
Parks, WOWU, POEI 592, Kankakee IL
60901. 815-939-5089.
SMC automation controller, works, MSP
unit. B Ladd, WNRP, 108-1/2 E Main,
Bellevue OH 44811. 419-483-2511.
SMC 350 w/452 Carousels (4) w/452
MSP-1 programmer, (3) audio card, A
Series cart player in racks, will sell all or
separate, BO. J Bainc, KKMO, PUB
1277, Tacoma WA 98401. 206-9223345.
SMC Carousel 350 stereo w/oak grain
cabinet, vgc, $400. D Koehn, KKPR,
403 E25th St, Keamey NE 68847. 308236-9900.
Schafer 800-T automation controller,
will accept up to 12 audio sources,
$1500/80. J Bahr, WVIS, Box 487,
Frederiksted, St Croix VI 00840. 809773-2220.

CART

MACHINES

Want To Sell
ITC Delta Istereo PB, new hds & in
excellent cond, low use, $2500 both/B0.
C Guliel-meth, Edgewater Co, 232 C St,
S San Francisco CA 94080. 415-5893313.
Denon DN-950FA CD cart player,
$695; Fidelipac CTR112 stereo ( 5),
$1250 ea plus shpg. B Lord, Lord
Bdctg, 13313 SE 208th St, Kent WA
98042. 206-631-2374. .
ITC RIP mono, $ 600; Audi- Cord
mono/play only, $250; ITC mono/play
only, $350; ITC stereo SP 969 play
only, $400. J Randall, John Randall
Broadcasting/Recording, 7276 Lakeside
Dr, Indianapolis IN 46278. 317-2990093.
BE 5300 PB triple deck, works, with
manual & connectors, mono single
tone, $800. B Oostenburg, KCKY, POB
6. Coolidge AZ Flei9913. 602-723-5448.

Repairs: $ 100 per deck + parts
Recondition: $ 150 per deck +
parts. Call Mark @ 619-598-3311
ITC triple deck play units (
2), one
record unit, less than 2yrs old, like new,
$5000/all. K Paul, WKXD, 259 SWillow
Ave, Cookeville TN 38501. 615-5286064.
Tapecaster 700P stereo player w/150
Hz decode, works fine w/manual, $ 100.
B Tidwell, WAFT, POB 338, Valdosta
GA 31603.
Audicord TDS Series dual deck stereo
play only w/connectors & manual, $300.
T Parks, WOWU, POB 592, Kankakee
IL 60901. 815-939-5089.
BE Dura-Trak 90 stereo cart player,
$1000/80. C Stalnaker, KDDK, POB 100,
Little Reek AR 72203. 501-372-7740.
Carousels, (4) 250s plus one RS-50
random selector, working when
removed, $400 plus pkg/ship. J
McAuley, KAPL, 10207 Ave R-12 East,
Littlerock CA 93543. 619-247-1111.

7
a

Great Prices on original
/ equipment tape heads
o,
o for ITC, BE, Fidelipac,

i
f'

Olas, Tascam & others!

_elm EIALI.

Electronics
(804) 974-6466 •

FAX 6450

Gates CPR-2, CAR- 2 stereo cart
machine (2) w/one external recording
amp, rack mount, BOr; Gates 6702,
6708 stereo cart machines (2) w/one
external recdg amp, gd cond, BO. P
Guello, KUWS, 1800 Grand Ave,
Superior WI 54880. 715-394-8187.
RC Delta players with tones & fast cue,
good condition, mono (4), $675; ITC
Delta recorder, good condition, mono,
$1100. K O'Malley, WTKR, 720 Boush
St, Norfolk VA 23510. 804-446-1328.
Tapecaster XP5 stereo PB w/new
heads, $500/130. J Bahr, WVIS, POB
487, Frederiksted, St Croix VI 00840.
809-773-2220.

Want To Sell
FTC 770 (6) R- R decks, excel cond, in
use, $450 or $2500/all. R Klotz, KCNC),
P013 3434, Lake Isabelle CA 93240.
619-379-5636.
Ampex 351 FT (3) unmounted w/book,
$200 ea/BO; Magnecord PT-6w/7.5 á
15 capstans, needs TLC w/book, BO;
Extension asir set to run 10.5" reels on
PT6, BO. D Carver, 107 S Main,
Brookfield MO 64628. 816-258-7458.
Tatum 58-0B, 1/2" 8-trk, mint cond,
low usage, +4and - 10 in/out, connects
for SMPTE lockup w/video, $3000.
Wirlwind Prod, 10356 W Warren Ave,
Dearborn MI 48126. 313-584-9201.
Nakamichl CRIA cass deck recently
gone through by Nakamichi, $ 178 + shpg.
P Trembley, 23915 Via Rosa Linda,
Valencia CA 91355. 805-254-5213.

Long Life
Tape Heads
One year warranty
Flat response or
±dB 35 Hz to 18 kHz

SEQUOIA

ELECTRONICS
4646 Houndshaven Way
San Jose, CA 95111

(408) 363 -1646
Telex Magnecord 1022 2-trk R/P & 4trk play w/rack, gd cond, $200 plus
shpg. W Martin, KZPX, HCR1 Box
286D, Merrifield MN 56465. 218-7653333.
Pioneer 1050 stereo R-R, RW 102 OL,
$300. J Randall, J Randall Bdctg/
Recdg, 7276 Lakeside Dr, Indianapolis
IN 46278. 317-299-0093.
Scully 280 mon R/P w/spare cards;
Ampex mono tube-type R/P for 350. C
Watkins, KLCE, Blackfoot, Idaho Falls
ID. 208-785-1400.
Ampex AIR- 800 4-trk R- R, needs
repair. BO. JHamill or T Rusk, KSSN,
POB 96, Little Rock AR 72203. 501227-9696.
Otan iARS-1000 ( 3) PB stereo, gd
cond, $500 ea; Revox PR-99 PB stereo,
$900. D Burton, WXCV, 9244 W Fort
Island Trail, Crystal River FL 34429.
904-795-9595.

CLEAN PATCH BAYS
NO DOWN TIME

Tapecaster X700 RP 8 700 RP, all in
gd cond, X7OORP O $495, 700RP
$395. A.D. Ishkanian, 804-752-6942.
BE 5300C tripledeck, stereo, PB, mint
less than 50 hours, BO. R Kaufman,
Pams Productions, POB 462247,
Garland TX 75046. 214-271-7625, after
3PM CDT.

Want To Buy
Audio, cntrl and tone cds for UMC cartridge PB's and R/P that nd repairs. 8
Hoisington, WKH Engr, 904-678-8943.
Tapecasters X7005 8 700 in poor condition. A.D. lshkanian, 804-752-6942.

CASSETTE & R-R
RECORDERS
STUDER SERVICE
SPECIALIST
Thousands Serviced • Unbeatable Rates
Precision Capstan Resurfacing

Audio Advantage
Tel (615)742.3834
FAX (615)2548826
PRICE-QUALITY-SERVICE
¿el Us Prove It

Otari MX- 5050 8 Irk, low hrs, vgc
w/cables & all manuals, $ 1500/130 plus
S/H. S Mahaffey, Mahaf Prod, 3592 N
Delsea dr * 12, Vineland NJ 08360. 609692-3439.

Telex Copier 18 Copier 2, mono cassette, 16 speed, $ 150. P Russell,
Bowdoin College, Sills Hall, Brunswick
ME 04011. 207-725-3066.

Otan 1000 (2), mint cond, $500 ea/130.
J Kesler, WOBZ TV, PUB 220,
Livingston KY 40445. 606-843-2209.

Metrotech/Scully 400L 4- Irk logger
w/rec amp/monitor, $ 125. G Hoppe,
WVAL, 1010 2nd St N, Sauk Rapids
MN 56379. 612-252-6200.Ampex-440C

MCI al-110B reel, play only, low chassis, (2) BO; MCI JH-110B reel, R/P, low
chassis, (2) BO; MCI JH-1108 reel, play
only, tall chasis (2). BO; Ampex 2 irk
ATA100, BO; inovonics electronics for
mono repro, $200; Otan MX505013011
thy 4 Irk, excel cond, $ 2000. C
Scherer, WDOK, One Radio Ln,
Cleveland OH 44114. 216-696-0123.

EMPLOYMENT
To place ads in this section, use the ActionGram form. To respond to box numbers
write Radio World, PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041. Attn:
POSMONS WANTED
Broadcaster w/20 yrs exper seeks
announcing in TX, MO, KS, AR, OK,
call after 5PM. 501-337-7218.
Available now, Guff Coast, music format experienced, affordable air/production/promotions/audio engineering,
deep voice, good appearance, single,
references. Steve, 806-385-3888.
CE w/10 yrs seasoning in all aspects of
AM & FM, studios, xmtrs, production &
air w/can do attitude, excel references.
804-971-9973.
Ownership Is goal, until then let me
prove myself as your GM. BS in mktg,
14 yrs sales/mgmt expereince with
major markets. Gene, 912-985-2057
eves EST.
CE w/big prod voice, over 15 yrs
hands-on engr exper seeks CE position
w/prod or air shift in acompetitive top
100 market. G Morgan, 704-563-8676.
Nine Years audio production
w/sernester on-air seeking pos, will relocate, all offers considered. Andrew,
2529 W Cactus # 3351, Phoenix AZ
85029. 602-331-3096.

HELP WANTED
SALES ENGINEER for growing manufacturer. Only applicants with AM
Radio/TV transmitting and sales experience considered. Excellent salary and
commission. Resumes and salary history to Human Resources, PO Box 8026,
Greenville NC 27835.

WGNI-WMNX
seeks a chief engineer for

GM for Florida medium or large market, 29 years exper in sales, programming & engineering, turnarounds or
start ups, avail immed. 813-849-3477.
Exper PD/GM with impressive 20 year
track record, successful programming
background with start-ups & turnarounds. WHB/KSLQ/ /*WTNT/WEJT/
Cromwell Group. Chip Douglas Mosley,
217-774-2956.
Trained individual seeks entry-level
employment in radio, willing to relocate,
not afraid of hard work & willing to start
out on ground floor. Doug, 405-5276066.

Are you looking for someone with several years experience in on/off air
prod/promo/t raffic/computer automated
programming, then call Meg. 603-4347928.
Bright, energetic hardworker eager to
start at your rock, C&W or news- talk
station in any capacity, will relocate.
Jason, 405-364-2535.

HELP WANTED
Program Director/Coordinator. For
radio prod house focusing on West
Indian format, develop, write á research
proposals for radio programs. Determine
feasibility, length & time of bdcts. Select
specific topics according to stations's
program needs. Originate, coordinate &
approve ideas for new int'l features.
Confer w/station directors to purchase
programming & solve prod problems.
Utilize knowledge in preparing spec features for the West Indian community.
Supervise seven employees. Must have
ms. in Mass Comm +2yrs. exp. in job
or 2yrs exp. as Producer/Director. Must
have writing & comm skills. Exp. must
include prod of specific West Indian features. $24.045/year. 40 hrs/wk. M- F
9AM-5PM. Send resume to Job Service
of Florida, 2660 W. Oakland Pk.
Boulevard, St. Lauderdale, FL. 333111347. Attn: Job Order eFL 0883145.

BROADCAST

(2) 100 KW FM's in Coastal
Wilmington, North Carolina.

Experienced radio personality seeks
FT position, 8 yrs as DJ & reporter,
team player, nice guy, nice voice, solo
or sidekick, NE or SE. Peter, 349
Franklin Rd, Denville NJ 07834. 201361-1634.

FIRST CLASS ENGINEER
Must have experience in AM, FM.
Microwave, Satellite & current FCC
rules er regs. Send resume and
salary requirements to:
Philip RobIllard-WYLD Radio
2228 Gravier St.
New Orleans, LA 70119.
Colonial Broadcasting is accepting
applications for asst engineer. Candidates must have bdct technical exper or
related electronic training. Knowledge of
computers desirable. Send resume:
WLWI AM/FM, Larry Wilkins/ POB 499,
Montgomery, AL 36103-4999. Phone
number 205-240-9274.
Chelf
Engineer/CHR
morning
announcer wanted. Rocky Mountain,
University city Combo. 801-752-5141.
Four Seasons Communications,

EMPLOYMENT
WEEKLY

located in suburban Washington, DC, is seeking a qualified
Chief Engineer for its Richmond,

Minimum 10 years hands-on

New professional positions in

Virginia stand alone FM, WMXB.

experience, S.B.E. Certific-

the broadcast industry avail-

The successful candidate will

ation is a PLUS... Experience

able weekly from coast to

with state of the art analog

coast. Stations report job

have strong FM transmitter &
studio maintenance skills & good

and digital equipment and
high-powered Continental

announcements to us daily

communications skills. He or she

from

and Harris transmitters.

Information is updated week-

will be self- motivated & handson; in short, a results- oriented

VERTIGO BURNISHERS AND INJECTORS
RESTORE ORIGINAL PERFORMANCE
TO YOUR PATCH BAYS

Computer literate and able

ly & available to you fresh.

to upgrade studios to total

No more

calls and

$34.95 Ea.

community, and a VERY

large phone bills

to find out

VERTIGO RECORDING SERVICES
17115 Magnolia Eevd. 016
818-907-5161
Northeody»trod, CA 91607 ear 8187E43763

resume and references to:

Spotmaster 505/BS stereo R/P lever
type wlnew heads, $850/130. J Bahr,
WVIS, POB 487, Frederiksted, St Croix
VI 00840. 809-773-2220.
Pacific Recorder Micro-Maxx, with
standard heads & speeds, rack-mountable metal casing, manuals & power
cords, like new, $ 1500/pair. K Rosato,
Sound Broadcasting. 914-645-1626.
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Infonics 200 Series cassette duplicator, reel master, 7" or 10" reels, excel
cond. $500; Kipps 8chnl head stack,
very little use, some cables shortened,
$100; MCI JH5 solid state electr w/builtin sync (8) w/all cables & pwr supply,
$100 ea. T Boddie, Boddie Recdg,
12202 Union Ave, Cleveland OH 44105.
216-752-3440.
Scully 280B 4Irk 1/2" servo motor, var
speed 7.5-15 ips, $ 1050; Teac 58x4x2
mixer, $ 795 or both for $ 1600. A
Graves, Graves Recdg Svc, POB 5469,
Eugene OR 97405. 503-345-3991.
Otani MX 5050 MK- III- 8 excel cond
w/cables & roll-around stand, $2995. S
St John, St John Prod, POB 641448,
Kenner LA 70064. 504-464-8881.
Ampex 602 mono w/622 speaker/amp,
$350; Ampex 351-2 stereo 7.5-15 ips,
new heads, $ 950. A Graves, Graves
Recdg Svc, POB 5469, Eugene OR
97405. 503-345-3991.
Otani MX 5050 FT, gd cond, remote,
manual, $650 plus shpg. J Rudisill,
Audio Independence, POB 748, Aptos
CA 95001. 408-684-0605.

digital in the future. Great
STABLE company. Send
Terry Jordan
Director of Engineering
Cape Fear Broadcasting Co.
PO Box 35297
Fayetteville, NC 28303-5297.
EOE

all

departments.

who's hiring. Radio stations
84 job seekers leave job opening 8r job wanted info FREE!
Call for more info.

engineer. FCC General Class
Radiotelephone Permit or SBE
Certification preferred. If you
want to be part of a thriving
team, & work in awell-equipped
radio station, send your resumé
& salary requirements to:

1-800-922-JOBS.

Chip Fetrow
Director of Engineering. WXTR

'We take the hassle out of your
career moves!' Local Better

Marlow Heights, MD 20746

Business Bureau participant!

5210 Auth Road
or FAX to 301-899-6011. WE.

ABOUT OUR EMPLOYMENT SECTION
HELP WANTED: Any company or station can run " Help Wanted" ads for
$1.50/word or buy adisplay box for $55/column inch. Payment must accompany insert, use your MasterCard or VISA; there will be no invoicing. Blind
box numbers will be provided at an extra charge of $ 10. Responses will be
forwarded to listee, unopened, upon receipt. Call 800-336-3045 for details.
POSITIONS WANTED: Any individual can run a " Position Wanted" ad, FREE of
charge (25 words max), and it will appear in the following 2 issues of Radio
World. Contact information will be provided, but if ablind box number is
required, there is a $ 10 fee which must be paid with the listing (
there will
be no invoicing). Responses will be forwarded to the listee, unopened.
Mail to: BROADCAST EQUIPMENT EXCHANGE
PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA 22041
Attn: Simone Mullins

EE
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CASSETTE 6« R-R...WTS
2 trk w/rec elect, low hrs after rebuild
w/manual, $450; Ampex 350 2trk play
w/tube elect, $ 150, lnovonics avail at
$50 ea; Schafer RPU-8 25 Hz encoder
& remote control for Ampex 440 w/manual, $75. B Tidwell, WAFT, POB 338,
Valdosta GA 31603.
Ampex 350, excel cond; Crown 800,
7.5 & 15 ips. excel cond; Uher 4400 3
speed, gd cond; Roberts recorder 3.75
& 7.5 ips plus 8-trk R/P, dual R/P in
both modes. F Reagan, Special Bdct
Srvs, 203 Westville Ave Ext, Danbury
CT 06811. 203-743-7433.
Marantz field recorder, van-speed, ball
operated AC/DC, rarely used, $200. R
Edwards, Spinner. 1750-30th St #222,
Boulder CO 80301. 719-630-1452.

REVOX PARTS/SERVICE
Cassette-CD-Open reel
Rebuilt A77s, $800
Capstan resurfacing, ALL BRANDS.

JM TECHNICAL ARTS

Ampex 440 B 1/2" 4-track in original
console, exc cond. $ 1350. M Tait. Tait
Recording Svc, 1347 S Capitol St SW,
Washington DC 20003. 202-488-3905.
Recorder heads, used Scully mono & 2
trk, $25-50. ATR100's, 3M M79-16 &
8's, Otan 1/2" 8Irks, $495. W Gunn,
619-320-0728.
Want To Buy
Revox PR99 prefer MKII or Ill, must be
in gd cond. D Koehn. KKPR, 403 E25th
St, Keamey NE 68847. 308-236-9900.
Scully ' 100' recorders, record/play
amplifiers, 8, 16, 24 track heads.
Sequoia Electronics, 4646 Houndshaven Way, San Jose CA 95111. 408363-1646.
Need extender cord for Magnecord
1021-1022 or 1024. C Smith, KREK, POB
1280, Bnstow OK 74010. 918-367-5501.
Ampex ATR100 taperecorders for
parts. Circuit cards, heads, motors,
machine parts, or electronic parts. Call
818-907-5161.

30 Music Sq. W. # 156
Nashville, TN 37203 (615) 244-6892
Ampex 350/440 parts transport & electronics parts, some new, most used, in
super condition, motors, headstacks,
guides, etc, also parts for Scully 280s &
complete lnovonics electronics for 350s
& 440s, all reasonably priced; Ampex
MM 1100 16-trk 15/30 ips in superb
cond, very little use, heads gd, all electronics have been checked out, has
updates, counter, MDA fans, AC stabilizer card, mods, BO; Scully 280 1/2" 4-trk,
vgc, 71/2/15 ips, $750. 415-469-0136.

CD's/PLAYERS
Want To Sell
Magnavox 16 bit dual DIA convert CD
players ( 2), $ 100 ea. J Randall, J
Randall Bdctg/Recdg, 7276 Lakeside
Dr, Indianapolis IN 46278. 317-2990093.

COMPUTERS
Want To Sell

Tascam 38 1/2" 8-trk open reel
machine w/8 chnls of dbx Type I
encode/decode NR. $ 1500, w/o dbx,
$1300. P Cibley, Cibley Music, 138 E
38 St, NY NY 10016. 212-986-2219.

Heathkit H-89, $60; Texas Instruments
700 printer, $50. T Wortmann, WJAG,
309 Broasel, Norfolk NC 68701. 402371-0780.

Tascam 428 (
6) R/R w/rollaround
frames; ( 3) Otani MX5050 B11, ( 6)
Dynamax CRT- 10 cart machines; (2)
Tascam T-2640MS cassette duplicator
& slave; ( 3) Dynamax ESD-10 eraser
splice- finder, BO. J Phillips, WZOM,
414 Washington Ave, Defiance OH
43512. 419-782-8591.

NEC P6 24 pin dot matrix printer w/8
internal fonts & 5new unused ribbons,
$125. PCibley, Cibley Music, 138 E38
St, NY NY 10016. 212-986-2219.

Otan iMark II- IV 1/2" 4- track, multitrack, mint, less than 50 hours, BO. R
Kaufman, Pams Prods, POB 462247,
Garland TX 75046. 214-271-7625, after
3PM CDT.

CONSOLES

16 trk 2", $3450; Otan 1" 8trk, $2450;
5050 III- 8, $ 1950; Ampex ATR800
mono, $ 750; Tascam 25-2, $ 750;
Tascam 52 mint, $ 1200; MCI Locator
Ill, $ 1195; Ampex AG350 solid st electr,
$100/ch. W Gunn, 619-320-0728.
Scully 280 1/2" 4-trk. D Nelson, 619758-0888.

Want To Buy

Amstrad PCW-9512 word processors
(2), $ 150 ea G Arroyo, 407-830-0800.

Want To Sell
Ramko DC5AR 5 channel mixers, 14
available, very good condition, $225
each. 916-334-9449.
GE 8- pot mono tube type, huge;
McMartin BR-400 4- pot mono remote
mixer; McMartin B-502 stereo console;
Sparta AS-30 5-pot stereo console. C
Watkins, KLCE, Blackfoot, Idaho Falls
ID. 208-785-1400.

Gates M5133 Gateway console,
$100/E30. C Creager Sr, WTBI, POB
837, Pickens SC 29671. 803-878-0348.
Radio Systems RS12 (
2), excel cond
w/preamps & wiring, $3000 ea plus
shpg; McMartin 8502 5-chnl stereo mixing console/news board, $ 450. J
Randall, John Randall Bdctg/Recdg,
7276 Lakeside Dr, Indianapolis IN
46278. 317-299-0093.
Ramko DC- 55 5 chnl stereo mixer
board, 2 inputs per mixer except # 5
which offers 5 inputs, $350. KSUE,
3015 Johnstonville Rd, Susanville CA
96130. 916-257-2121.
Tascam M-30 8x4 w/submix, gd cond,
$425. G Kintz, WLGI, Rt 2 Box 69,
Hemingway SC 29554.
Allen á Heath Scepter rackmount console, 12x20x2x1, sweep ED, high quality rackmount w/many features,
$1700/B0. M Ravain, Trinity Christian
Music Ministries, POB 2479, Flagler
Beach FL 32136. 904-439-3671.
Collins 212P-2 8 mixer audio console
service manual & parts. L Douglas,
KKPC, 900 W Orman, Pueblo CO
81004. 719-549-3472.
Pacific Recorders CI-2, TI-2, TT-3console interface units, stereo carts (2) 3
inputs ea, stereo reels (2) one input ea &
TT, 2 inputs, $ 150 ea/$600 all/BO. C
Gulielmetti, Edgewater Co, 232 C St, S
San Francisco CA 94080. 415-589-3313.
Sparta A-15 mono 5 pot board
wiremote type DJ set up, space for
board & 2TT's, $200. B Oostenburg,
KCKY, POB 6, Coolidge AZ 85228.
602-723-5448.
Altec 1567A mixer, exc cond, $ 75;
RCA BC-3C 8 pot mono, needs work
with book, $200180; Gatesway (2) 8pot
mono, both need work with book, $200
ea/BO; Harris Ambassador 5pot mono,
meter missing, otherwise appears OK,
$200/B0. D Carver, 107 S Main,
Brookfield MO 64628. 816-258-7458.
Shure FP-32 stereo location mixer, 3
pannable balanced mic or line inputs, 2
stereo outputs, tone gen, lo-cut filters, lit
VU meters, slate mic, AB pwr & modified
for 48V phantom pwrg, reliable, ball
pwrd & suitable for ENG, EFP & radio
remotes, $625. D Brown, 813-895-9595.

Ampex AM- 10 mixers ( 2). Kinura
Records, Box 660236, Miami Springs
FL 33166. 305-887-5329.

Call Simone Mullins, Classified Ad Manager, to
reserve space in the next issue. Use your credit card
to pay, we now accept VISA and MASTERCARD.

flacJim Werld.
5827 Columbia Pike, 3rd Floor
Falls Church, VA 22041
Select from these categories for best ad positioning:
Consoles
Disco- Pro Sound Equip.
Financial Services
Leasing
Limiters
Microphones
Miscellaneous
Monitors
Receivers & Transceivers
Remote & Microwave Equip.
Satellite Equipment

Software
Stations
Stereo Generators
Tapes, Carts & Reels
Tax Deductable Equipment
Test Equipment
Transmitter/Exciters
Tubes
Turntables
Positions Wanted
Help Wanted

Classified Advertising Rates Effective January 1, 1993
1x
1-9 col inch (per inch)
10-19 col inch ( per inch)
Distributor Directory
Professional Card
Classified Line Ad
Blind Box Ad

$55

50
90
60

6x
3x
53
50
48
45
85
80
55
50
$1.50 per word
$10 additional

Radio Shack Realistic DJ mixer, 8
inputs. 4 outputs, great for beginner
musicians, $ 70 plus shpg. D Pulwers.
Dave's Price Audio Prod, 310 N Howard
St # 103, Alexandria VA 22304. 703751-9346.
Ramko 5-chnl stereo mixer brd
Mo#Dc-55, 2inputs per mixer except # 5
which offers 5 inputs, $ 325. R
Chambers, 916-257-2121.
LP8 Signature II S-20 30 inputs,
stereo, 10-chnl former air board,
upgraded studio, works great, BO. K
Lincoln, WIZN, POB 1067, Burlington
VT 05402. 802-860-2440.
BE 8- M100- A 8chnl. 16 input board,
very clean, never on-air, used in off-line
video edit suite w/manual, $ 800. A
Dunkin, WAGA TV, 1551 Briarcliff Rd
Atlanta GA 30306. 404-491-0580.

Micro Trek mobile dual turntable unit
remote console with 2 Flussco Studio
Pro Mdl Bturntables, Micro Trak 64558
console, mono 5 pot, 8 input, fold out
legs with equipment shelf, $ 300. G
Hoppe. WVAL, 1010 2nd St N, Sauk
Rapids MN 56379. 612-252-6200.
UREI 539 1/3 oct EC), (4), $395/each;
dbx 20/20 real time analyzer/automatic
equalizer, new, $595; UREI 815C studio
monitors, 3woofers per cabinet, new,
$3500. Rick, Super Duper Audio
Duplicating, 503-228-2222.
Want To Buy
Speakers needed, Altec, Tannoy, JBL.
John, 708-391-8828.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

ASI M52C w/15 inputs, 4 outputs, plus
2 lines & two speaker outputs. F
Reagan, Special Bdct Srvs, 203
Westville Ave Ext, Danbury CT 06811.
743-7433,

RADIO EQUIPMENT
• Easy to qualdy
• Flyed rate. long-term
leases
•My new or used equipment 8 computer)!
• 100% financing. no
down payment
• No financials required
under 850.000
• References available

Harris Stereo 80 solid state audio 8
mixer, 11 inputs w/tech manual &
matching shelf, $900. J Hall, WNDA,
2407 9th Ave SW, Huntsville AL 35805.
205-539-9643.
BE 45-50 stereo 4 console, 12 input,
just removed from service, $ 400. T
Parks, WOWU, POB 592, Kankakee IL
60901. 815-939-5089.
Consoles, $500 & up. Call Marl( at 619758-0888.
Want To Buy

12x
45
40
75
45

To compute ad costs: Multiply the number of ad inches (columns xinches) by the desired
rate schedule for your per unit cost. Example: a3" ad at the lx rate is $ 165, at the 3x rate
$159, at the 6x rate $ 150, at the 12x rate $ 147, etc.

EV Delta- Max 15 concert speakers
(pair) w/controller, mint cond,
$3000/B0. M Ravain, Trinity Christian
Music Ministries, POE3 2479, Flagler
Beach FL 32136. 904-439-3671.
dbx 150 Type INR, 2chnl, good condition. $ 150/B0. J Rudisill, Audio
Independence, POB 746, Aptos CA
95001. 408-684-0605.

dbx 164 stereo one knob limiter, $ 150.
T Parks, WOWU, POB 592, Kankakee
IL 60901. 815-939-5089.
Orban 8000A Optimod, good condition,
BO. PGuello, KUWS, 1800 Grand Ave,
Superior WI 54880. 715-394-8187.
Aphex 250 type III aural exciter, new
condition, ' 93 mdl, all papers, invoice,
manual etc, original carton, $695. J
Masters Ying, Ariel, 140A Bellevue
Ave #5, Newport RI 02840. 401-8469743,
Want To Buy

Compression limiting device for lw
pwr AM mono travelers info radio service in useable condition. 813-9336009

414-482-2638
Extender card for Harris MSP 100 servicing needed urgently; also looking for
FM limiter modules for same. JFink,
WLAD, 198 Main St, Danbury CT
06810. 203-792-4266.

MICROPHONES
EXCHANGE
NATIONAL
FUNDING

Harris M-90 or Auditronics 110 series
console w/wo studio cabinetry & patching capability, will pick-up, any comb of
modules considered. D Doelitzsch,
WDDD, Marion IL. 618-997-8123.

DISCO & SOUND
EQUIPMENT

Gates M6467 stereo top end limiter,
great condition, $ 200 plus UPS. G
Kirby, Gray Fox Video, 13613 US 36,
Marysville OH 43040. 614-261-8871.

BUY- SELL- TRADE
OPTIMOD 8000 8t 8100

Call Mark Wilson
(800) 275-0185

Manual for Ramsa WR-8616 audio
mixer. J LaMond, WYRK, 500 Rand
Bldg, Buffalo NY 14203. 716-852-7444.

Arrakis 10 to 12 channel slider console,
must be in good condition. D Koehn,
KKPR, 403 E 25th St, Kearney NE
68847. 308-236-9900.

1993

Composite clipper, any make. BLadd,
WNFiP. 108-1/2 E Main, Bellevue OH
44811. 419-483-2511.

Use Our Experience
For Your Business

LEASING AVAILABLE
SALE/LEASE BACKS, Sell your equipment to Carpenter for CASH. Carpenter
LEASES your equipment back to you.
You WRITE OFF the monthly payments
and put the CASH to work. Carpenter &
Associates, Voice 501-868-5023 Fax
501-868-5401.

Want To Sell
Pacific Recorders LS- 4 audio
mixedswitcher; Pacific Recorders LS- 10
monitor switcher, cue amplifier; ( 8)
Audiometrics stereo distribution amplifier, 8x2 or 16x1, BO. JPhillips, WZOM,
414 Washington Ave, Defiance OH
43512. 419-782-8591.

PHONE: 703-998-7600 FAX: 703-998-2966

Acoustics
Amplifiers
Antennas & Towers & Cables
Audio Production (Other)
Brokers
Business Opportunities
Cart Machines
Cassette & R- R Recorders
CD Players
Computers

September 8,

SPACE AVAILABLE
Comm FM has space to lease on
own 300' tower. 24 hr emerg.
power, security, limited access.
comp. rates, # 1location for your
paging system, two-way/RPTR
operation. For sight info/pricing
while prime while space is still
available.
Call A. Wasilewski, Yakima WA

Lexicon 224 reverb version 4.4, perfect shape, $ 1875; Sennheiser Infrared
Stereo wireless headphones & xmtr,
$225. Rick, Super Duper Audio
Duplicating, 503-228-2222.

509-248-1460
LIMITERS

Fostex 3180 stereo reverb unit, rack
mtable, 3sec delay time, 24 MS, predelay time, will swap for UREI Cooper
Time Cube Mdl 920-16. J Roper,
Imperial Sound, 383 N Studio St, Terre
Haute IN 47803. 617-877-2663.

Air Corp Pro Announcer 500 mic compressor/EC), exc cond, $ 450/80. M
Osborne, WKSO, POB 9494, Ellsworth
ME 04605. 207-667-7573.

Excel quality mobile DJ syst incl JBL,
Crest, Technics gear, plus music, call for
equip list. JHunter, KBRE, POB 858,
Cedar City UT 84720. 801-586-5273.

Harris/Gates M-6543 FM mono limiter
w/manual, $75. T Rosen, KBCC, 1129
Acacia Ave, Bakersfield CA 93305. 805871-6094.

Want To Sell
EV RE 10, $100; Audio Technica AT
802, $ 100; (3) mic stands, $20 ea. J
Randall, John Randall Broadcasting/Recording, 7276 Lakeside Dr,
Indianapolis IN 46278. 317-299-0093.
Neumann U-89's (
2) with shock mts,
cases, mint condition. $ 3000/pr or
$1600 ea. Whirlwind Prod, 10356 W
Warren Ave, Dearborn MI 48126. 313584-9201.
EV DS 35; ( 2) EV RE 16; EV RE 20;
Shure SM-5B studio, $ 150 ea or
$600/all or BO. R Edwards, Spinner,
1750-30th St #222, Boulder CO 80301.
719-630-1452.
Altec mica (
2) with power supplies. F
Reagan, Special Broadcast Services,
203 Westville Ave Ext, Danbury CT
06811. 743-7433.
AKG 451-E (
2) w/batt supply; (2) AKG
C-60 w/AC supply. Kinura Records, Box
660236. Miami Springs FL 33166. 305887-5329.
Audio Technica 811 bi-directional mic,
new, BO; Gitzo 14' fishpole. internally
wired with AT mic mount, Best Offer; I
Raider, Raider Productions, 1006
Stoneham Dr, W Chester PA 19382.
215-889-9565.

Want To Sell
Sennheiser 441, new w/all papers &
response curves, $450. R Payne, 313786-1767.
AKG 414's, $695, original D12 like the
Beatles used, $ 295, Sony ECM54,
$150, Beyer M500 like new. $ 300.
Demeter 4-channel tube DI rack mt like
new, $875. W Gunn, 619-320-0728.

DISTRIBUTOR DIRECTORY
The following distributors serving the broadcast industry would be glad to
help you with any of your requirements.

... Canada, the Caribbean,
Shannon to Shanghai, the
dynamite Fifty ...

RADIO! The beat goes on!

CORNELL-DUBILIER
MICA CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

JENNINGS VACUUM
CAPACITORS
FROM STOCK

CROUSE-KIMZEY
OF ANNAPOLIS
tops

in

broadcast equipment

1-800-955-6800
ask for Kathleen

JENNINGS VACUUM
RELAYS

SURCOM ASSOCIATES
221 5Faraday Ave., Suite A
Carlsbad, California 92008
(619) 438-4420

BEE

September 8, 1993

MICROPHONES...VI/TS

Want To Buy

ComDial solid-state telephone syst,
perfect for RF environ, 4 wire analog
syst w/plenty of bells & whistles, 5yrs
old, great cond, cap of 24 extensions x8
lines, 17 extensions currently, interfaces
easily to bdct, $2000. D Doelitzsch,
WDDD, Mahon IL. 618-997-8123.

Mics needed, AKG, Shure. John, 708391-8828.

WRIE101

Gefell Neumann UM57 tube mics, New
capsules for SM2 & many others, New
AC701 tubes for Neumann mics, $275.
W Gunn, 619-320-0728.

CBS or NBC call- hr plate & antique
floor mic stand for RCA 44 mic. M
Harrington, POB 7619, Little Rock AR
72217. 501-223-9056.
77-DX's, 44-BX's, KU-3A's On- Air
lights. Top price paid. Fast response. Bill
Bryant Mgmt, 2601 Hillsboro Rd, G12,
Nashville TN 37212. 615-269-6131.
RCA 77DXs/4413Xs ribbon, chrome/TV
grey, gd cond, BO. R Kaufman, Pams
Prods, POB 462247, Garland TX
75046. 214-271-7625, after 3PM CDT.

MISCELLANEOUS
Want To Sell
Anvil rack cases (
1) 16 space 18"
deep, $ 250; ( 2) 5 space 14" deep,
$135. G Kintz, WLGI, Rt 2 Box 69,
Hemingway SC 29554.
Kay Industries T-10,000 phase master,
1in at 230, 3 out at 230, $ 1500. R
Allen, KLAD, POB 339, Klamath Falls
OR 97601. 503-882-8833.
Rotron Blowers for Elcom,
Harris, CCA, CSI, McMartin, rebuilt
& new. Goodrich Enterprises Inc.
11435 Monderson St Ornoho, NE 68164
402 493 1886 FAX 402 493 6821

Dictaphone Time- Master 116300
w/smashed mic; Dictaphone TimeMaster 116025 trans w/pedal. C
Watkins, KLCE, Blackfoot, Idaho Falls
ID. 208-785-1400.

COULD BE YOURS
RED hot... RED letter...
RED tag sales...
RED carpet... etc, etc.

Altec 15095 input transformers,
150/600 ohm inputs, 15 Kohm outputs,
8 pin octal base, ( 4), $ 15/ea; Altec
1579A RIAA equalized solid state amp
for magnetic phono pickup, input 47K
ohm output 600 ohm sensitivity 5 mV
for 70 mV @ 1kHz, power 12V It 11
mA, 5 pin octal base, $25. S Lawson,
KAK Prod, 928 Hyland Dr, Santa Rosa
CA 95404. 707-528-4055.
Clark Cortez motor & travel studio. F
Reagan, Special Bdct Srvs, 203 Westville
Ave Ext, Danbury CT 06811. 743-7433.

To get ' em first call WRED, INC.
(419) 837-9696
Superior Electric Stabaline pwr conditioner, handles up tO 8amps, $ 135, JBL
ceiling spkrs, housing & volume controls
(2). 433 ea; Lit Miss Moffat 48 volt phantom pwr sply (2), $22 ea; 11 1/4' long
fris patch cords, various Igths, $4ea; (2)
6' rk rails + other sizes, all items + shpg.
B Lord, Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE 208th St,
Kent WA 98042. 206-631-2374.
Switch, 3 pole enclosed, 400 amp (3),
gd cond, $ 100 ea/80, RCA equip racks
(3) 6', gd cond; WE 50B recorder coupler, appears OK; relay ( 12) P&B
KRP11AN, 2 pole, double throw, coil
120 VAC, octal base, unused, $2.50
ea/BO; Relay ( 12) P&B KRP14AG, 3
pole, double throw, coil 120 VAC, 11 pin
octal style base, unused, $2.50 ea/B0.
D Carver, 107 S Main, Brookfield MO
64628. 816-258-7458.
Switchcraft 36 point balanced patch
bay. T Parks, WOWU, POB 592,
Kankakee IL 60901. 815-939-5089.
R-R racks (2) to tit aOtan MX 5050, gd
cond w/wheels, $200/80. J Roberts,
Illinois News Network, 430 W Ene #505,
Chicago IL 60610. 312-943-6363.
Radio sales training tapes, 30 topics
covered on 16 VHS tapes, exc cond, current, $2500. RTrumbo, 800-397-4146.

Power Transformers, 440VAC/
220VAC, 3 phase, 50 and 75 KVA,
$1500 each. 800-833-6629.
INVENTORY REDUCTION SALE!
Over 500 Item list (fax or mail). Call
Mark at 619-758-0888.
ESE MasterClock w/WWV rcvr; ( 7)
analog slave clock displays, (4) ESE
digital slave clock displays; (2) S2 position Switchcraft patch bays, BO; ( 4)
Valley 400 mic processors; ( 3) Cones
UM-33 monitor switchers; dbx 160X
compressor-limiter; Orban 672A equalizer, BO. J Phillips, WZOM, 414
Washington Ave, Defiance OH 43512.
419-782-8591.

Pre-50's Bell System bakelite or metal
telephones & ringer boxes. JNewman,
Box 1211, Newport RI 02840. 401-847(1455.
45 RPM record shucks ( protective
sleeves). C Frodsham, KVSV, POB 7, E
Highway 24, Beloit KS 67420. 913-7382206.
Radio transformers by Chicago, UTC,
Triad, Peerless, Freed, Sola, send list. J
Gangwer, 942 32nd St, Richmond CA
94804. 415-644-2363.

Installation &

Maintenance

AM/FM Broadmast, TV

Microwave Systems,
Antennas & Towers

T
OWER COMM
Communications Specialists
6017 Triangle lu

Ben Wall
President
,;oll

526891

Raleigh. NC 27613
(
919)781 3496
F
ax (9191781 8
45
4

REMOTE EQUIPMENT
RENTALS
COMREX and GENTNER
1, 2 & 3- Line Extender Systems
Now With The New GENTNER EFT-3100
MART; VHF/UHF RPU Systems
Switched- 56 Systems
Call or FAX Dwight Weller
WELLER AUDIO-VISUAL ENGINEERING
Baltimore, MD
Phone: ( 410 or 800) 252-8351
FAX: ( 410) 252-4261

W. LEE SIMMONS
& ASSOC., INC.

REPAIRING, PAINTING
AND MAINTENANCE

RADIO,

A

TWO-WAY, T.V. TOWERS

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
5 Gracetield Road

CONTRACTORS

Hilton Head Is., SC 29928

FULLY INSURED FOR YOUR PROTECTION

1-800-277-5417
803-785-4445
FAX: 803-842-3371

HIGHLEY

713-482-6105

•

3722 ROMA
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77080

TRUCTIOW
TING

6 Mo. Labor & Parts Warranty

Want To Sell

Reading Service / Ethnic / Data
Professional, Portable, Table

TFT 760 EBS system w/AM rcvr, works
but needs work, $250/80. D Carver,
107 S Main, Brookfield MO 64628. 816258-7458,

DAYTON INDUSTRIAL CORP.
(Manufacturer)
4411 Bee Ridge Rd. 4319
Sarasota, Fl. 34233
Tel: 813 378 5425 FAX: 3390

McMartin TBM-3000A freq mon, needs
neons, $50. BTidwell, WAFT, POB 338
Valdosta GA 31603.

Sony SRF-Al AM stereo Walkman,
new, several left, $89. C Fox, WOLF,
4853 Manor Hill Dr, Syracuse NY
13215. 315-468-0908.

Harris AM stereo STM-1 mod monitor,
lk new, BO. JBainc, KKMO, POB 1277,
Tacoma WA 98401. 206-922-3345.

AM STEREO RECEIVERS

Beier RF amp tuned to 106.1 MHz to
drive Balar FMM1 & FMM2 monitors,
$400. J Bahr, WVIS, POB 487,
Frederiksted, St Croix VI 00840. 809773-2220.

Colo Mag Satcue 400 with fan out
card, $ 350. D Koehn. KKPR, 403 E
25th St, Kearney NE 68847. 308-2369900.

COMREX
RENTALS
1, 2 and 3-Line Extenders
Switched 56 Systems
Call Steve Kirsch for details
Silver Lake Audio
(516)623-6114

McMartin TINA-4500A FM stereo mod
mon, BO. PGuello, KUWS, 1800 Grand
Ave, Superior WI 54880. 715-394-8187.

914 ' is Penal-M. . Elmer, Awe

RRADCO

Phone/FAX 708-5 I3- 1386

Onkyo T-33 AM/FM tuner w/memory &
8 presets, $ 90/80. J Rudisill, Audio
Independence, POB 746, Aptos CA
95001. 408-684-0605.
Professional SCA demod card With
excellent crosstalk rejection, $ 20,
Superadlo DI with SCA. t95, performance guaranteed 1-800-944-0630.

AM modulation monitor, used, but in gd
wrkg order; studio xmtr link, mono or
composite 2-chnl st. R Chambers, 916257-2121.
McMartin (buy & sell) any model. C
Goodrich, 11435 Manderson, Omaha
NE 68164. 402-493-1886 or fax 402493-6821.

ROHN P.O
Peor
ia. Illinoss

Marti RPT 40 dual frequency; TFT
7610; Moseley TCS-2. D Nelson, 619758-0888.

RENTALS
RENTALS
RENTALS

COMREX
3- line extender

Want To Buy
Marti SCG-10 92 kHz sub-carrier generator, SCD-10 92 kHz sub- carrier
demodulator. R Rynders, Columbia
School of Broadcasting, 613 fourth St,
#203, Santa Rosa CA 45404. 707-5767542.

PH: (
309) 697-4400
FAX: ( 309) 697-5612

Frank Grundstein
Audio/Video

215-642-0978

Sine Systems dial- up remote control, in
box, never used, $ 1200; Belar stereo
monitor, RF amp, FMM2, FMMS,
$2500. R Michaels, 806-355-1187.

MULLANEY ENGINEERING, INC.
*Design & Optimization of

Two Skyline Place, Suite 800
5203 Leesburg Pike
Falls Church VA 22041
(703) 824-5660

1306 W. County Road. F,
St. Paul, MN 55112
(612)631-1338 •
Member AFCCE•

FAX: 703-824-5672
Member AFCCE

GOODRICH
enterprises, inc.
Parts and technical service for all

Ir 1-800-255-2632

Omaha, Nebraska 68184 U.S.A.
PH: 010-1-402-493-1886
FAX: 010-1-402-493-6821

ITFS • Satellite
FCC Applications, Design
and Field Engineering

Video/Datalloice • Light Fiber &
Microwave • Wide-Area Networks & SR's
,

Consulting Engineers

MCMARTIN TRANSMITTERS,

TV • FM • AM •

1-703-998-7600

MUJ
MolTet, Larson & Johnson, Inc.
Consulting Telecommunications
Engineers

OWL ENGINEERING, INC.
•

\,...!AX: ( 301) 913-5799 • 6204 Highland Dr. • Chevy Chase, MD 2O8lJ

Sitace
for more
information, call

Consulting Communications
Engineers
•FCC Data Bases
•FCC Applications and Field
Engineering
•Frequency Searches and
Coordination
•AM-FM-CATV-ITFS-LPTV

Frequency Studies
•Experimental Authorizations • Class Upgrades
•AM Directional Antennas • STL Applications
•High Power Antenna Arrays • Station Inspections

61658

"Our Business is
Climbing to New Heights"

216 N. Green Bay Road
Thiensville, WI 53092
(414) 242-6000 • FAX (414) 242-6045
Member AFCCE

North America

CONSOLES, EXCITERS,
RECEIVERS, TRANSMITTER
AND INDUSTRIAL TUBES.
11435 Manderson St.

AM Directional Arrays
*Analysis for New Allocation,
Site Relocation, And Upgrades
AM- FM TV LPTV
Wireless Cable
(MDS/MMDS/ITFS/OFS)

•Environmental Radiation Analysis
*Field Work
*Expert Testimony

9049 Shady Grove Court
Gaithersburg. MD 20877
Phone: ( 301) 921-0115
Fax: ( 301) 590-9757

PC - SOFTWARE
AM 1-7.1 TV Search Programs
Contour Mapping-STI. Paths
RF ) IAZ-1990 POP Count
FAA Tower- Draw Tower

V

Doug Vernier
Broadcast Consulunt
1600 Picturesque Dr
Cedar Falls. IA '<It); .;

800- 743-DOUG

RF 8 Audio

Mirkwood Engineering
Services
Broadcast and Telecommunications
Consultants
Multidiscipline Engineering and Planning Firm
including • Applicabon &Allocation Services
•Project, Engineering & Construction
Management • Site Acquisition
•Rural & Remote Site Installations
•Field Service • Studio Design & Installation
50 Park Ave. Claremont, NH 03743
(603) 542-6784

Don't Gamble
with your
advertising dollars.
Advertise in Radio World and reach
22,000+ subscribers.
Call Simone at 1-800-336-3045 today!

Contact Radio World Newspaper for availabilities

z

FAX: 377-4423

Broadcast Products Super Roving
Radio 1988 remote broadcast trailer,
equipped with console, mast, amps &
seapkers with 1979 Chevy Blazer with 5
kW gen for towing & power, $ 15,0001
Best Offer. G Fullhart, WVKS, 4665 W
Bancroft St, Toledo OH 43615. 419531-1681.

Want To Buy

• FCC Applications & Exhibits •

FAX inquiries on
your letterhead to:

Complete Tower Erection & Maint.

T.W.R.

Want To Sell

SCA RECEIVERS-ALL TYPES

Rust SFM-19 deviation monitor for 19
kHz, BO; Indesys FM mod mon. BO;
Collins FM mod mon for parts, BO. C
Scherer, WDOK, One Radio Ln,
Cleveland OH 44114. 216-696-0123.

REMOTE
MICROWAVE EQUIP

Want To Sell

MONITORS

AM-FM-TV-LPTV

Beacons
lights
accessories

filucteeedee

419-424-0020

Jazz record collections, 10" LP/12" LP
be-bop, swing, dixie, highest prices
paid. B Rose, Program Recdgs, 228
East 10th, NYNY 10003. 212-674-3060

T Z. Sawyer Technical Consultants

EVANS ASSOCIATES
;Consulting Communications Engineers

Strobe Installation & Repair

E.G.G.

CONSULTANTS

STEEPLEJACK CO.

E.T.S.

FLASHTECH

BROADCAST

AND FLAG POLES

PAINTING AND STEEPLEJACK

DON

RECEIVERS 6,
TRANSCEIVERS

CONSULTANTS

SPECIALIZING IN ERECTION,

'Flunkey Site Development

Ampex tube recorders and mixers. W
Gunn, 619-320-0728.

Want To Buy

SERVICES
Tower Sales & Erection

59

P.O. Box 1214

Falls Church VA

1-800-336-3045

22041

BEE

60

REMOTE & MW EOUIP...WTS
Moseley TRC-15 wire type remote control. Best Often P Guello, KUWS, 1800
Grand Ave, Superior WI 54880. 715394-8187.
Gates RDC-10 one set worked when
removed, other appears OK: also
another transmitter unit appears OK
with book, all for $ 100/60. D Carver,
107 S Main, Brookfield MO 64628. 816258-7458.
Moseley 505/L air, upgradable & good
for back up, $ 2600 plus shipping. J
Bahr, WVIS. POB 487, Fredenksted, St
Croix VI 00840. 809-773-2220.
Gentner digital phone hybrid I, good
condition, $650: Hewlett Packard audio
osc & various AC voltmeters. K
O'Malley, VVTKR, 720 Boush St, Norfolk
VA 23510. 804-446-1328.
TFT 7601 wireless remote control with
110 kHzz SCA return in fair condition,
$1500/Best Offer plus shipping. JBahr,
WVIS, Box 487, Frederiksted, St Croix
VI 00840. 809-773-2220.
TFT 9200 STL syst (
2) 9200/9205
tuned to 944.875 & 945.025, new in factory sealed cartons, $5600. G Levites,
WEVD, 770 Broadway, NY NY 10003.
212-777-7900.

SATELLITE
EQUIPMENT
Want To Sell
Equitorial 5100 controller satellite rcvr.
T Wortmann, WJAG, 309 Broasel,
Norfolk NC 68701. 402-371-0780.

YOUR VERY
LAST CHANCE
TO SELL YOUR
OLD DIGITAL
RECEIVER
BEFORE IT
BECOMES
OBSOLETE!

SCPC sat rcvr, exc cond, tuned to G-2,
transponder 3, single chnl carrier, audio
85.9 & 87.0, complete with manual for
$900. M Jarvis, KORC, POB 1419,
Waldport OR 97394. 503-563-5100.
Wegener 1601, exc cond oldies format
cards, time zero control, net switcher
with all manuals, Best Offer over
$3500. Norm, WICE, 101 John St,
Cumberland RI 02864. 401-725-9000.
Wegener 1601 mainframe, Microdyne
1100-FFC, 70 MHz downconverter,
Colorado Magnetics TZF-100 time zone
switch, California Amplifier 3.7-4.2 GHz
LNA. California Amp 20 dBa amp, all
cards needed for Unistar format 41, all
1yr old, $4000/B0. A Baxa, WAVV,
11800 Tamiami Tr E, Naples FL 33962.
813-775-9288.
Macom/Prodelin 161-6 10' satellite
dish w/mount & feed, 8fiberglass sections, $350. B Dickerson, WEAG, 1421
SWater St, Starke FL. 904-964-5001.
Wegener 3" satellite cards and mainframes. Call Mark at 619-758-0888.

Full C FM in Sunbelt, priced for immediate sale, currently on air, for information & terms, call 1-405-878-1803.

DON'T BULLDOZE
A TAX WRITEOFF

CASH NOW FOR
FAIRCHILD DART
S/A 73 00/7 325
I806- 24'S,
MICRODYNE
& SELECTED
OTHERS.

CALL NOW!

Our non-prnta 501(t) ( 3) mom ration is tcrptiring AM/FM Radio
Stations and wants lo know about
your properly. Will consider purchase if no write-off mailable.
Donations of equipment or towers
also accepted. All situations conside.red. All information will be
held in strictest confidence.
Address all correspondence to
Chuck Harder
People's Network inc., 2nd
Floor West Wing, 3 River Street
White Springs, FL 32096
Major Southwestern Market, full
100,000 W Class C FM CP, signal will
cover close to million people, hot growth
area. $95,000. Craig, 914-643-9235.

We buy & sell

5kW day/29W nite w/new tower/ground
sys, w/4 acres in Jacksonville, FL metro
market. Beautiful historic beach town.
Best cash offer over $200,000. Bill, 205238-0281 or Mark, 205-236-6484.

We Repair
& Rebuild, too.
Satellite Systems
(719) 634-6319

PROFITABLE
Covering 5 counties, this 5()
watt full-time AM station in
Central Ohio, home of Honda of
America, will go quickly! Some
terms available, all offers considered. For more info contact:

(Fax) 635-8151

Want To Buy
Satcue 400 satellite programming
switcher. C Watkins, KLCE, Blackfoot,
Idaho Falls ID. 208-785-1400.

Middle Tennessee 2500 W AM w/studios & 3 1/2 acres of land on AL/TN
stateline, owner would like to make a
deal. Ernie, 615-374-3206.

Need feedhorn assy for Harris delta
gain antenna mdl 5115. D Dragoo,
WMAM, POB 609, Marinette WI 54143.
715-735-6631.

Chamberlain
PO. Box 69, Bellefontaine, OH 43311
51 3-592-8606
Want To Buy

SOFTWARE/

Station In Mid-Atlantic region, prefer
So NJ, E PA or No DE, we are serious
buyers. Details to: Professional
Electronics, POB 463, Mt Laurel NJ
08054.

DATABASES
Want To Sell
RON BALONIS' BROADCAST ENGINEER'S COMPUTER TOOLBOX
makes acomputer atechnical assistant for an engineer. For details,
write COMPUTER TOOLBOXES, 118
Rice Street, Trucksville, PA 18708 or
call 1-717-696-1490 <300/1200/8/N/1>.

STATIONS

Small to mid-size AM/FM or combo in
trouble, dark, distress, poorly performing or bankrupt. Call or FAX JR at 717421-8343.

WKZF FM, Bayboro, New Bern,
Havelock, NC, 3000 kW FM with
25,000 upgrade, station must be sold,
recently taken back after forclosure,
$325,000 with $ 75,000 down, owner
terms. R Michaels, KOFX, 3639-B
Wolfun Ave, Amarillo TX 79102. 806355-1044.

Bauer 682 stereo generator. D Nelson,
619-758-0888.

MARATHON PRODUCTS COMPANY
Audio Cartridge Rebuilding Division

TAPES/CARTS &
REELS
\

Rebuilding/reloading, like new, all brands, any length
up to & including 3.5 minutes,
$1.95 ea. FOB out plant, 48 hrs delivery.
(New rate effective 9/1/93)

A8c
Cart Rebuilding

New NAB Marathon cartridges prices on request.

Do Bad Carts Have Your
Temperature Rising?

Lifetime member AES R.D. MYERS Sr.

35 Years professional experience!

Let A&D clean, load & pack your
carts. They'll be serviced within
10 working days! Guaranteed!

Manufacturers of Audio Devices, Continuous Tape Mag.

3706 Vold Ct.
715-835-7347
Eau Claire WI 54701 Fax: 715-835-1151

1-508-248-3157 or 1-508-853-0988

69 Sandersdale Rd.

Charlton, MA 01507

Circle ( 202) On Reader Service Card
Want To Sell

Want To Buy

Ampex 406 10" reel tape, new, only
$11.95 each. Call Mark at 619-7580888.

Urgent need records, lapes, carts,
CDs, automation, syndication, etc, fire
burnt down massive library, insurance
didn't cover, so please don't trash away
those tapes, records, CDs, etc, we will
take them any yr or format. S
Stevenson, Stevenson Corp, POB
1288. Blaine WA 98231. 604-531-4576.

3M Scotch Cart II (300), mostly 3.5 &
4.5 min in length, like new, $2.60 each
or $630 for all. Dave, Allmake Prod,
517-652-6863.
Reels ( 100) 7" w/1200' tape in mailers,
$1 ea/BO; (3) 5" reels w/600' tape in mailers, $. 75 ea/130. D Carver, 107 S Main,
Brookfield MO 64628. 816-258-7458.
Pams Jingles ref tapes, 1951-1976, BO.
R Kaufman, Pams Prods, POB 462247,
Garland TX 75046. 214-271-7625.
Fidelipac/Audiopak carts, ( 106) various lengths, $ 1ea: ( 2) 50 cart wall
mount cart racks, $25 ea. J Randall,
John Randall Bdctg/Recdg, 7276
Lakeside Dr, Indianapolis IN 46278.
317-299-0093.
BBC sound effects library, 50 12"
vinyl discs, excel cond w/catalog, $90
plus shpg. J Rudisill, Audio Independence, POB 746, Aptos CA 95001. 408E-84-0605.
Mix format on Scotchcart II's, 3274
songs, $8850; Scotchcart II's, 420 3.5
min, $2ea, also some longer sizes 2.25
ea; Abco & Fidelipac Carousel wire cart
racks hold 500 & 200 carts ea, $ 175 &
120 ea plus shpg, all used 6mos then in
storage. B Lord, Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE
208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-631-2374.

TAX DEDUCT EQUIP
Educ non-profit radio needs low
power FM or AM xmtr; also need studio
equip, will pay shpg & give receipt. Dr
Newcomb, Grand River Radio. 216548-2053.

Jerrold 70413 field strength meter, good
condition with AC power supply & book,
$75 plus shpg; HP 400D, AC VTVM,
good condition with book, $ 40/130;
power supply, regulated & metered,
adjustable, 0-40V, 0-50A, 240 VAC in. D
Carver, 107 S Main, Brookfield MO
64628. 816-258-7458.
Houston Instruments OmniScribe
B5219-5 chart recorder. C Watkins,
KLCE, Blackfoot, Idaho Falls ID. 208785-1400.
We Have RENTAL EQUIPMENT
available to SAVE YOU MONEY
Spectrum Analyzer

Nd bdct equip of all types, audio &
video for educ FM and cable chnl, audio
bids. rcrdg equip & xmtr, video switchers,
amps, cameras. VTR's, etc. G Chidester,
Snow College, 150 College Ave, Ephraim
UT 84627. 801-283-4021 X677.

Potomac Field Strength Meters

Tax-deductable equip donations
sought by Penn State School of Comm
broadcast/cable major, need R- R's, cart
machines, audio mixing boards, mics,
engineering test equip, TBC's, consoles, studio-xmtr links, traffic computers/software & air monitor equip. D
Macaluso, Penn State, 814-865-8801.

Other Equipment Available

TEST EQUIPMENT
Want To Sell
EICO VTVM giant meter, works, $30. J
Rudisill, Audio Independence, POB
746, Aptos CA 95001. 408-684-0605.

Impedance Bridges
Receiver/Generator
Audio Test Set
ALSO

RADIO RESOURCES
Ask for STEVE, BILL or Chuck

1-800-54-RADIO
Westcom Hameg HM103-3 oscilloscope used 6mos then in storage, $265
plus shpg. BLord, Lord Bdctg, 13313 SE
208th St, Kent WA 98042. 206-6312374.
General Radio 916A inpedance bridge,
$300. TWortmann, WJAG, 309 Broasel,
Norfolk NC 68701. 402-371-0780.

•

STEREO
GENERATORS
Want To Sell

Want To Sell

September 8, 1993

Wilkinson SG1E solid state stereo gen,
$500/B0. J Bahr, WVIS, POB 487,
Fredenksted, St Croix VI 00840. 809773-2220.
Motorola AM stereo mdl 1300 exciter &
mdl 1310 monitor, in use & in gd cond,
going talk. $ 1000/ea. D Doelitzsch,
WDDD, Marion IL. 618-997-8123.

%di® W rid
Broadcast Equipment
Exchange
Is read by over 22,000 Broadcast

Seue

Heavy Duty Replacement Transformers,
DC Filter chokes and capacitors for AM
& FM transmitters manufactured by:
AEL, CCA, CSI, COLLINS, CONTEL,
CONTINENTAL, BAUER, GATES, GE,
HARRIS, ITA, McMARTIN, RAYTHEON,
RCA, SINGER, SINTRONIX, WILKINSON.

Illeiteimmemm

Equipment Users Every Month!
Sell Your Used Equipment Here.
Call or FAX Simone Mullins
for Information on
Affordable Advertising Rates.

Many other models also available.
FAST Delivery
and FREE
Technical
Support.
-Write For Free List5869 WAYCROSS AVENUE, EL PASO, TEXAS 79924
(915) 751-2300
FAX: (915) 751-0768
Cirde ( 100) On Reader Service Card

PHONE

FAX

1-800-336-3045

• II

703-998-2966

BEE
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TEST EOUIPMENT...WTS

CCA FM3000D vgc, no exciter. $7500.
D Sports, WCLA, POB 427, Claxton GA
30417. 912-739-3035.

Collins 830-D 1kW FM with spare
tube ( 4CX1000), remote interface
panel, just removed, no exciter,
$2300/B0. M Friend, WTJU, 711
Newcomb Station, Charlottesville VA
22904. 804-971-4096

Crown RIA2real-t.me audio spectrum
analyzer. $ 1400/80; Klark-Teknik DN60
real time audio analyzer w/calibrated
mic, $ 1850. Rick. Super Duper Audio
Duplicating, 503-228-2222.

Exciters: McMartin B-910 tuned and
calibrated to your frequency. guaranteed:
Mono, stereo, SCA, Goodrich Ent. Inc.
11435 Manderson St, Omaha. NE 68164.
402-493-1886 FAX: 402493-6821

Sparta/Bauer 601-A '
75 model in
excellent condition, 1.3 kW, new tubes
& stereo generator, $ 6500/80. B
Christie, Grande Radio Group, POB
907, La Grande OR 97850. 503-9634121.

HP 4815A RF vector impedance meter.
needs probe, $800. G Arroyo, 407-8300800.
Want To Buy
AUL Instruments 6207-1, AN/URM213B, instruction & service manuals. S
Swanson, KBNL, Box 2425, Laredo TX
78044. 210-724-9211.

Harris FM5K, $ 16,500; CSI FM3K,
$13,500; Harris MX- 15, excel cond,
$1800; Energy-Onix SST-30 ( 30 watt).
$2500. R Michaels, KOFX, 3639-8
Wolfun Ave, Amarillo TX 79102. 806355-1044.

FM - TRANSMITTERS
Factory new not used. Why
buy a Used Transmitter when
you can own a new FM
Transmitter for about the
same cost? Call JIMMIE
JOYNT al 214-335-3425.

TRANSMITTERS

McMartin B-910 FM exciter on 91.3
MHz, good condition, BO; Gates
FM250C 250 W FM transmitter with
M6095 exciter & M6146 stereo generator on 91.3, BO. PGuello, KUWS, 1800
Grand Ave, Superior WI 54880. 715394-8187.

Want To Sell
Harris 3.5 kW FM, 6 yrs old, excel
cond, being replaced by 22 kW,
$15,000. S Wodlinger, WIXI FM, 813262-1000.

Gates Harris FM 5C, complete w/manuals, gd cond. less exciter, $3800/80.
M Kestler, KAWZ, 241 Main Ave W Box
271, Twin Falls ID 83303. 208-7333133.

CSI 5000E 5000 W, rebuilt because of
iightring damage, perfect service until
March 1993 when upgraded, $8000. H
Beam, WAEY, POB 5588, Princeton
WV 24740. 304-425-2151.

CCA FM1000D 1.5 kW FM xmtr, can be
upgraded to 3or 5kW, in service, clean
& reliable, $ 5500. M Benson, KWTY,
916-893-8737.

TRANSMITTERS
5.0 kW
AM 1986 Harris
SX-5A
10.0 kW AM 1980 Continental 316F
5.0 kW
FM 1975 RCA
BTF-5E1
20.0 kW FM 1980 CSI
T- 20-F

RCA BTA-10U2 AM, ready for 5 kW,
vgc, used as spare, $ 10,000/firm. G
Arroyo, 407-830-0800.

PMA MARKETING. INC.
'TRANSMITTING SAVINGS TO YOU'
414-482-2638
FAX 414-483-1980

DEMOED EQUIPMENT
BEXT Inc. has a few demoed
exciters, amplifiers and STL's for
sale. All demoed systems are sold
first come first served and have the
same 2 year warranty as BEXT's
new equipment. For information:

Collins 830E- 1A 5 kW FM w/new
Econco spare final, gd cond, $5800. J
Schuler, WSCH, 6857 Salem Ridge Rd,
Aurora IN 47001. 812-438-2777.

619-239-8462

Wilkinson FM exciter, like new cond,
BO. C Politosia, New Horizon Bdctg,
200 D Main, Royse City TX 75789. 214636-9332.

Gates BC-1E complete but needs work
w/book, $ 600/80. D Carver, 107 S
Main, Brookfield MO 64628. 816-2587458.

Harris SX-1A tested and tuned to your
frequency, $ 9700. F.O.B. Quincy.
Brandon Electronics, 415-578-8878,
FAX 415-578-8879.

Harris PAW- 11kW at 1240 AM, $6750.
R Chambers, KSUE, 3015 Johnstonville
Rd, Susanville CA 96130. 916-2572121.

EMCEE HTU-100 TV translator, all tube
type, ch 70 in, ch 78 out, gd cond, $650
plus shpg & crating. W Martin, KZPX,
HCR1 Box 286D, Merrifield MN 56465.
218-765-3333.

Want To Buy
Xmtrs 10-50 W for TIS. 813-933-6009.
Service/owners manual needed for
Wilkinson FME-10 exciter. J Fink,
WLAD, 198 Main St, Danbury CT
06810. 203-792-4266.

Gates 1967 FM 1G w/o exciter, fully
operational when removed, tuned to
102.3 FM w/harmonic filter adapting to
97.7 FM, many spare parts, new &
used, crating, labor, shipping extra,
$3200. D Curley, WCXU, RR2, 2100
East Greenridge, Caribou ME 04736.
207-473-7513.

Harris FM 5H, 5 kW in gd cond,
$10.000. R Michaels, KQFX, 3639-B
Wolfun Ave, Amarillo TX 79102. 806355-1044.
LPB TX2-20 20 W AM bdct xmtr, $500.
C Watkins, KLCE, Blackfoot, Idaho
Falls ID. 208-785-1400.

Serving the Broadcast Industry Since 1978
Fine Used AM & FM Transmitters
and Also New Equipment
For the best deals on Celwave products,
Andrew cable and Shively antennas.
1 kW

FM

1978 Collins 831C2

2.5 kW

AM

1982 CCA 2500D

2.5 kW

FM

1978 CCA 25008

2.5 kW

AM

1976 McMartin BA2.5K

5 kW

AM

1977 RCA BTA 5L

3 kW

FM

1975 CCA 30000

FM

1974 Harris FM3H

3.5 kW

FM

1979 Syntronics SIF-3

50 kW

AM

10 kW

FM

1970 Collins 830F2

50 kW

AM

15 kW

FM

1971 AEL 15KG

25 kW

FM

1981 Harris FM25K

30 kW

FM

BE FM30

New tubes, OD3, 2E26, 5AR4, 5Y3,
6AL5, 6AU6, 6AN8. 6AX8, 6BY6, 6BJ8,
6BJ6, 6AK5, 6AV6, 6SK7, 6J6, 6X8,
6U8, 6V6, 6DK6, 6J7, 62AU7, 12AY7,
12AX7, 125K7. 12S07, 5763, 5847,
5847, 5879, 6201. 6267, 6386, 6681,
7025, ECC82, EF86, EF95 C Watkins,
KLCE, Blackfoot, Idaho Falls ID. 208785-1400.

and C Electronics Co.

Lowest Price on Tubes
including:
4-1000A, 3-1000Z/
8877/4CX2508/833A
4-500/5-500/4-400/
4CX 3500/5CX1 500
and much more'
Factory Warranty'
1-800-881-2374

11111111

111111
qffl

3CX10000A3, 3CX1500A7,
3-500G, 4CV100000C,

However,
it saving money
interests you
WE CAN
REBUILD
YOUR DUDS
(used tubes)
for about
1
/
2the cost
of new tubes'

4CX1000A, 4CX1500B,
4CX10000D, 4CX250B,
4CX300A, 4CX35000C,
4CX350A, 4CX5000A,
4-400A, 4-400C, 5726,
6146B, PL328/TH328,
PL347fTH347, 807, 813,
833A, 833C, and more..

CALL
1-800-783-2555

Need KT88, KT66, EL34, 6CA7, 211,
845, WE300B, WE350B. John, 708391-8828.

JOLIDA INC.

Se habla Espanol
FAX: ( 904)683-9595

Annapolis Junction, MD

4-1000A, 8877, 4CX250B, 4CX1500B,
4CX3000A & more. We carry large
inventory all major brands, Eimac,
Amperes, RCA, etc. Call Stew 1-800842-1489.

For the Best Price
& 24 Hr service on transmitting tubes
call 402 493 1886 day or night FAX 402
493 6821.

Quality
Rebuilt Tubes
Approximately 1
2 the
/
Cost of New

Call For Our Price List
800-532-6626
916-662-7553
FAX 916-666-7760

4CX5000A tubes, new or good used,
must make full power. D Carver, 107 S
Main, Brookfield MO 64628. 816-2587458.

24
#

(904) 688-2374

ECONCO

Want To Buy

TURNTABLES
Want To Sell
Gates CB1200 33-45-78 rapid start TT
& tonearm; OAK custom two 33-45
rapid start 'Ti'; Russco Cue-Master 3345-78 w/Micro-Trak tonearm. C
Watkins, KLCE, Blackfoot, Idaho Falls
ID. 208-785-1400.

REBUILT
ELECTRON TUBES

Russco Cuemaster with Shure arms
(2), one headshell missing, $ 50
each/B0; ( 2) ORK 3 speed with
Microtrak arms, good condition, $ 50
each/B0; Gates CB 88 with Gray arm &
preamp, $ 75/80; Gates CB 77 with
Rek-O-Kut arms, good condition,
$50/80: (2) Russco 12-BID with Rek-OKut arms, $50/80; several phono preamps, $25 each/B0. D Carver, 107 S
Main, Brookfield MO 64628. 816-2587458.

Partial List: 6623, 23791,
TH150, 6425F, 5604, 6696,
6697, 5681, 5682, 5671,
7804, 3CX10,000H3,
3CX20,000H3, 4CX5000A,
4CX35,000C
Worn out pov,er tu1,e, pureh.t,eil

Vacuum Tube
Industries, Inc.
—1-800-528-5014508-584-4500 X75

RTS-405 stereo TT preamp ( 2), $ 180
ea plus shpg. B Lord, Lord Bdctg,
13313 SE 208th St, Kent WA 98042.
206-631-2374.

Circle ( 136) On Reader Service Card

McMartin AM/FM xmtr, any model,
exciter or stereo modules. Goodrich
Ent., 11435 Manderson, Omaha NE
68164. 402-493-1886.

TRANSCOM CORP.

3 kW

Want To Sell

Elmac 3CX3000A1, new, $ 200;
3CX3000A7, BO. R Ness, Media
Ventures, 6070 W Minooka Rd, Newark
IL 60541. 815-942-2839.

AM 15 W for overnight operation; AM
1000 W for daytime operation. M Jarvis,
KORC, POB 1419, Waldpoil OR 97394.
503-563-5100.

Nautel AMPFET P400 xmtr; 400 W AM
bdct xmtr, revised manual, NAX57A
surge arrester, $4000. G Hoppe, WVAL,
1010 2nd St N, Sauk Rapids MN 56379.
612-252-6200.

Gates TE3on 104.1, $650/130. JBahr,
WVIS, Box 487, Frederiksted, St Croix
VI 00840. 809-773-2220.

Collins 20V-3 1kW xmtr in gd cond,
tuned to 1370 kHz, $ 3800. L Erwin,
WABD, POB 2249, Clarksville TN
37042. 615-431-4984.
General Electric TT-10 TV transmitter,
5kW, channel 4, no PCB's, complete,
$25K. Many other AM-FM-TV transmitters. 800-833-6629.

Continental Electronics 814R 2.5 kW
xmtr, $ 11,000. M Howard, WYZK, POB
5406, Valdosta GA 31603. 912-3330755.

RCA BTA-10U 10 kW AM still in service, well maintained, BO; RCA BTA1M 1kW AM still in service, BO. M
Zwerling, KSCO, 2300 Portola Dr,
Santa Cruz CA 95067. 408-475-1080.

TUBES

D
CSI 3 kW in excellent condition,
$13,800. R Michaels, KQFX, 3639-8
Wolfun Ave, Amarillo TX 79102. 806355-1044.

611

PRICE
BREAK-THROUGH
SOLID STATE
FM TRANSMITTERS

100 Watt

$4995

300 Watt

$5995

500 Watt

$7995

SOLID STATE
FM AMPLIFIERS

100 Watt

$2995

1977 CCA AM50,000D

300 Watt

$3995

1979 Harris MW5OB

500 Watt

$5995

MADE IN U.S.A.

"The Transmitter People"

1077 Rydal Road # 101
Rydal PA 19046
800-441-8454 • 215-884-0888 • FAX No. 215-884-0738

Energy-Onix
752 Warren Street, Hudson, New York 12534
(518)828-1690

FAX (518) 828-8476

A Wise Enterprise
Circle ( 214) On Reader Service Cord

Grde ( 57) On Reader Service Card

BEE
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TURNTABLES...WTS

Technics

Technics SP25

203 Westville Ave Est, Danbury CT

direct drive TT's ( 2). F

Adam/¡aim Space

Reagan, Special Broadcast Services,

(
2) with C)RK arms,

very low hours with never used bases,

Attaitable!

06811. 743-7433.

$175 each 8 Tidwell, WAFT, POB 338,
Valdosta GA 31603.

JVC 4-DD -5CD- 4 quadrophonic

Can

disc

demodulator, very low hours, $ 75 plus

Keith Monks record cleaner, perfect

Price Audio Productions, 310 N Howard

sleeves, never opened, $ 24/box of 300.

This listing is provided for the convenience of our readers.
Radio World assumes no liability for inaccuracy.

box iatatultatiox

St, k103, Alexandria VA 22304. 703-

Rick, Super Duper Audio Duplicating,

ADVERTISER I
NDEX

1-800-336-3045

shipping, no COD's. D Pulwers, Dave's

shape, $ 750; Keith Monks anti-static Lp
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751-9346.

503-228-2222.

Reader
Service
No.

Advertiser

Without Advertising
a Terrible Thing Happens ...

. . . NOTHING
ACT IID N - el RANI
Equipment Listings
Radio World's Broadcast Equipment Exchange provides a
FREE listing service for radio stations and recording studios only. All other end
users will be charged. Simply send your listings to us, following the example below.
Please indicate in which category you would like your listing to appear.
Mail your listings to the address below. Thank you.
Please print and include all information:
Contact Name

Iwould like to receive or continue receiving
Radio World FREE each month.
u Yes
u No

Title

Signature

Company/Station

Date

Please Circle only one enty for each category:

Address

I. Type of Firm

City/State
Zip Code

—

Telephone
Brokers, dealers, manufacturers and other
organizations who are not legitimate end users
can participate in the Broadcast Equipment
Exchange on apaid basis. Line ad listings &
display advertising are available on aper word or
per inch basis.

Reeder
Service
No.

Advertiser

52

AMP Services

66

6

Harris-Allied Broadcast Equipment

58

7

ATI

173

26

Harris-Allied Broadcast Equipment

180

36

ATI

14

28

ITC

4

7

Altronic Research

93

40

lnovonics

197

47

Aphex

183

56

J&IAudio

8

32,33

Arrakis

105

17

J.R. Nelson

108

52

Audio Broadcast Group

2

56

JT Communications

118

8

Audio Precision

87

36

Jampro

172

2

Audioarts Division of Wheatstone

163

36

LDL

63

37

Audiopak

56

60

Marathon

202

34

Auditronics

97

38

Marti

131

35

Belar

194

16

Media Touch Systems

161

53

Benchmark Media Systems

12

51

Micro Technology Unlimited

43

52

Broadcast Devices

120

22

Moody Broadcasting Network

170

9

Broadcast Electronics

215

27

Murphy Studio Furniture

219

40

Broadcast Electronics

52

48

Myat

103

4

Burk Technology

205

25

National Public Radio

79

46

Burk Technology

36

43

National Supervisory Network

119

20

CBS1

61

30

Oki

31

44

CCA Electronics

186

24

Orban/AKG/dbx

121

I2

California Amplifier

126

39

Pacific Recorders

145

29

California Digital

128

60

Peter Dahl, Co.

100

53

Cellcast

86

15

Pioneer

64

36

Central Tower

127

37

Potomac Instruments

208

38

Clark & Associates

95

54

Pristine Systems

129

53

Clark & Associates

46

14

0E1

20

45

Computer Concepts Corp.

124

35

RE America

Ill
44

3

Comrex

16

11

RE America

53

Comrex

204

56

Radio Resources

94

8

Conex

191

17

Radio Spirits

141
175

13

Continental Electronics

137

42

Radio Systems

36

Cortana

I62

52

S.C.M.S.

189

50

Cutting Edge

25

10

Scott Studios Corp.

157

3

Dalet

82

53

Shively Labs

80

27

Dataworld

200

46

Sierra Automated Systems

140
48

54

Dataworld

99

18,19

Standard News

20

Dick Brescia Associates

210

52

Svetlana

76

Dielectric

135

52

Telfax Communications

32

D. Combination AM/FM station

F. Recording studio

53

A. Commercial AM station

G. TV station/teleprod facility

4I

Dolby

155

52

The Management

85

B. Commercial FM station
C. Educational FM station

H. Consultant/id engineer
I. Mfg. distributor or dealer

52

Econco

78

49

The Management

114

61

Econco

136

53

Third Story Recording

142

E. Network/group owner

J. Other

61

Energy-Onix

57

61

Transcom Corp.

214

55

Fidelipac

212

36

Tripp Communications Sales

49

31

Fidelipac

27

36

Valley Audio Products

77

A. Ownership

G. Sales Manager

23

Fidelipac

147

63

Wheatstone

72

B. General management

E. News operations

53

Gorman Redlich

211

64

Wheatstone

177

C. Engineering

F. Other ( specify)

56

Hall Electronics

133

21

Winners Circle Network

11

Harris-Allied Broadcast Equipment

29

36

Zercom

122

11. Job Function

D. Programming/production

1

Publisher

Stevan B. Dana

Associate Publisher

Model:

Ad Coordinator

Regan Deatherage

Ad Coordination Manager

Al Leon

Simone Mullins

Marketing Assistant

Annette Deutscher

Production Director

Kim Lowe

Circulation Manager

Rebecca Seaborg

Julianne Stone

Accounts Receivable

Steve Berto

Production Manager

Brief Description:

Production ... Vicky Baron, Usa Lyons, Usa Mamo

Carmel King

Marketing Consultant
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Circulation Director

Tiana Hickman

Advertising Sales Representatives
U.S.East: Skip Tash

703-998-7600 Fax: 703-998-2966

U.S. West: Dale Tucker

916-721-3410 Fax: 916-729-0810

International: Stevan B. Dana
Europe: Dario Calabrese

Japan: Eiji Yoshikawa

Price:
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FREE Subscription/Renewal Card
Iwould like to receive or continue receiving Radio World
FREE each month.

Price:
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Date

Signature
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Company/Station
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Business Telephone ( )

WTS 0 WTB CI Category:
Make:

Model:

Brief Description:
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State

ZIP

I. Type of Firm

'Closing for listings is the first and third Fridays for the next month's issue.
All listings are run for 2issues unless pressed for space or otherwise notified by listee.

Broadcast Equipment Exchange
Phone: 703-998-7600

PO Box 1214, Falls Church, VA USA 22041

FAX: 703-998-2966

Please first fill out contact information at left.
Then check each advertisement for corresponding number and circle below.
Purchasing Authority
1. Recommend

D.

Combination AM/FM station

F.

Recording Studio

A.

Commercial AM station

G.

TV statiorVteleprod facility

B.

Commercial FM station

H.

Consultant/ind engineer

C.

Educational FM station

I.

Mfg, distributor or dealer

E.

Network/group owner

J.

Other

il. Job Function
A.

Ownership

G.

Sales manager

B.

General management

E.

News operations

C.

Engineering

F.

Other ( specify)

D.

Programming/production

2. Specify

3. Approve

001 023 045 067 089
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133
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002 024 046 068 090

112

134
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178 200
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113

135
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179 201

004 028 048 070 092
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136

158

180 202

005 027 049 071

093

115

137

159

181

006 028 050 072 094

116

138

160

182 204

007 029 051

203

073 095

117

139

161

183 205

008 030 052 074 096

118

140
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184 206

053 075 097

119

141

183

185 207

010 032 054 078 098

120

142

164

186 208

011 033 055 077 099

121

143

165

187 209

012 034 056 078

100

122

144

166

188 210

013 035 057 079

101

123

145

167

189 211

014 036 058 080

102

124

146

168

190 212

015 037 059 081

103

125

147

169
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016 038 060 082

104

126

148

170

192 214

017 039 061

009 031
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Price:
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083
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127

149

171

193 215

018 040 062 084

106

128

150

172

194 216

063 085

107

129

151

173

195 217

020 042 064 086

108

130

152

174

196 218

021 043 065 087

109

131

153
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022 044 066 088

110

132

154

176

198 220

019 041
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MR-40

MULTI-TRACK

PRODUCTION

doesn't have
to be complicated. The MR- 40 has just the features most
stations are looking for: 4-track bus assign for your tape
recorder; program assign so you can transfer direct to your
2-track— or go right on-air! It has machine Start/Stops just
below the fader like an on-air console, but also includes a
3- band equalizer section so you can have the tone control that
a normal radio console couldn't provide. It even has a stereo
send bus that follows stereo channel balance controls— ever
so important for today's stereo effects devices.
Mono modules have both mic and line inputs: mic for
recording and line for track playbacks. Subgroup channels
provide fader control for record levels and also have asecond

305 Performance Drive, Syracuse, NY. 13212 t315-4 55-7740/fax 315-4 54-81041

Grde (72) Cle Reeder Simko Card

track playback path for really qt.ick sessilons. And of course the
MR- 40 has an on-air type monitor section, complete with
control room, headphone and studio outputs, plus all the
necessary muting and tally functions you'd want. It even has
abuilt-in cue speaker and power amplifier.
Small format doesn't mear we've cut corners either: all
audio switches are gold contact; assign buttons are LED
illuminated; all ICs are double burned- in, and all circuits are
double-tested— we don't take any chances with reliability!
The MR- 40 is a perfect blend of excellence in engineering
and sensible size. It's just right for 4-track analog and digital
work stations— it can even back up your on-air console!
So contact Audioarts.

AUDIOARTS °ENGINEERING
See Us At NAB Rork Show Booth 901

Wheatstone Has It!
Super Performance
OUR NEW A-300 CONSOLE HAS ALL THE
RIGHT STUFF: Performance right at the limits of
technology, the features you want, and afresh clean look
your clients will admire. It's got all the busses you'll need.
It's got the crosstalk and bus off isolation you HAVE to have
for LMAs and FM/AM combos. Its small footprint and low
profile let you conserve valuable studio real estate. Its
virtual audio busTm architecture lets you place any module
anywhere in the console—no dedicated slots!

Great Price!

The A-300 has what engineers want: first class
documentation, gold switches, gold connectors, a hinged
meterbridge for easy re-lamping, straight- forward reliable
logic technology, and the best I/O connection and tooliing
system in the industry.
The A-300 is the console that has followed the evolution of radio. Benefit from Wheatstone's experience and
total commitment to your satisfaction. Contact us.

Talent will love our easy- to- learn superphone module
and the automated cue system that makes monitoring
confusion- free. Our integrated intercom system lets
them communicate with any other Wheatstone console or talent location—handsfree.
Your program director will really like the
sound of this console: no VCA distortion—
just flawless specs. And, because of its
ultra- flexible architecture, it can be easily
adapted to any format, anytime.

SWheotrtoneCorporation

A-300

7305 Performance Drive, Syracuse, NY. 13212 (tel 315-452-5000/fax 315-452-0160)
Circle ( 177) On Reader Service Card

See Us At NAB Ridio Siow Booth 901

